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PAUL EDMUND STRZELECKI 
PORTRAIT OF A VICTORIAN 
What a man is,is more than what he qoes. 
It was growing dark under the arches of the entrance to 
Burlington House.The colours of an autumn sunset were already fading 
behind the rooftops,while twilight,an invisible fluid poured from 
above,was forming pools of shadOW in the unroofed paved court.A 
scent of smoke from freshly lighted fires hung on the air already 
shapp with frost,. 
Firm steps,not quick,but steady,accompanied by the tap of 
a stick,sounded on the stones,and two men,going out,met under the 
~ street lamp where the stir of Piccadilly gave way to the quiet of 
~ the gateway,another coming in the opposite direction. 
f) 
o The man passed,turning to the right in the entrance to 
fI) 
~ the Royal SOCiety rooms.The momentary glimpse showed a figure 
suggestive of purpose,of incisive energy,concentrated in a head 
which cried out to be copied in the clean severity of marble;good 
looks of the type that time,by writing the character on the flesh 
and bone ,can only intensify. 
A mane of snow white hair,cut long,and rising lightly 
from a high white forehead,high cheekbones,a fine clear Jaw line, 
thin lips, jutting straight nos,e, watchful light eyes under thick dark 
eyebrows,a total effect,with a spare body of average height,of 
will and vigour. 
One of the outgoing men turned to follow the disappearing 
figure. 
"I thought he recognised you." he said doubtfully."Who was he?" 
"Sir Paul de Strzelecki,the colonial explorer." 
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The other shook his head. "It' I'l ~l s t r iking face, and a 
foreign name.Do you know anyth1ng of him'?" 
The second man shrugged. 
"Most people know of him,at least.K.C.M.G,member of the 
R.S and R.G.S,etc.He's well known in London,seems to have been here 
a long time.Men of action,after all,are more 1nteresting in what they 
do than in what they are.A man is what he does,or he COUldn't have 
done it.This -- Pole,I th1nk,came to England after he left Australia, 
got himself accepted, and n ow belongs here.! leave it to you writers 
to make up the missing details of men's lives.The recorded fac t s ar e 
enoU2;h for me." 
His companion laughed. "facts,even in the rare cases when 
they are true,and not merely believed,mean nothing.Anyone can twist 
them to his purpose.The true truth,1! there were such 8 thi ng at a lLl , 
would be found in the personality of the man who created the facts, 
the inner motives which made him do th1s or that thingf , and no other. 
The reason why a man explores,the purpose which sends him out,is 
more to me than the mountains he climbed and the rivers he named.BUt 
you seldom find them in biography." 
"Is there more tllwth in your romantic story than in my 
bare facts'? they are both, after all, only a selection of the possible 
materials." 
"Give me my sort of truth,and you may keep your own. What 
one sees in a life,after all,1s probably not so much what is there, 
as what one sees there.Biography is only fiction under a different 
name. 11 
The other did not answer.With a peremptory gesuure he summoned 
a cab,which drew up obediently at the curb.He got in, and left the 
other,w1th a brief good night,standing in the violet shadow,where 
3 
gas lamps and lamps from uncurtained windows were only intensifying 
the approaching dusk. 
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PART ONE 
BACKGROUND OF AN EXPLORER 
I 
THE YEAR 1797 
The End of the 18th Century - Brief survey of England,France,Austria 
Prussia, Russia - Dismembered Poland - Similarity in destiny of 
Catherine the Great and Strzelecki. 
By 1797,the eighteenth century was dead,though it had 
still a year or two to run.Most of its great figures had paased 
from its stage,but the symbol of its demise,lay,for the common man 
in two other events,which,by ushering in the French Revolution, 
marked most vividly the change which was coming into being.These, 
the capture of the Bastille by the Paris mob,which,with the common 
ineptitude of crowds,turned its fury against the one prison which 
had never menaced its ranksjand the execution of that Louis Capet 
who died in extenuation of those of his faults for which he was 
least to blame,his kingship and his stupidity.When Burk~declaimed 
on the death of Marie Antoinette,that chivalry was dead,he was right. 
But if chivalry had still be alive in the age which saw the Partition 
of Poland, the extinction in time of peace of a nation with centuries 
of life behind it, then it was better dead.The eighteenth century, 
which perpetrated that cynical outrage,was dead,at least.Its part 
was done,and the curtain was rising, with a synchronisation rarely 
found between an epoch and a century,on the age of realism,the age 
brought in by that ~apoleon then supreme in Europe.The star of the 
nineteenth century,which began with general war in Europe and ended 
with wars as far beyond it as China, India and Africa,had risen,as 
it was to shine,red above the horizon. 
England was still at war, but the prime minister was tired 
of it, and longing for that peace which he was still far from 
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achieving.Though the year ended with the failure of the attempted 
invasion of Ireland,the temper of the fleet was working up for the 
Spithead mutiny. 
Frsnce's position was better than it hsd been for many 
years.She had signed peace with Prussia and with Spain,Belgium had 
been incorporated,Holland reduced to the status of a vassal state, 
F1nd though England was still fighting at sea,and Austria by land, 
N9,poleon's advance from Italy presaged the peace of Campo Formio, 
the advantsge being further strengthened by the arrival of new 
French armies which had been released for foreign service by the 
pacification of the Vendee. 
Further east,Prussia,Austria and Russia were haggling over 
the disposition of the fresh territories Bcquired during 1795. 
Prussia, whose ruler had been disheartened by the disa-
ppointments of his reign,by the inaction of 1794,the repulse from 
Warsaw,was feeling its isolation, and consequently was getting the 
worst of the bargaining.It was still influential enough,however,to 
enable Cstherine to maintsin the balance of power between the rival 
claims of Prussia and AUstria,and thus PUt herself in the strongest 
position. 
Austri9.,under Francis II,had absorbed Galicia,Russia the 
rest o'f Lithuania,and in October 1795,the three states reached an 
agreement which was finally ratified on January 26, 1797,and this 
settled the long agony of the country formerly existing between 
their frontiers,and now dismembered within them.The Partition of 
Poland was complete;a crime and blunder the consequences of which 
\~ere among the causes of the world war,and which are still operating 
within the reconstituted Polish Republic.It was an action very 
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typical of the cynical age which produced its protagonists 
Catherine the Great,foreigner lIho did more for her adopted country 
than any single native Russian except Peter;Frederick of Prussia, 
Stanislaus Poniatowski,Joseph II and Leopold,these completed the 
group of villains. 
And Poland? To all intents and purposes,to the best of the 
knoliledge and belief of the men who ratified the final partition, she 
had ceased to exist.To make her demise more complete and lasting was 
the aim of the treaty inspired by Catherine;it decreed that in 
future there should be no divided allegiance.Every landowner had to 
settle himself in one or other territory, become a citizen of that 
region,and sell his "foreign" lands within f1ve years.Boundaries 
were defined with precision.And,to stamp down the ground over the 
uneasy grave, the three sovereigns bound themselves by a secret 
article, recognising "the necessity of abolishing everything which 
may recall the memory of the existence of the kingdom of Poland" 
For the furtherance of this aim, which the next hundred years was to 
prove so futile,all three pledged themselves never to use the name 
in the territorial titles of any of their rulers.(l) 
Before this was formally drawn up, Catherine died(1796) Her 
successor Paul released the Polish patriot Kobciuszko,who withdrew 
abroad, only returning to Poland when his body was,much later,given 
burial in the Wawel.Stanislaus August Poniatowski, forced to abdicate 
in 1795,retired to St Petersburg,and died there in 1798. 
The year after the death of the VI om an who,in her greatness 
as in her vices,typified the morality. aims and methods of the 
disappearing epoch,a man was born who summed equally well the new 
age,its dreams hopes and limitations,though in infinitely less 
f" limelight,on the restricted sage of private life.Strzelecki was as 
~ 
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characteristic of the nineteenth century as Catherine of the eight-
eenth.He shared with her,who in her plans for aggrandisement,gave 
the vital impetus to the fortunes of ~an of whom she would never 
have heard,the fate of an obscure birth,a.n unwilling exile,a.nd the 
destiny of taking the nationality,sharing the life,and furthering 
the renown of a race to which,like the petty German princess to 
the Russia of Peter the Great,he was by birth,race,language,upbr1ng-
ing and relig1on,a stranger. 
IlAX 'ttO IlIA LOA A.loq.S1H U.lapOI'l a2pl.l<i.uraO (I) 
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II 
Gj!:USZYNA 
G;tuszyna, "wies koscielnl1" (2) lying a few miles from Poznan, 
in the territory acquired by Prussia in the Third Partition,differs 
in no way from a thousand villages scattered up and down the flat 
plains which make up the country.14C years ago,it was still less 
remarkable,and hardly more picturesque.It possessed,then as now, 
the charm of simplicity,the beauty of flat lands,a landscape laid 
out in a wide chequerboard of colours changing with the seasons, 
broken by forests,dotted here and there with an occasional lake. The 
larger fields of the landowners,planted with rye or barley,buckwheat 
and beet,the smaller inconvenient strips of peasant land among them; 
in the village itself,under the elms and chestnuts,by the village 
pond,where a probable st Jan Nepomak guarded the water,the community 
met to discuss,in Polish still untainted by Germanisms,their 
pr1mitive affairs,while the slow storks flapped overhead to their 
nests in the thatch,and the z6raw,the windlas,creaked as the buckets 
came up for the evening watering of the horses. 
Behind the church,which differed from so many Polish 
churches,white,baroque,with onion domes like bubbles of cloud on 
the large horizon,in being ancient Vistula Gothio,and the primitive 
little shop where travelling peddlars opened their packs,stood a 
wide gateway,usually open;an evergreen shtbbery to protect the 
I 
garden from dUst.From behind the summer green of lilacs and hawthorns 
the more sombre evergreen of yews and laurels,the roof of the 
manor house showed above the white walls and poroh of a typical 
• dwor of the smaller Polish gentry.Manor house is too pretentious 
a name,for the oblong white box of a simple house,home of people 
in reduced circumstances,with narrow resources, but manor house 
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means a certain place in the social system --home of a family of 
gentle blood,which in Poland stood ' for more than riches. 
The pulse of life,always slow in the country,flows 
sluggishly through these backwaters,where an intensely restricted 
country gentry lead the dullest of lives,the men busy supervising 
their property,absorbed in the price of grain, the illness of 
animals, the rotation of crops, the complaints of the peasants,the 
change of the seasons:their wives and daughters,with the care of 
the indoor servants,the making of traditional dishes, the breeding 
of poultry and the entertaining of such occasional guests as find 
their way -- the local priest,come to spend the close of a church 
holiday at the home of the chief parishioner,or a relative breaking 
a journey. 
At the Strzeleckis,in t797,there were excellent reasons 
for a qUiet life.The storm of political events had ebbed, leaving 
0/ 
the Pznan district subjected,sullen,but uncowed --reaction and 
rebellion stil~n the future,only at the beginning of the bitter 
lesson of attempted Germanisation,but quiet at a time when too 
much hospitality was unwelcome. 
Mrs Strzelecka expected her third child that year, but 
even after June and the birth of a second son,poverty and temper-
ament were the main factors which kept the young couple and their 
small children safely at home. 
The husband's family were newcomers to the. district,as 
residence is counted in Poland.Piotr(Peter) Strzelecki had come 
from the 'neighbourhood of Galicia,in 1730.Selling the family pro-
perty of Dziewanka,on the river Dniestr,he had bought one en Great 
(3) 
Poland, where he married a member of the Raczynski fa.mily, and died 
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leaving behind him two sons,Andrzej and Franciszek(Andrew and Francis) 
Of these two,Andrew died unmarried,having l ost his own possessions 
8,nd most of his brothers' ,so that when Francis married a girl as 
poor as himself,the two were forced to make sacrifices to buy even 
the modest farm of G~uszyna,where they settled and brought up their 
three children,Isabel,Peter and Paul. 
The story of Anna Strzelecka z domu Raczynska is itself 
too typically Polish to be pass ed o.er.Her father,owner of extensive 
estates in Great Poland,was mortified to find himself father of 
six daughters ana no son.So,fearing the obliteration of the position 
of his family by their marriage,he left his entire fortune to his 
brothers Kazimierz(Marshall) and Ignacy(Bishop) trusting to them to 
provide for his orphan children,whom at a stroke of the pen he 
had deprived of everything rightly theirs(in Poland all children of 
both sexes have equal right to a share of property,and use of titles) 
The two magnates took the property,and disposed of the girls,now 
reduced from heiresses to poor gentlewomen.They were sent to be 
brought up as unpaid companions,scattered up and down the country 
in the houses of various relatives,and left to shift for themselves 
in the matter of marriage.Anna,one of the younger chi1dren,and 
quite small at the time of her father's death,found herself some-
what above the status of a servant,but with no claim to education 
or consideration, with no future but marriage a.nd no opportunity of 
attracting -- since she was neither beautiful,talented nor 
accomplished -- the notice of any man of equal fortune to that in 
which she had been born,nor --by the social code of her cla.s s ~md 
count ry--any hope of being allowed to find a hUsband outside the 
poorer reaches of the group to which her father's family pride had 
consigned her.(4) 
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Thus Anna was limited in choice,and like her sisters,she 
married a poor gentleman, and settled down to the only destiny for 
which she was fitted,a life of narrow pleasures,but one hardly 
lim1ted in duties and usefulness,of lady of the manor --a position 
hardly above that of poor gentleman farmer's wife. 
It was to this life of physical comfort,of l1ttle money, 
of few opportun1tes and restr1cted needs,that Paul Edmund Strzelecki 
was born --according to his own account,on June 2#th,1797,actually 
by church records,on June apth,and,being delicate,was christened 
next day,in the parish church of st Jacob,his God parents being 
Piotr Phoroni and FelicJanna Karwyna. 
These details are given because of the fact,1n 1tself 
significant, that Paul Strzelecki from the time of his arrival in 
Australia used the title Count.Th~ question of Polish titles (5) is 
complicated, but in any case,the Strzeleckis were not a titled 
family,and even if Anna was a countess,Paul claimed it on his 
father's side,tracing descent from a Galician family of Counts 
Strzelecki.When abroad,he wrote to his brother,asking him to make 
inquiries in the matter and without waiting a successful issue of 
them(unlikely,in the existing state of affairs,for their claims were 
nil)he annexed the coverted connection and called himself count.As 
we shall see later,this was well in keeping with certain traits in 
his character, but hardly with the ascertained facts of his immediate 
relatives. 
The life to which he was born was narrow enough. Poverty 
abd political impotence no less than habit and inclination made it 
so.A man born to the niche of landed proprietor, large or small, 
needed nothing more than every Polish gentleman acquired by birth or 
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upbringingia love of the land, and an understanding of the people on 
itithe ability to talk French in a drawing room, and to pay a 
compliment to a wom~~ in any languageja nodding acquaintance with 
the practical aspect of t~e problems of his district,a love of 
horse flesh,hunting,a good seat in the saddle, the ability to carry 
vbdka and the assurance given by the knowledge that a Polish 
szlachcic is the equal of any man' created,the "brother" of any other 
gentleman. ( 6) 
So much had Peter strzelecki, but it was not the whole 
inheritance of ~aul,the younger brother.The pictures of his child-
hood are few, reminiscences hard to collect,but certain traits 
appear.He was practical (7) witty,intelligent,with a mind always 
concrete in its ProJects,passionate,ambitious,restless,gifted with 
a lively imagination bent on realisable aims.The child was consistent 
-- he was an original, but only to a point. "From early childhood to 
advanoed age,he had always a sober intelligence,but peculiarihe 
took extraordinary paths,but always towards practical goals" (8) 
One p~cture of his childhood stands out,and is in itself 
enough to illustrate the man --his childish love of making speeches, 
writing dramas,preaching sermons.Anna Strzelecka,his mother,was 
well known in the district for her piety,but for piety of a simple 
and practical kind, lying purely in charitable thought expressed in 
charitable action.Though tradition says she was considered saintly 
by the poor and needy,the home was proably ne more religious than 
those of the ordinary gentlefolk of the timeieven before the 
partitions,national feeling and Catholocism,the benevolent despot-
ism of the landowners and the benevolent autocracy of the church 
had gone hand in hand. 
The priest had been welcome at the manor, attendance at 
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mass regular, but probably there was no more.lsabel and Peter had 
greeted the priest on his visits with the handkiss of well brought 
up children,and had escaped again into the world of horses and dogs 
the farmyard and forest interests of healthy country childhood.lt 
remained for the sturdy youngest,for Paul,to make of his national 
religion the first piece of the varied motley he was to wear his 
life long, one of those veils to hide the spirit --or reveal it. 
Being,like many Polish children,chosen by the priest to serve at 
the altar during mass, the impressionable child,with the dramatic 
fire which was never to desert him in life,became for a time in his 
own eyes a priest --in the positive and spectacular aspect of the 
role.lt was his favourite game while still quite small.Something in 
the ritual, the solemnity,may have touched a natural weakness for 
the impresslve,but since there seems to have been no religious 
quickening with it,lt seems more likely it was an expression of 
ambition,an early urge to power and Belf assertion.His father, coming 
and going, leaving a mark on his surroundings as master,would be 
easily eclipsed to the eager child by the greater consequence of 
the priest, the consecrated and set apart.Paul spent whole days in 
the sincerest form of flattery,imitation,but not in the pastime of 
prayer or fasting, still less of good works.ln all this there was no 
touch of morbidity.Nothing could have been further from the r e stless. 
active mind of the small boY,Just growing conscious of the assert-
ive "I" which, with every fibre of sound brain and body,he needed to 
affirm against the repressive powers ranged over a child and youngr 
son. 
His room was fitted as a chapel,and there he spent much of 
his time,preaching serm ons to anyone who would listen, or, failing an 
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audience,to himself.A family tradition handed down states they were 
practical and full of sound common sense.The child had found a first 
outlet for his unquestionable vitality.It is entirely typical of 
the man that the form was at once harmless and bizarreiwhat would 
have been mawkish in a person less pronouncedly virile,became in 
him no more than the eccentric but reasonable expression of a lively 
fancy and an active,constructive intelligence. 
The mood soon passed,or gave way to a more mature express-
ion of the same motive.Paul was the youngestihis sister was eight 
years older,his brother six.He would be,once his growing independ-
ence lost him the place of petted baby,an unimportant figure,unable 
to compete physically with his elders.An expanding personality 
forced him to find something where he,and he only,could shine.The 
power he felt in himself,resigning the field of aroiter of conscience 
came out as arbiter of taste.Paul found a fresh way to hold the 
st8ge,thls time literally.He began to write plays.\l"hen cold or 
darkness kept him indoors,he wrote comedies,of which none have 
survived,e.nd when the family gathered in the evenings,the long dull 
winter nights when darkness falls at 3.30,and the snow laden trees 
seem to press against the frost flowers on the outer windows,he 
acted them,king of his small circle.He had talent,considering his 
youthithe same family tradition attributes to these early products 
written in his native Polish,a certain lightness and wit which his 
later English works certainly did not possess. 
If mOderately gifted(looking with the lenient eyes of the 
home critio)as a playwr.ight,as an actor he shone.Most Poles are 
natural actors,and Paul no exception.Grace in gesticulation,free 
play of hands,a good enunc1at10n,the Polish language gives to 1ts 
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netive speekers,and to this he added a flexible voice and the art of 
reading well aloud.He recited --in that age no shame --and these two 
graces,firat developped in the remote Poznan village, survived with 
him in a larger circle,where his voice had a fuller range and a 
more critical audience.His 80cial gifts remained with him to the 
end of his life. 
NOTES ON 
II 
Pa.e;e 8. (2) Wies koscielna means village with a church,centre of 
a parish. 
Page 9 
Polish names.The ordinary name is an adjective,the form of 
the family estate.They are now fixed,but came originally from 
estates.Hence the man's surname is -oki,and his wife takes the 
feminine -ska.In other names,foreign or peasant,the Wife's 
form is -owa,the daughter's -owna,added to the whole name.! 
have used the feminine form Raczynska,Strzelecka for Paul's 
mother for exactitude. 
(3)This habit of naming from places results in there 
being many families with the same name,though not related.To 
add to the confusion,many noblemen adopted and thus ennobled 
whole families or regiments of peasants,in recognition of 
services.Thus the mother of Francis Strzelecki and his wife 
were both Raczynskas,but we do not know if they were related 
(probably distant cousins)nor whether they belonged to the 
powerful Poznan family of Counts Raczynski.The title is not 
used of Paul's mother.The decisive family in determining 
relationship is the crest, which in the old days was held in 
common by a number of interrelated families,the crests them-
selves being few in number.The Strzeleckis belonged to the 
Herb Oksza(name of crest) The New York family,claiming to be 
his next of kin,belong to the Jastrebiec. 
Page 10 
(4) Poland had then three non overlapping classes (a) 
peasants,the tillers of the land,in smell holdings.(b)the 
small number of townspeople,mostly descendants of Jews or 
foreign burgers,and (c) the gentry (Szlachta)all theoretically 
equal,so far as rights,privileges and rank went, but sharply 
differentiated in fortune.Nominally brothers, able to carry 
swords,vote for and be elected to the sejm or as king,there 
were magnates(rich men who had held nominal offices such as 
hetman,woyewoda,etc)or titled magnates,Princes,Counts and 
Barons,these of foreign giving but generally recognised,such 
as the Princes Sapieha,Counts Raczynski.Below them were the 
less well known titled families from the marches, the rich 
but more obscure,and lower,the smaller holders, others poorer, 
with mere patches of land,and lived like peas8.nts,Others, 
losing their property, became attached to the houses of their 
neighbours,where they gentility was still respected.Anna, 
being in the position almost of servant, would not be wooed by 
a magnate,nor loo~ at a townsman or peasant.Hence her choice 
must lie with some such poor gentleman as Francis Strzelecki. 
(5) The number of true Polish tltles is so limited that 
most people know all the titled families by name. 
(6)Proverb "Szl achcic w zagrodze rowny woyewodze" A 
gentleman on his small holding is the governor's equal. 
(7) and (8) Ateneum 1876 "0 Pawle Edmundzie Strzeleckim 
wedJug rodzinnych. i towarzyakich wspomnien p.406.The translat-
ion is my own. 
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III 
YOUTH 
Explanation of lack of early material - Sketch of brother - Paul's 
boyhood -period in Pruss ian army. 
There are gaps in the story.Dates are lacking,the time 
at which events occurred can only be approximately fixed. When 
dealing with any Polish subJect,the materials are ha.rd to get and 
harder to verify.The fate of the country was so sto~y.The &mmediate 
friends and contemporaries of any Pole of Strzelecki's day had 
other things to ~o than remember facts of other people's lives --
they were too busy risking or saving their own.Papers of all kinds 
were possible sources of danger,houses open to ruthless police 
search at any time,the risings of 1830 and 1863 swept away masses 
of documents of all sorts.Family records,scattered over a wide 
country,shared the fate of other moveables in time of riot,uprising 
or war,and public documents were hardly luckier, even when,in those 
careless times, they were kept E!t ell.Such of the Strzelecki family 
papers as survived his time,were in existence in ours;his nearest 
relative ,grandnephew, and grandson of his sister,told me that he 
knew of numerous letters,accounts,etc,belonging to his grandmother 
and her brothers,but that all these had been in a house near Warsaw 
during the Russian occupation,and all were burnt to warm the stoves. 
This is typical of the usual end of Polish personal records. 
Peter,the elder brother,went into one of the Polish 
regiments(9) ,went through the AUstrian campaign,and in 1812 was 
with Napoleon's army in Russia (10) After this,he became Murat's 
adJutant,won the Legion of Honour,and was taken prisoner by the 
Austrians,in whose hands he remained till 1817.This brings his 
story,where the facts are positlve,acroBs that of hiB brother , whose 
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biography at this point begins to be,as it remains,largely 
conjectural. 
Paul,at the age of about 14,was sent to Warsaw to school. 
This took him into Russian P@land.During the time he stayed there 
he was in the care,and living in the house of a friend of h1s fathe~ 
This fr1end,Ksawery(Xav1er) Kledrzynsk1,a solic1tor,had growing 
children of his own,but seems to have treated the young Strzeleck1 
w1th part1cular k1ndl1ness and conf1dence.The boy was in the positim 
~favoured child,and was free to come and go as he pleased,w1thout 
being responsible to anyone but h1s guardian,who made no effort to 
study h1s complex character. Certainly his influence could not 
have been great,since the attract1ve boy worked so much on h1s 
feel1ngs that h1s shortcom1ngs were always condoned and h1s more 
ser10us offences excused.Th1s brings out a tra1t wh1ch Paul seems 
to have possessed from b1rth and wh1ch helps to explain many of the 
1mprobab111t1es of h1s later career.He had --magnetism,the gift of 
inspir1ng conf1dence and trust 1n the minds of those whom he con-
tacted even casually.He could get what he needed,w1th no background 
but his own personal1ty.The fact crops up aga1n and aga1n 1n his 
life h1story. 
Now,1n a home like his own,where he had more 11berty than 
1s usual to grow1ng boys,and less control,he was still not at ease. 
Already the forces, the restless amb1tion,the arbitrary w111,wh1ch 
were to d1rect h1s life by such c1rcuitous paths,were work1ng 1n 
him.In or about 1812,when he not more than s1xteen,he came home 
from school one day,1n the absence of the fam1ly,packed up a few 
necess1t1es,took money from the unlocked drawer in the off1ce,and 
d1sappeared.Between that date(1t too is conjectural) and 1817,when 
Peter,return1ng through Krakow on h1s release from Austrlan capt1v-
ity 
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found him there (In Austrian terrItory) and took him back to the 
Duchy of Poznan, there is no record of hIm.He simply vanished,and 
the good hearted Kiedrzynski,disappointed in his confidence,was 
left to make the best excuses he could. 
His official Polish biography states that he was educated 
"in Heidelburg and in Edinbugh"( l1)and if at the later place,it 
must surely have been during this period, since the university has 
no record of his attendance during the time he was known to be in 
Engla.nd.lf so --it remains il '~mystery how a boy of sixteen,leaving 
Warsaw with the -equivalent of a few pounds in his pocket,without 
any knowledge of English(this makes Heidelberg more probable,as he 
would have spoken German since infancy, and was a German subject) 
could have Journeyed so far or supported himself when he got there, 
remembering,moreover,that the years 1812-1817 covered the Moscow 
campalgn,the battle of Leipsig,Waterloo. 
The motive of his departure is also not quite clel1l' ,though 
an explanation is hinted.Leaving school and setting out, with a 
light heart and a light purse,to explore a world where his bounding 
opt1mism promised him a conspicuous role,would be picturesque, but 
motiveless,aardly in keeping with his sound common sense.It certainly 
played a part,and his disillusioning experience may have been at 
the back of his mind,as first instilling a more practical point of 
vIew,when,twenty five years later, he wrote in a lette~efering to 
some proverbial Polish fIgure "like that Jack,who went out into the 
world to seek his fortune,and came back with nothing"(12) for this 
exactly sums up his concrete result from the epiSOde. 
In spIte of th~8,his sister's tearful explanation has 
probably more than a germ of truth in it, besides containing one of 
the slender threads which are all that remain to give a consistent 
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pattern to his life. 
Paul was attractive, and in a masculine way.The head which 
was no noble in age,must have been commanding in youth.Like most of 
his countrymen,not tall by our standards,he was well built,with the 
fine hands and feet, the regular features of the best slavonio types, 
with blue grey eyes flashing with purpose and energy.At sixteen,a 
hundred years ago,it is hardly so improbable that he could have 
flirted with a married woman a few years older than himself, since 
early marriages,often mainly an affair of business,are common in a 
land where property is divided by inheritance and reunited by 
marriage, often among relatives.The story goes on that Paul made 
himself sufficiently conspicuous for his sister to come to Warsaw 
and interfere.Her quick tongue brought the erring wife to a more 
sensible frame of mind, and though the rid1culous story was kept 
quiet,Paul's young pride,touched,vented itself in resentment 
towards his sister, proportionate to her success.Isabel later re-
counted the meagre facts of her brother's history as known 1n the 
family,and used to repeat mournfully "From that time he cared less 
about me" Since she,her husband and her brother Peter were all that 
remained to the orphaned Paul of parental influence,the fact,if a 
true one,and it seems highly probable,was enough to be a determintns 
factor.Home,and its inmates,country,the companionship of his age 
and class,were waning as influences,and he was straining forward 
towards the new and unknown. 
All that is certain is the fact of his return,helped out 
of his financial difficulties by his brother,to Poznan in 1817. 
During the absence of the two brothers, Isabel's husband,Felex 
SJupski,lived at,and looked after the poor remnants of the property. 
There was too little to divide,so the elder Strzelecki, who married 
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soon after his return, settled down near by,while Paul lived with 
his sister and brother in law . Left to himself,unpracticed in 
agriculture , so no help about the farm,not reconciled to the dullnes 
and cramping effectc of countl'] l i fe ,he made himself a. nuisance in 
the neighbourhood as only an nctive,discontented young man can. 
~ 
He gave ,~either then ' or later ,alil-'J explanation of his 
depnrture,and vouchsafed no account of the time he had spent since. 
His resentment against his sister, though softened by the years 
which had passed,never permitted the old friendliness, so that 
affairs can not bave been too pleasant at home,and we can understand 
and sympathise with the action of his brother in law,who,tlred of 
the restless young man as an lrunate of his home,finally "gave Paul 
to the Prussian armyfl( 13 ) This seems to mean that he brought about, 
by pressure or influence in a more friendly way,Paul's joining the 
Prussian army as a volunteer,since the young man was over age,and 
in any ce.se hardly of a nature, then or at any other time, to yield 
""'-to force maj ~r.After a few months in the boredom of the sleepy 
country,wlth empty pockets and no possibllity of indulging the love 
of fine clothes,horses,hospitality and general lavishness which his 
masterful spil"it craved , and with no chance of being anything but 
the returned prodigal living on his relatives,tbe life of a soldier 
may have seemed independent and colourful by comparison . In any 
case,he joined the slxth regiment of Uhlans,where there were so 
many Poles that it was known as the Pollsh reglment . He joined,and 
realised at once that he had made a mistake . Military fervour might 
well have been in his blood, as descendant of a race whom geography 
has made soldiers from generation to generation, but the ruthless 
formal disclpllne of the reconstructed Prussian army,the faults of 
which Napoleon had shown up, were not to be borne . Like many another 
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young man,he sought pleasure in his spare time to counteract the 
intolerable weight of duty;it was beyond his power to live like a 
gentlenlan on his pay,his family could not suppllment his resources 
so,to the in\finite embarrassment of his relatives,as soon as he 
rose to be ensign( 14)he resigned his commission , a.rriving home the 
same restless spirit who had left it,plus a more determined dis-
satisfaction, the habits or arrogance and command learnt in an army, 
and the unpalatable addition of a sheaf of unpaid billa.The Stupskis 
and Strzeleckls may well have sighed,wondering what fresh mischief 
their troublesome young relative would next brew for himself and 
them.He did them no other favour but this --that he lost no time 
in satisfying their curiosity in the latter regard.Idleness,poverty, 
and too much energy,the faults of his position,intelligence,charm 
and his proverbial "luck with people" his three chief trump cards 
J in the gamble of a poor ambitious man in llfe,were combining to 
bring about the next dynamic ohange in his condition,and to weave 
a fresh significant pattern into the tapestry of his career. 
NOTES ON 
III 
P~e 16. (9)Probably into one of the Polish regiments raised in the 
hope that Napoleon would do something for Poland. (10) The Moscow campaign roused hope in the Poles in 
RUssian Poland,and thousands of Poles enlisted,including those from 
other parts.Such famous leaders as Joseph Bem and Prince Joseph 
Poniatowski joined and the troops under their command,Bs being moES 
used to the climate and conditions of warfare were among the most 
valuable part of the Grande Armee,covering the retreat as far as 
Wilno. 
Page 18 (ll)Zielinski Wybitne czyny Polakow na Bbczynie p.511. 
(12) Letter to Adyna Turno,to be fully quoted later. 
Page 20 (13)Zmichowska p.411.My own translation. 
Page 21 
(14) Podchor~ziew 
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IV 
ALEXANDRA TURNO 
The Turno family __ Importance of Alexandra as recipient of letters 
which are the only biographical source for Strzelecki's life. 
The discontented ensign,finding his brother in law's 
frowns,his brother's impatience,his sister's reproaches, any thing 
but aIDusingithe hunting shooting and card playing of his restricted 
locality, beginning to pall, looked B,bout him for new friends .That to 
a young man of his sort,was easy,in Poland.~~ere the attitude of the 
gentry in the first years after the partition had been sullen,the 
quiet years of the early nineteenth century in Prussian Poland had 
changed the temper somewhat --the natural Polish hospitality was 
beginning to bubble up,especially since their exclusion from all 
political events,and the unwillingness to mix with the governing 
Germans,shut Poles into their homes by closing all doors to their 
talents. 
It was not long before Strzelecki found himself welcome at 
several houses lying further afield,notably at that of the Turnos, 
rich landowners living at no great distance from Gtuszyna. 
This was more to the young man's liking.Mr Turno,a 
widower,knew the world and had mixed in affairs;his wealth and 
influence,no less than his character,made him home a gathering 
place for his more intelligent and active neighbours.His sons were 
already grown up,bringing young life to the house,and though his 
wife had long been dead,his daughter,at home with a governess,was 
growing to be an adequate substitute. 
Between two ages of politecal stress,it was a time of 
open doors,when there was nothing to do but ride from estate to 
estate for visits,sure always of a welcome,the chance to see,and 
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ride,English blood horses crossed with Arab blood,to discuss the 
points of a setter,to organise hunts where the bags would have 
astonished contemporary English gamekeepers,and to return after them 
to a loaded table,to mead and v6dka,imported French wines,and to 
dancing,where there were women in the household,or to cards,where 
larger sums passed than a retired ensign could afford to lose. 
Paul shared this carefree life,snd was for the moment 
satisfied.A wider air breathed through the big house,a greater 
s paciousness lay behind the mask of old Polish simplicity.He too, 
with the other young visitors,stood in the long clearings in the 
forests to bring down the red or fallow deer returning from their 
feeding grounds,or crouched in the rushes as the distant flaps and 
squarks proclaimed the wild duck about to rise.And,when the guests 
from Poznan,Turun,InwrosJawek or Gdansk retUrned home,the neighbour, 
friend of the eldest son of the house and trusted young companion 
of the proprietor, shared the quieter pleasures of domesticity.He 
drove with the master "Pan Dziedzi6" about the fields,watching the 
peasants at work,discussed the harvesting and marketing of crops, 
was present at the wood cutting, the draining of fish ponds,and 
inevitably shared the pursuits of his host's young daughter. 
Adyna Turno,the heroine of this biography,deserves a 
formal lntroduction,since she,and she alone, links the episodes of 
Strzelecki's career together.To her were written the scanty handful 
of letters which contain all the inside,the revealing,glimpses he 
be ever gave of himself.She alone,possessing those~letters, 
and the recollections of the summer of the year she was fifteen, 
out of all their contemporary world,might have been in a position 
to tell his true story.She did not tell it,though she loved him all 
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her life.Perhaps her silence,by the time the whole account is given 
of their relations,will be his best testimonial. 
So they came together,in the year 1821,while still no 
shadow hung over them,and life promised to be no more adventurous 
than it a.ppeared. 
Adyna was then fifteen,Paul twenty four.He may have been 
a hero in her eyes,she was nothing in his.A schoolgirl sister, 
inconveniently in the way,and moreover rather apt to assert herself 
through her influence over her father.Nothlng more,but politeness 
demanded something of show.She must be spoken to,a few jesting 
compliments passed.The formality of a cerem~nial loving race 
constrained them both;if he found her c~urtsey ridiculous,combin1ng 
the gauche schoolgirl kn1x with the conscious bend of the hostess, 
he was not able to show it.Psrhaps Adyna got her first adult hand-
kiss from h1m,and never noticed his lips were not quite steady.No 
wonder she failed to see,when the man before her was so personable. 
Paul, straightening from his bow,saw the plain young face before him 
transfigured with the most beautifying expression a woman's eyes 
can have to light them --heartfelt and genuine admiration of the 
mall at whom she looks. 
For she was not 10vely.It was to no special physical 
grace that she captured and held all the earthly affection that her 
young ensign was ever to give anyone.If his interest began in 
nothing more vital than happy courtesy,hers was the dawning emotion 
of a strong nature which never swerved in its choice.Adyna knew 
what she wanted,a fifteen,and still wanted the same,at seventy. 
But,if,she was not pretty, she was unusual,even in a land 
of energetic women.She had character, which lit her from within,like 
a lamp.Moreover,she was the daughter of the lord of the manor,of a 
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large inheritance.And,to a man recently returned from abroad, she 
may well have summed up the undeniable charm of the Polish country 
and the country life,of the people from whom he had sprung. 
That summer,one of his crises, seemed very tranquil as it 
passed.The two of them --he basking in the soothing warmth of 
admiration and appreciation,so gratifying after the humiliations 
and disappointments of a career which after such an expenditure of 
of effort,had still got him so little forward, she embarked --unwarned 
by her sentimental governess and her own instinct,on the risky 
course of premature passion,must have been happy.It is proably as 
much tO~hat landscape -- . , 
Kraje dziecinstwa,gdzie cztowiek po ~wiecie 
Biegt,Jak po t~ce,a znat tylko kwiecie 
Mite,i pi,kne; (15) 
as to her, that he returned in thought from the mountains of Australia. 
v The country is lovely in the Polish summer. The fields of 
willow,pale green,and like the oats and barley,silvered by wind, 
the red stalks and white flowers of the buckwheat, the mauve glow, 
warming to rose at sunset,on the tall flexible rye;the more 
vivid colours of the blue lupin, the scent and orchid like delicacy 
of the yellow lupin, set among starry grey leaves,cornflowers,red 
poppies, and daisies, with a host of smaller flowers that make the 
fields enamelled, while bees blunder from one to another,drunk with 
the pollen of lime or pine or currant flowers, which give out scent 
to mix with the mint by the streams and the wild thyme on the 
sandy lake shores, and geese, as white as the clouds overhead, 
wander beneath the drooping birch branches,as though leaves and 
clOUds and birds all moved to the peasant airs from the wh1te 
cottages among the white and grey and rosy silver of the poppy 
patches. 
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Suoh was her baokground,and he,too,bred to the land,to 
the flat,minute vast landsoape must have responded to its appeal 
through her.He disolaimed all those assooiations later, one of the 
very few Poles who have left their oountry without agonies of home 
siok regret, but probably all of it was part of her oharm when he 
remembered her.The greeting of the passing peasants "Praised be the 
name of Jesus Christ" and Adyna's answer "For ever and ever!" left 
we know,at least one echo in him,a memory he carried for fifty years 
which cropped out in the only passage of nostalgia he left on reoord 
"To abandon our country for another, where the people have nothing 
in common with us,but the bond of the same humanity,is to renounoe 
our nation and our race --two things not given to man that he may 
cast them off whenever it pleases his fantasy.The language whioh 
the one establishes,and the oharaoter to whioh they other gives 
birth, are insuperable barriers to amalgamation,and oonstant oauses 
of isolation.We may strive to bend our vharaoter,and to assimilate 
it to that of the oountry in whioh we live, but whioh is not ~i 
we may make a oertain approaoh towards perfection in a language 
we can speak but which is not our mother tongueiand,nevertheless, 
the smallest oocasion will serve to make us feel that we are 
strangers,far from our own soil •••• how many diffioulties have I not 
conquered in the study of languages whioh have no affinity with my 
own, and yet,whenever the heart and soul have been moved,how 
diffioult have I found it to adapt them to the faintest expression 
of that whioh moved me.It is on such oocasions that the recollect-
ion of country is recalled and the sentiment of nationality revives" 
( 16) 
But his sub-debutante, though she played with him a village 
idyll,Zosia to his Tadeusz,was no simple girl.It was not enough to 
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be mastrese of her father's house and t wlst hlm round her flnger.She 
had her place and her obligatlons.If the grown man, friend of grown 
men,seemed to con~scend to companion a glrl in her teens,to sult 
~~ W~ 
his speech and ldeas,hehwBs a lready experienc ed in the world,to 
chatter French to a child and her governess,the descent,though 
lnvlsible,was actually all on the other side.Adyna's youth,her 
chRperon ,and the informal situatlon screened the dangers of thelr 
positlon till it was too late.The father was the last to think of 
danger,and while he dld not,why should an adolescent and a stripling 
take 11fe too serfously? Even the governess,poor slmple soul,long 
disregarded in a world where women who are not beautlful nor young 
should certainly be rich, and now,suddenly consldered by a man of 
goodlooks and breeding,bssked in the sun and closed her eyes to 
the future. 
It was Adyna herself who took the situation in hand,and 
turned lts comedy-idyllic flavour to melodrama. 
She fell ln love,not prettlly nor sentlmentally,after 
the fashion of her sex and day,but with the lntense and prec~o1ous 
fervour of a strong character . Even at that early age,she showed the 
nature she was to have ln maturlty,the force which was to make 
her a personallty in a situatlon where almost any woman would be a 
shadow.Adyna looked at her flrst admirer,and found him good. Friend-
shlp,platonlc intercourse in the shelter of her father's roof, 
were not to her mind.Dellberately,she knew what she wanted,and lt 
deflnltely was not the chlvalrous grs.ce of a stilted age.The first 
impulse came from her,but if Paul could have said,in the words of 
his fUture fellowcountryman and Adam,"The woman tempted me" he 
wo~ld have had to admit that he was quite ready to follow.Adyna,like 
Eve,paid the full prlce of her indiscretlon. 
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Paul at this stage could scarcely be called lacking in 
self confidence.He was sure of his star and less given than most 
people to underrate himself and his value,actual or potential.It is 
likely that in the spacious atmosphere of the Turnos,a sense of 
potentiality bubbled up within him, but even so',Re was no fool.Flirt 
he may have been --and his adventure with the foolish married lady 
of Warsaw proves he was not backward at the gentle art --but never, 
then or later,did he lose his head.He knew,as definitely as Adyna 
did not,the gulf between their present and future positions.No man 
as sensible to the actualities of life,no Pole brought up in the 
atmosphere of snobbishness prevailing am ong the landowners,was more 
unlikely to forget the real difference underlying the apparent 
equality of his place in life,and Alexandras'.She, petted and pamper-
ed, surrounded by visitors who Vlould not have entered the house at 
all if they had not been well born,could at flfteen,ignore the very 
real gulf between herself ,B,n heiress,and a poor man,wlth no money 
and no prospects of making any,deep,moreover in debts which he had 
no chance of paying. Strzelecki cannot have blinded himself to the 
Turno's attitude,if the affair came to their ears,or Isabels',or 
:Peters' .Even if Adyna had been af~ .age,she could not have married 
without her father's consent without s erious rick of being disin-
herited,nor could he,Paul,support her.There was a gulf between them, 
and only one way out --a risky one.Either he did for once lose his 
-'Iuflt. &:/vA.v 
head, infatuated by a Bchoolgirl,or she overcame his objections.Most 
" likely of all, they both wanted it so much that they persuaded 
t heu.selves Im d each other that the course was practicable and that 
Mr Turno's wrath,faced with a f act,would be of short duration.Adyna 
had no cause to believe her father , could withstand any pleading of 
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hers. 
The excited governess was readY to help.Adyne h2d opport 
unities to further the affair.Paul,for right or wrong,was willing. 
The recklessness of the situation eased that caged something which 
had been sleeping,but not assuaged~since the army.The months of 
marking time were past,he had plans in his brain once more,a fresh 
hazard to play. 
p~ elopement would meet all the needs of the position, 
overcome the difficulties,silsnce oPPosition,satisfy the hot heads 
of the principals --or principal--with that desperate decisiveness 
their state of love and rebellion required.Under the cloak of 
ordinary life,preparations were made.A hundred emergencies,involving 
hurried meetings and whispered consultations,messages,suborning of 
servants,small superfluous notes from the lady's side,written 1n 
e...u. 
the high flown fluent French which they used for a life's correspond-
Among the' flutterlngs of the romantic governess, the packing was 
hastily done.The last afternoon came.Paul,under some good pretext, 
had removed himself Hnd his luggage from under the roof he was 
about to rob,and had withdrawn to a safe but not too remote distance 
to await the conjunction of the hour,the place and the lady. 
Adyna,SUSP1CiOU!rbright cbout the eyes,an unusual flush 
on her cheeks,went about the house,trying to make this seem no 
exceptional ~he governess,tearful,was 
pretext of a ~y ~h ViaS probably real 
got out of the way under 
enough when she thought 
of the wrath of discovery.The luggage was secured,the carriage 
waiting well out of sight.The t1me had come to say goodbye to her 
father.The worthy gentleman,t1red by a summer day,was resting in 
his office with a sheaf of papers screening a palpable doze.The 
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usual evening sounds came from the yard and garden,where the 
gardener's boys were swishing buckets over drooping plants.Adyna 
quaked on the threshold,seeing the defenceless man./t.n181lelGeO:i>gtlU!-
Judith, she trembled be.fore the snoring Holofernes in check trousers 
and dreoping moustache. 
She swallowed,and approached,spoke to him,roused him,then 
her nerve failed her. 
"I must leave you,Papa" she quavered,almost overc ome.The 
life she was leaving was precious and fami11ar.Even Paul's image 
wavered an instant. 
"I am going to have supper,Papa,"she explained br1ll1antly, 
to cover emot1on. 
The sleepy gentleman opened one eye. 
"What are you having,my dear?" he asked fondly.Fathers 
hardly like to admit to being asleep 1n day11ght. 
"Homemade macaroni,Papa,and it will spoil.I must go to 
see about it." 
She tiptoed out of the room,the house.The wait1ng driver 
whipped up his horses,and the br;zka disappeared among the rye 
fields,in a whirl of dust the setting sun turned to golden and rosy 
clouds about its progress.Poor Adyna: 
Page 25 
NOTES ON 
IV 
(15) Mickiewicz,Pan Tadeusz,epilog.This poem,the best 
known and best loved in Polish litereture,stends to the Poles of 
all classes as the Bible and Shakespeare to us.Possibly,however in 
England,no single book is equally well known by all classes. 
Page 26 (16)Physical Description of N.S.W.P.379.This is a quotat-
ion,one of the few extant from the manuscript jounnal kept by 
Strzelecki throughout his travels . 
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V 
CHANGE OF SCENE 
Unsuccessful elopement drives Strzelecki abroad.Breaking of personal 
ties. 
An elopement should be romantic.Even in Poland,where a 
certain genius for preserving forms and avoiding the spirit of 
them has been evolved, the decision of two young people to brave 
the world and take their lives into their own hands,has a certain 
charm about it. 
But the stars were against Miss Turno,leaning back, 
satisfied with her successful escape.Her mind may even have hovered, 
complacently,over the artistry of her farewell.She was something 
of an actress,after all,to have contrived,under such trying 
circumstances,an answer to her father's questions.Kluszki in 
milk,said calmly,on the evening when she was leaving home for ever, 
to follow her Paul,to the end of the world,if need be~ But the 
fancy had succeeded,had managed to content her father,to lull his 
curiosity. 
Alas,poor Adyna~ from the romantic to the ridiculous is 
considerably more than a step,it is a crash which reechoes 
unpleasantly in the startled ear of the chief actress.The 
klus~ki -- long,thin strips of home made macaroni, boiled in water 
till soft,then served in a milk sauce with butter and a little 
chopped chives, was a favourite supper dish with the Turnos.Perhaps 
it came to her mind so readily because she had inherited her 
father's weakness for it. 
Two long lives turned on that answer.If Adyna had answered 
bigos or flacci,dishes not less typically Polish'\,but less suited 
to a hot evening,her life might have taken a very different turn 
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and Paul EdmUnd Strzelecki's life been unworthy of a biography. 
Probably her family, faced with their marriage as an accomplished 
fact,would have stomached the unpalatable circumstance,and found 
him work somewhere on their property,and left her to inherit her 
estate,tied up from her husband's possible extravagance.In any case, 
historical conjecture on those lines wastes its time and effort.The 
macaroni lingered for a few minutes in Mr Turno's mind,hanging in 
the balance against the rival charms of a longer nap.Then it 
conquered drowsiness,and he got up to follow his daughter to an 
early supper. 
The long,low roofed dining room, cool in the hot evening, 
was empty,the cloth unlaid.There was no macaroni,and no daughter. 
Surprised,her father went in pursuit.No one had seen her.There was 
no explanation.The angry master began to ask sharper questions. 
A herd boy,bringing in some belated cows,had seen a dogcart --the 
horse,even at that distance,familiar.Mr Turno began to fit 
disconnected facts into a pattern.The time the young people had 
spent together,Paul's departure -- so abrupt and uncalled for,a 
certain strangeness in Adyna's manner.With a roar like a bull,the 
infuriated father gave orders which subdued sons,with much mous-
taohe pulling,and scared servants hurried to obey. 
The flight fell with broken wings a very few miles from 
homeiThe chase was short.A few hours after her jubilant departure, 
the discomforted Adyna was brought back to her father's house.Paul, 
his love snatched from his too eager hands,knew quite well the full 
consequences of his action,the scandal,hue and cry whioh would 
follow him(1?) When stealing a magnate's daughter to a penniless 
marriage,nothing succeeds except success.He went home, and there, 
Bullen,defiant,heard the reproaches of his Justly exasperated 
.. 
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family,clamouring to hide their own sense of the enormity he had 
achieved.This t1me,and "na serJo" he had n, ade his native district 
too small to hold his neVi found reputation. 
Paul,even at such a moment,was not too overcome with 
grief,and too essentially level headed not to see the possibilities 
of the situation, and exploit them coldly,soberly,under a show of 
rage.His sis~er,shaken by this fresh proof of the devastating 
effect he produced on any woman he chose to captivate,promised to 
pay his army debts (poor lady,she had not any too much for herself, 
but family loyalty required the sacrifice) The more phlegmatic 
Peter supplimented her further contribution of four hundred thalers 
for the Journey with a like sum,and Paul vanished again.After a 
few weeks' absence he wrote to his sister from Karlsbad --the first 
letter since his departure and the last she was ever to receive 
from h1m.Though till the end of her life she believed in his 
affection,and hoped that if they met again, the old attachment 
would spring up,his going was a final break.Peter was to get a small 
number of letters --Paul, with one exception, shared a strange Polish 
trait often observable by foreigners in being excellent talkers 
but bad correspondents --and the traceable letters to PUland of 
his later life are pitifully few and very impersonal in tone.There 
were twenty letters spaced at two or three year intervals over 
forty years.Those rare envelopes, stirring the quiet backwater of 
his home with foreign postmarks and stamps from the remotest 
corners of the earth,were uniformly addressed in French (18) to 
Monsieur Pierre Strzelecki 
A Brzosowiec 
and their contents were apt to be laconic statements of places and 
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still curter announcements of plans.They were however,to the point, 
as the following example shows; 
"Dear Peter, 
I am in New Holland.To-morrow I sail for 
China.I shall be with you in two or four years. 
Tout A vous 
" Paul." 
Apart from those chilly epistles,he severed all connect-
ion with his home.So far as I have been able to trace,he never saw 
his relatives again . 
With Paul's hurried departure --hastened by family 
reproaches and a lively sense of the long arm of Mr Turno's 
resentment,and with the letter which fluttered back like a pidgeon 
to the sheltered,circumscribed life he was leaving behind, the 
preliminary chapter of his life closed.He was a man grown, who had 
learned several harsh facts by barkinB his shins against them.A 
new,final preparatory stage opons with his settling out.The detail 
which has been devote~ tQ his early adventures only Justifies itself 
if at all, very much later in the narrative. 
Page 31. 
NOTES ON 
V 
(16a) The art of elopements were considerably practiced 
in Poland,as one of the outstanding social historians observes. 
Apart from the ordinary cases,as here,where two young people try 
to avoid hindrance by secrecy,there were recognised sets of 
circcunstances in which pa.rents and gUardians connived at elopement, 
either as having changed their minds about a prospective son in 
law,and wishing to Rave themselves the hcuniliat10n of a public 
volte face,helped the girl to escape,and evn arranged the assignat-
ion through relatives or ssrvants,and others where the eleopement 
was to disarm the wrath of powerful relations by ridding themselves 
of responsibility, or even save the expense of a wedding.Bystron I. 
Page 31 
(17) His achievement ViaS bruited allover the country, 
and finally reached the north east of Poland, in Rusaian terri tory 
as a highly exaggerated ballade,most galling to the sensibility 
of the strzeleckis and the pride of the Turnos. 
Page 32. 
(18) Since the eighteenth cenyury,through the influence 
of French queens and French nuns, French has been the second 
language of all the Polish upper classes,s position it has not 
yet lost.I knew of houses dur1ng my stay in Poland, though among 
the old, fashioned aristocracy where no other language was ever 
spoken;a Russian of my own age told me he only picked up Russian 
from the lower servants,his parents using French w1th him,his 
father's valet German,hls mother's Dame de Compagnie English,and 
even in less extreme cases,French is universally used in front of 
servants in private discussions.Every child learns it before he is 
ten years of age. 
Strzelecki's using it on envelopes would be perfectly 
natural, since Polish would be incomprehensible abroa.d and English 
at home,to postal officials.But,1n the cases where he wrote French 
to Adyna and other Polish women, writing from so far,it suggests an 
alienation of spirit at variance with the glowing sent1ments he 
expressed in it, though its naturalness to a Pole totally removes 
the hint of preciousness which would be suggested by two English 
lovers or acquaintances using a Foreign language in intimate 
correspondence. 
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VI 
THE SAPIEHAS. 
Polish rural Conditions - Position of bailiff -Discussion of Strzel-
ecki's dubious finances and the reasons for his leaving P811sh 
territory.Breaking of national ties. 
After leaving Karlsbad,one of those gaps falls in Strze-
lecki's life,which the destruction of all papers makes it very 
unlikely will ever be bridged now.We are not even here sure how 
~ong it lasted.Tradition says he went to Italy,or wandered in Ger-
many.At any rate, every thing is uncertain till we come upon another 
of those facts,which,like the friendship will the Turnos,was to 
influence the course of his life subsequent to it.While he was 
still abroad,an elderly Polish magnate was fascinated by him.The 
friendship ripened qUickly,and Paul found himself,not long after 
his strategic flight,onoe more back in his native country,his past 
either forgotten or unknown,and a position of trust opening before 
him.This rapid change in his fortunes requires a trifle more 
explanation than reiteration of his customary "luck with people." 
Poland's history has always been unique.Even to-day,one 
of the difficulties to the visitor from abroad is the mass of 
contradictions in her structure,and before the sweeping changes of 
the last twenty years,she was still more divided between the east 
and west,the up to date and the completely medeaeval.Poland was 
and is --the ultimate European frontier. The Poles,though purely 
Slavonic in stook and closely related to the inhabitants of those 
parts of Russia, were early in touch with the culture of western 
Europe,and,accepting Christianity from Rome,the nobility of the 
country consoiously regarded themselves as the missionaries of 
their political and religious institutions among the more barbar-
ous peoples lying north and east. 
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Like their great enemy,the Teutonic Knights,founders of 
the Mark Brandenburg and the House of Hollernzollern,the Polish 
gentry waged unceasing war against the Pagan Lithuanians,whom they 
converted,the orthodmx Russians,and the MOhomedan Tartarsjall these 
territories they overran,and settled,by right of conquest,as 
military despots,who freely enclosed and occupied the lands they we~ 
encouraged by their own kings,German emperors,and the Pope,to annex. 
Lithuania,by treaty,Zmudz,the "Dzikie Pole" and the Ukraine,were 
scattered over by their estates,and Polish culture and language,and 
the Roman Catho~ic religion,remain'd paramount among the gentry of 
these regions,while the peasants kept language,customs,superstit-
ions and in many parts religion,separate (19)This sts.te of affairs, 
origin of the Galician massacre engineered by the AUstrians,during 
the partitions, and of the bad relations with Lithuania and the 
friction with the Ukrainian minority in the Lw6w districts in our 
own day,had left the Polish nobility in a feudal position long 
after centralised despotic monarchies had grown up further west. 
The aristocracy were great landowners,Grand Seigneurs of the pre-
French Revolutionary type.They owned extensive territories, often 
scattered over a vast tract of country, of ten remote from other 
estates in the same hands, inadequately surveyed or wholly uncleared 
(20)from which they drew the princely incomes which enabled them 
to live like princes abroad, leaVing their wide lands to the care, 
(usually disastrous) of bailiffs.The constant invasions, war and 
pillage of the last centuries of Polish independence(Taruars,Turks, 
Russians,Swedes) had not improved the cohesion of these estates, 
and the inevitable confusion of the partitions had completed the 
chaos (the law mentioned at the beginning by which each landowner 
must decide to which country he would belong and sell the prppevyy 
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whioh layover the frontier,flooded the market with oheap land, 
which the rich as ~Tell as officials of Russia,Austria and Prussia 
snapped up)As there were thousands of estates which changed hands 
t-in this way,the compexity of land administration was already 
profound, nor was the situation improved by the inadequate knowledge 
of the northern and eastern parts of the country,where much of the 
ground was swampy,and covered with virgin forests,unllhked by roads, 
and its inhabitants demoralised by invasion.(21) 
The Job of bailiff was to administer an estate for an 
absentee landlord, send him the moneys produoed,and from time to 
time,o~demand,furnish books for some sort of personal auditing. 
The family to whose elderly head Paul was now blindly 
trusted confidential servant,was old,rich,and well known.During 
the stormy years of the Republic(22) the Princes Sapieha had held 
most of the positions which conferred importance and dignity on a 
' ..... family.Not only did they have that distinc~,enjoy a title of long 
standing and general recognition, but the numerous branches of the 
name were rich, influential and independent to a degree seldom 
f~und further west in Europe.The ohief of the family,Strzelecki's 
patron,had in his absolute control territories not less extensive 
than many of the principalities of Germany or Italy,and there was 
no one in the world to whom he was responsible for the management 
or mismanagement of all or any part of them.Prinoe Sapieha,according 
to the system of reckoning real estate in force at that time,was 
master of 30.000 souls in the province of Mohileff,(now in Russia) 
in the group of farms called Bychowiec,12.COO,in the Grodzinz 
district 12.000,in the north of Lithuania,near Riga,in tmudz,6000. 
These holdings were w1dely separated from each other,daye Journey 
by coach or horse at the best of times, over tracks impassable 
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quarter of the year,and dangerous at all times.Each of them was 
separately administered,and each in the charge of a man independ-
ently responsible,according to his sense of moral obligation,to an 
indulgent,credulous,ebsentee grandee.The complete charge of one 
of them, rather graphically estimated at 12.000 souls --and presum-
able also,bodies(a large province for one person) fell into the 
hands of a young man, without experience of agricultural methods 
nor knowledge of business principles,and with no more UnderBtand-
ing of the duties of a position of trust than a cursory observation 
of his brother in law supervising the working of a few acres away 
on the Rrussian frontier,when centuries of civilisation made the 
level of education,intellience,morality and outlook of the peasant 
raw material incomparably different. 
When he got this position Strzelecki was about twenty 
six years of age.When Prince Francis brought him back to Poland 
(this time,to Russian Poland,for the first time since his flight 
from the Warsaw solicitor's home,round about 1812) he sent the 
young manager out to one of the wilder estates,gave authority to 
him to attend to all affairs needing supervision,and then,satis-
ied with himself and his choice of a servant,withdrew beyond call 
appeal,and almost,in those daya of slow and clumsy communicationa, 
beyond memory,to distant Warsaw or Karlsbad or Italy,whence he had 
come. 
The kingdoms of this world muat have looked very good to 
the impoverished ex ensign,who had never in his life on any occas-
ion had enough money,and who had recently been constrained to have 
his personal affairs stra ightened out by a fussy sister at the 
price of long lectures on his extravagance,and whose pride moreover 
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was still smarting because his fianche had been taken from his 
unworthy -- because poor --hands . 
As Mozley says,some trial meets all men.Using trial in 
the sense of test,for every strong nature,a proving time comes,a 
turning point in the career of a man . Sometimes,as for Strzelecki, 
the dice are loaded. 
No defence of action is the object of this discussion, 
but attempted explanation is needed to make seeming diso~p~nt 
facts fit together,since we know that such things occurred,it must 
be the purpose of anyone attempting to record a life,to give it 
some sort of coherence. 
Strzelecki,still in years a young man,wBs morally untried 
material.So far,he had been uniformly thwarted. Every thing he had 
undertaken had ended in failure,humiliation and ridicule.Now,faced 
by a lenient patron and a distant field of endeavour,the new bailiff 
set himself to the task of administration . 
The Sapiehas were indifferent . The family was scattered, 
and while Prince Francis lived,his sons had no say in his affairs, 
even if they knew the details of them.Apr.rt from Francis Sapieha, 
no-one knew or cared what was going on, and he himself probably did 
no care much. 
There are various accounts of the period which immediately 
follows.The first,the kindest,relates that that the young administrat.-
or,who had his employer's interest sincerely at heart,attended so 
well to his work that the grateful prince left him a considerable 
amount in his will,so substantial a fortune in fact that the natural 
heir was suspicious and brought a lawsuit to upset the will,but, 
being unsuccessful,the ex bailiff went to St Petersburg with his 
money,where his experience and a good head for finance soon laid 
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the foundations of the fortune on which he lived for the rest of 
his life. 
That is one version,probably partly inspired by himself. 
Many years later he gave the following account of it to Adyna,to 
whose ears at the time,s less favourable rumour of it may easily 
have come.The quotation is given in full. 
"Francis Sapieha ,owner of great estates,lost credit.His 
fortune was toppling.Being surrounded by thieves,it is hardly 
strange thathe fancied the whole country had joined together to 
bring about his ruin.That is why he trusted to me,and,en£rusted 
into my hands,as a limited person,who came to him without influence 
or recommendation, complete control of his properties .l got to work. 
"I set things in order4,reorganised the administration, 
drove off the hordes of debtors, sold ten thousand peasants(23) 
paid the debts and restored his credit.! triumphed just where only 
defeat might have been expected.Many of the families previously 
injured regarded my arrangements as the greatest injury of all, 
and consequently did everything they could against me.Eustace 
Sapieha,the son, was drawn into this,and when the storm broke out, 
Francis Sapieha withdrew from the whole affair,and I fell,with a 
shriek,and wings outspread.Lawsuits were waged.Payment,to the sum 
of one hundred and eighty six thousand florins, which the father 
had intended for me,was disallowed by the court at the instigation 
of the son.ln the country where this verdict constituted Justice, 
Eustace, being rich,won,while l,who am poor,lost .Agreement and 
peace had to follow.I admitted of my own accord, that I resigned my 
like 
claim,and left the Saplehaa,after four yeara,that Jack,who went out 
1nto the world to seek his fortune and came back with nothing. 
"During that time,there waa no calwnny they did not throw 
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up at me ••• a certain Mr Breza(24)one of my accursed relations,on 
his way back to Great Poland from the battlefield, told my brother 
tha.t I had been arrested,whereaB,during that time,I had been once 
in Moscow, once in St Petersburg •••• 
"All that has been an increasing Justification for my 
former hatred of the country and its inhabitants.How good it is, 
that my prosperity and happiness do not depend on them •••• " 
Another account is,that the custom of adm.1nistration 
prevailing at that time demanded that the bailiff furnish annually 
a certain stipulated sum, which was given to his employerihe was 
fully within his rights if he kept whatever he made over and above 
it.Strzelecki,by good management and industry made his income so 
considerable that the death of his employer left him exposed to 
the Jealousy and greed of the heirs who brought an unsuccessful 
lawsuit. 
Another story(the most detailed and picturesque,if the 
least creditable)puts Strzelecki in 1828 in charge of the estate 
Bychowiec,where something unpleasantly like dishonest dealing took 
place.Strzelecki sold part of the property to certain friends of 
his for a mere song.According to this version he took into nefar-
ious partnership two other men working on the estate, and sold them 
farms to make accomplices of them . Joseph Szaniawski,Slawenskl and 
Kiersnowski(who got Sabadbw) while Strzelecki kept for himself by 
a nominal sale the farm called Horodzce(25) This transaction,which 
disposed of 9000 souls(on an estate of this size a man could make 
a comfortable fortune)had gone thus far when Prince Sapieha died 
abroad.His son and heir Prince Eustace,hearing what was going on, 
went to Bychowiec in person and very naturally demanded to see the 
books.A violent and unseemly scene took place.The engry prince, 
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accusing Strzelecki of embezzlement, corruption and theft,demanded 
that the books wherein the transactions were recorded, should be 
lmmediately forthcoming.Strzelecki --through conscious innocence 
or conscious guilt,in any case with pride touched to the quick, 
refused with no less heat.The outraged Sapieha,unaccustomed to 
defiance,tried to seize the books,which the bookkeeper and bailiff, 
both as far beyond control as the injured heir himself,snatched out 
of his very hands.There were no consequences for such high handed 
proceedings.Strzelecki,poor as before,without even the reasonable 
legacy left him 'by the old prince's will,went to Warsaw.There was 
no lawsuit. 
One more disconnected fragmentary statement remains.It 
reads(26)"A certain gentleman,who met Strzelecki on his way from 
the prison to the court,saw with his own eyes that he was in chains" 
So much for the stories,which at this distance of time 
it seems hard to reduce to coherence.Before discussing them in turn, 
their authority might be cited.! took tne whole of the foregoing 
from two sources --the account collected by Zmichowska,who wrote 
her article in 1876,being then an old woman,and basing it on family 
records and papers no longer available,but mostly on recollections 
heard IDany years before from a relative,sister of Anna Strzelecka, 
Paul Strzlecki's mother.Naturally these,hearsay at second hand,tend 
to put Strzelecki in a favourable light.The second source,the let~r 
which I translated into English from the Polish text of letters 
written in French,and written clearly to justify himself,suffers 
from the same definite partial basis.But there could be no greater 
mistake than to accept the other versions unreservedly. Foland is a 
country where family relationships and family loyalties are stronger 
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than with us,and gossip devastingly virulent.An injury to the 
Sapiehas,to the magnate class, was an injury to a large group of 
their equals a.nd dependa.nts.A poor man seldom has friends when he 
is in trouble.Besidea,his position here put him in the wrong in 
public opinion."Administrator(one exercising power of attorney)and 
abuse(of that trust) form a pow~rfUl combination of ideas in human 
concepts" (27) and some trouble there definitely was. 
The picture given in the first story,and in Strzelecki's 
letter would be the pleasantest to accept,the third --of barefaced 
dishonesty and abuse of the privileges of his position hardly seems 
to square with what we know of the mature Strzlecki.To accept it 
would be to postulate the assumption that a man can completely and 
wholly change his character,once formed,to another,and that in a 
short time,between the ages of of thirty and forty,and presents 
many more psychological difficulties than the other accounts. 
Strzelecki in Australia and England stood out in an age of search-
ing inquiry,in a circle of men as disinterested as George Gipps and 
Sidney Herbert,as above temptation and above greed,modest and 
unselfish, fit for the honours he earned by being,among so many 
strong men, one of the best qualified to carry out the same task as 
here he seems to have failed in so signally --the administration of 
funds for an absentee prmprietor.lt seems strange,and it is possinle 
that this contradiction was Bo.Between the young hungry man, burn-
ing with a very fever of unconsumed ambitions and energies,and the 
man,poor,but buoyed up by the sense of life work achieved and 
reputation earned,lies a great gulf.But,in that case,even allowing 
that,the change is too fundamental to be accepted.There are still 
explanations lying between the two extremes.Strzelecki may have 
done no more than many another did unchecked --and if the reports 
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of his maladministration came so quickly to the ears of the young 
Pr inc e ~~a tace ,why did no wind waft them to the old prince, who, 
though easy going and probably deapotic,possibly senile,can yet 
have liked being cheated flagrantly and openly by a man he trusted, 
no better than the average.If Strzelecki,in the matter of the 
eegacy,did influence the prince unJustly,then the lawsuit would 
probably have been won against him;if he stole the money by false 
sales to confederates,carrying them on through the uaua+ legal 
channels,the suspiciously low sums paid and the fact that he was 
among the purchasers wou)..d have given the bailiff in chief a weapon 
against him (28) and would have been enough to condemn the illegal-
ity of his proceedings.Paul Edmund Strzelecki, son of Francis 
Strzelecki,a poor gentleman of Poznan,in the DUchv of Poznan,in the 
territory of Prussia, was a nobody,whose only influence would be 
that of his family,people as unimportant as himaelf,and distant.The 
only way his name would have been known would hardly strengthen his 
case or improve his reputation.After running away from school, 
leaving the army burdened with debts,he had committed a serious 
offence against that same magnate class he had again provoked. Now 
having failed with the daughter of one rich man,he was in trouble 
with the he ir of anot hel' . His accuser was a prince,and in his own 
country, Strzelecl<i, as fOl'll18.1 Frussian ,an alien. Yet, if it came to 
a lawsuit,the scales turned in f avour of Strzelecki.This does not 
unfortunately , prove him guiltless, but is still an ambiguous 
argument in his favour.If he came by the money dishonestly --whibh 
the Sapiehas, in spi·te of their overwhelming advantages, were not 
able to prove --he did it so subtly and showed sO much skill in the 
doing of it,that his own generation could not bring the offence 
home to him,which frees us from the obligation of believing it. 
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Every landowner --then so important a class that even the Russian 
officials might be inclined to take their side against the other 
Foles --wo~ld be against a suspected bailiff,since embezzling was 
a favourite pastime of administrators.If Strzelecki came dishonest-
ly by his money,he did it so skillfully that neither unpopularity, 
public opinion,influence nor money could prove the fact against 
him.And though this hardly acquits him of the charge, legally a 
man is innocent till proved guilty.Froof against him was never 
forthc oming. 
It seems probable on the whole,that the more favourable 
version,though in a much less highly coloured form,is the true 
story.He probably worked well, and in protecting the old man against 
those anxious to exploit him,certainly made enemies among people 
able to injure him,specially with the heir. Slander which twists 
true facts into damaging accusations is almost impossible to fight. 
That would be enough to explain the stories.The positive fact is 
that Strzelecki left Poland about 1830-31 ,and never returned.His 
departure was hastened by the cumulative misfortunes which had meet 
him there,and in going he broke all ties with it.As to the circum-
s~ances of his gOing,one strong proof of his blamelessness is the 
man himself.In confutation of the charges,Strzelecki rises up.We 
are still back across a gulf,dealing with the early developements of 
our man,who has not yet fully emerged.But,yet,Strzelecki at sixty 
throws the cloak of his probity over Strzelecki at thirty.He would 
succeed in condoning worse crimes. 
NOTES ON 
VI. 
Page 35. 
(19)This separate intensely patriotic Polish class in 
unPoliah regions is easily illustrated by such books as The Deluge 
describing Antonina,the great estate of the Potockis,in Russia,or 
Storm from the East(I believe,untranslated into English)giving 
pictures of Polish manor houses, with uncounted artistic treasures, 
lying round Kiew.(Kieff)Another illustration is the fact that 
Mickiewicz',the best loved and known Polish poet,writing his national 
epic Pan Tadeusz while exiled in Paris,begins a poem constantly on 
Polish lips with the words "Lithuania,my native land" 
Page 35. 
(20) Poland still possesses tracts of primeval forest, 
notably Bielowice,where the rare European bison are conserved. 
Parts of the eas'tern frontier ,moreover ,have escaped all the wars 
of the centuries by their power to repell penetration, and are only 
being for the first time, surveyed by government planes,flying low. 
There are large districts where the peasants know only two means 
of transport --boats and aeroplanes, the latter by sight only. 
Wheeled vehicles are beyond their mental concept,since they live 
and die along narrow cleared strips edging waterways through the 
forested swamp country between Brzebb Litewski (Brest Litovsk) and 
the Russian border. 
Page 36. (21)Poland had been the favourite battlefield during the 
centuries,notably in 1655-60(Swedes) 1768-72(Confederacy of Bar) 1773 
(Confederacy of Targowica 1794 (Sack of Praga) 1806(siege of 
Danzig,Preussisch-Eylau,Friedland,Leipsig in 1813.The consequent 
state of the country can be imagined. 
(22)Republic,to us a misleading term,was the official 
Polish designation for the kingdom.After the extinction of the 
Jagi~~o dynasty,the kingship was elective,and the king only primus 
i .nter pares.The revival of the title today under a president is 
hence quite natural. 
Page 39. (23)This seeming brutal statement refers to the practice 
of land calculation spoken of above. 
Page 40 
(24) The Brezas,a well known Poznan and Ukrainian family, 
possessed the title count.Strzelecki here does as many Poles do, 
ignores the use of it.The letter from which the quotation is 
taken was written at the time when he was already using Count of 
himself. (25)1 took the form of this name from the locative form, 
and probably the nominative given here is wrong. 
Page 41 
(26)zmichowska.P.420. 
Page 42. 
(27)zmichowska .P.420. 
Page 43. (28)A story which illustrates this came to my ears while 
in Poland.A runaway Russian monk WB. S taken in by a Polish family 
who sheltered him,which he requited by reducing them to a state of 
"" hy?,osis , wr..erc the proprietor and ,his lIoir sisnod away salan of 
for~· .,t land for' a !:lore sone . As they lived in the country and Ylere 
known to be unt'ri mdly end eccontriq , the transactions only came 
to .l.isht '(,hl' OUt'h ·t Jeir , 'llno lnvrJer noticing: t ile 8eoall sole pricee 
for valuable timber . The only 'lTGY the (11;'106 could. l:o ur-ae t, hsvinr, 
vnl~d rjlgn~t,\..lrcz, vms by r rovlnt:; the tllO nobli:L en inaone cnc. unfit 
to adniniatcr thoir e8t~te8 ! 
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PART II 
EDUCATION OF A SCIENTIST 
VII 
Lack of positive information where Strzelecki received scientific 
education.The Year 1830 - In this period past falls away and the 
essential Strzelecki emerges.Coming to know the English,he shapes 
a career by their standards. 
This brings the account to the year 1831 , and strzelecki's 
final departure from Foland,but to anyone knowing Polish history 
something is incomplete. What he was doing in the year 1830 must be 
asked,to make hee later actions clear. 
The Congress of Vienna had assigned the large part of 
Poland to Russia,to be governed as a constitutional state, with the 
Czar as king.He sent his brother,the Grand Duke Constantine to 
Warsaw as governor, and conveniently forgot the constitutional part 
of the programme,considering it an insult to the autocrat of 
the vast RUssian dominions to brook any restrictions in a small 
part of them.The crassness and brutality of Constantine,and a 
series of intolerable aggressions on their liberties, led to a 
rising in November 1830,when a group of young officers planned to 
capture and kill the Grand Duke and set their country free.This 
~ 
insurrection,which began well and promised reason chances of 
Buccess,dragged on for Borne months,and petered out in scattered 
fighting, and was followed by wholesale eXecutions,Siberian exile 
and mass confiscations of property,the clasB affected being the 
gentry. 
Since the fighting was done by volunteers , who crept away 
secretly to join in,it is specially hard to trace the activities 
of anyone person during this period, since only those caught and 
recognised could be identified. Thousands of men fell in unrecorded 
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skirmishes,or were betrayed to the Russians by peasants greedy for 
reward,and their deaths were kept secret under various pretexts,to 
save their mothers, wives and children from destitution follmwing 
the total confiscation of rebels and traitors (29) 
Although there is no positive information,my general 
impression is that Strzelecki did not take part in the ~ovember 
Rising.His quarrel with the Sapiehas may have prevented thie,by 
preventing his volunteering,but a later passage in a letter would 
seem to read like an excuse,for though the reference has been 
taken to describ~ his sufferings as political exile(an account 
which appears in various English biographiee and which he did not 
contradict) at the hande of the Russians,it is more likely that 
he is actually speaking of his treatment at the hands of the 
resentful Sapiehas.He clearly speake of dissatisfaction with his 
fellowcountrymen,which took some time to fade from his mind.In a 
letter already quoted,he speake of an "increasing justification 
for my former hatred of the country and its inhabitants" and again 
he says "I love,too,our unhappy country,and am ready to dedicate to 
her much,but not your love. and you.Everything which relates to it 
brings ~ack to me only bitterness,injury and mortification. 
"What did I not have to bear from the family,how much did 
I not suffer from my fellowcountrymen~ Among those sufferings 
which deluged upon me,some of them were so great,that they might 
have overwhelmed and killed hnndreds of peoplessensitive to slander 
and deceptionithey are still raging today,because the lower they 
tried to crush me, the higher they raised me up. II 
This rather exagerated manner of writing,years after the 
events described,shows how deeply the insult went;written to Adyna, 
combined with the phrases which I have omitted here and put in 
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later,it reads as a Justification of his non participation in the 
Insurrection.It has been given such length because that fact in 
itself is proof how completely Strzelecki had broken with his 
national ties.Paul was one of the few members of his family who did 
strike a blow for national independence. 
The question of Strzelecki's leaving Poland well to do 
is a fUrther argument in favour of his neutrality.He took money 
with him at a time when almost all Poles leaving Russian Poland 
were very poor indeed.Most of them were worse than poor, they were 
hunted,in hiding,in Russian prisons,or having the greatest difficulW 
in escaping Russian gallows.Many of them were still "in the woods" 
drodging from place to place,starving,eaposed to the rig ours of 
the cold.Meanwhile,he went to England and went with enough money to 
live several years there. 
This brings us again into the region of pure conjecture. 
Some of his biographical notices,notably that of zmichowska,the 
k 
address of Sir Bart~y Frere, Zelinski in hi s Ma1.y S;townik, Professor 
Dyboski,in his article in "CZBS" and various English sources,give 
details of Strzelecki's education as,having taken place at Krakow 
(Dyboski quotes this as a "tradition" but gives no authority or 
proof) Heidelberg,Oxford University,Edinburgh University,and the 
High School at Edinburgh.Further details add he spent his vacations 
making walking tours for geological resea.rch in the Alps.Like the 
experience of banking in st ~etersburg,all this seems rather what 
he should have done,or what he let it appear by inference that be 
had done,than what he did. 
Two sources of education I have not followed up --the 
Blgh School in Edinburgh and Heidelberg University.The latter has 
already been discussed,and like the Krakow tradition,hardly affects 
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the problem of his education, since it must have taken place before 
1831,and therefore the only comment is the strangeness of his 
having possessed a liberal education of which he made so little 
use as a young man while it filled his whole subsequent life.As for 
the High School,it is possible --if a school for boys at that time 
would accept a foreign student aged thirty four.Oxford and Edinburgh 
deny having had him as undergraduate, and their registrars should 
know.In fact,the tradition of the Royal Geographical Society,whence 
most of the later English biographical notices took their data,is 
based on his own statement.He ought to know, better than anyone 
else,when and how he studied, but his claim is here open to refut-
ation,and in other places too there is a suspicion of colouring in 
his accounts. 
Strzelecki visiyed Scotland, since he makes notes and 
comparisons between the agricultural methods prevailing on an 
estate he stayed at,with those in force in Courland,but his going 
is definite·ly more in keeping with the other generally accepted 
legend of how he s pent his first three years in England.His Scotch 
sOJourn,as guest on a big estate,followed his acquaintance made with 
its owner,while Strzelecki was frequenting London society.His 
interest in she~p farming,it seems was grounded in eXperience 
gained of the same science on the estates of Prince Biron of Cour-
land --a place where the Sapiehas' administrator may easily have 
gone on business. 
The picture is charming,and characteristic.A popular 
and cultured young foreigner, of title,travelling as a result of 
unhappy political disturbances at home,and interested in those 
pursuits which occupied him in hie native land.The grace of his 
address, the charm of his person readily securing him a place in 
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English society,and,under the pomp of fashionable life,feeling the 
urge of his manly nature driving him on to accomplish his destiny. 
But,a.s usual in the piecing together of Strzelecki's 
life,ma.ny of the stories will not fit in, and the real and vital 
account is missing.Strzelecki came to England not later than 1831, 
and left for the continent at the end of 1833,and left Europe in 
1834.Between those dates,the most important change in his career 
took place,and neither then nor later do we come upon any tangible 
peg on which to hang it.The only clues are those of inference. I 
could well sPare the society accounts for concrete facts as to how 
when and where that fundamental alteration took place. 
"What a charitable act it would be for us tOday if,by even 
one detail,one small casual refernce,by a word even,we could see 
those years of chemical change 'when the ~rince's bailiff,of dubious 
character,was made over into an English gentlem~n,into c geographer, 
explorer and discoverer~(32) 
C~ 
The skeleton of his ~e up to this, the thirty fourth 
year of his life,has been already sketched out.In his age and class, 
English was a language little known(33)French he knew(but this 
would hardly be useful except among the higher aristocracy in 
England) Strzelecki would have had to learn English thoroughly 
the prDof of the hardness of that task is that ten years later 
he still wrote it like a foreigner,e.nd even in his book apologiaes 
for it being unidiomatic. \'Ihen he knew enough of the language to 
understand and be understood,he had to do a harder thing,the first 
real act of the new Strzelecki.He became a scientist.His Polish 
biographer says she had information to prove he was three years 
"t Oxford,passed his examinations,and got his degree there (34) 
The university denies that, but there or elsewhere,between leaving 
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Poland and leaving England,he got a detailed specialist education 
of sufficient standing to command his market as scientist allover 
the world. 
These few years then are critical.During that shadowy 
period,no one is sure where or how,the essential man crystallised. 
All the foregoing facts,with their violent discrepancies of 
intention and character,with gaps to be bridged only by conjeoture 
and inconsistenoies to be stated and left unreoonciled,belong to 
the youth of the man.He disappeared three times before this,from 
school,from marriage and from sharp praoticesjthis time he dives 
deeper into the sea of invisibility and emerges --another charact~. 
The soldier,the lover and the bailiff do not disappear --Strzelecki 
kept a surprising consistency throughout his life --they are 
changed,transmuted,almost a s though he had been acting a part.From 
this time on,we have the same talents and gifts,seen in their 
oonstructive side,and they create a new figure,with none of the 
o~d shifts --with one exception.The new Strzelecki is far from 
perfect,there are still shadows,and blemishes,but in some way he 
has become solid,and on his life the brightest light oan shine. yet , 
he himself remains the only dooument.Even when the figure,grown 
familiar,walks plain in our view,explaining in slightly heavy but 
entirely faultless English his sentiments(always of the loftiest) 
and his aims(without exoeption the most laudable possible to 
Aevince)there are still no facts.APart from the Adyna letters,we 
,,~ 
~only testimonials of men who praised offioially,reoorded or rewarded 
the events which rested on Strzelecki's own statements.It is no 
wonder there exists a oertain difficulty. Such first hand documents 
as were not destroyed by his order were censored by expedienoYj 
the Russians and Prussians did for all papers in Poland what he 
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prescribed for ~t he had in his possession.AII our authorities 
are second hand, and at the end of research and investigation we are 
able to trace everything we know except a handful of bare dates,to 
two sources,or rather to a single source;Strzelecki,explaining 
himself and his achievements in a favourable and sympathetic light 
to a few chosen ~Bople in Poland;and Strzelecki, explaining himself 
still favourably and still sympathetically,with a veil of becoming 
modesty,to a few chosen people in England.The Count(who was not a 
~ 
count) and political exile(exiled for nonpolitical reasons") is,as 
it were,chief showman.But the exhibit is masterly.In spite of the 
naive tone of some of his letters,a shade of reserve in others, 
we are convinced.In any case,we never get behimd them.Whether it 
be the complete Strzelecki explaining his maturity in justifiably 
favourable terms to the native land he abandoned,or strzelecki 
explaining(perhaps a trifle lees justifiably)in a kindly but 
might it be hinted,mildly fictitious?--way,the circumstances of 
his youth to the native land he adopted,he believes everything he 
said.And so,almost --here 10 his tribute,do we. 
Under the explanation,the somewhat rhetorical turn of 
his autobiography,the real man comes into sight.He confronts us 
Ylith a reality which re~'aim"complete within Itself,distinct from 
what he says,a piece with Itself,tll1 the end of his life.Before 
the plunge into English invlslbilty,there is everywhere ambiguity; 
all his events may have been honest,but there is a shadOW over them 
of a less pellucid construction.After that time,we have a character 
of cool determination,a suave assurance,a will like metal,bright 
but hard. The better self had risen to cornmand,and cleared every-
thing --almost· before it.With his boyhood,Strzelecki had shed his 
impetuosity,his disregard for other people and disregard for the 
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consequences of his own actions.The young Polish exponent of "z;tota 
VTolnollc" has hardened into the self exacting exponent of much that 
was best in Victorian England --before the Victorian ideal was ~t 
yet born . 
Consider the mere fact that Strzelecki came to England,if 
not poor, certainly not well to do, since he exhausted his resources 
in three years.Not rich enough, certainly, to buy hiB way into a 
society much more exclusive than our own.At his best, with vitality 
and good spirits,health and energy~to back the attraction of his 
personality, Strzelecki may have possessed the weapons necessary to 
overcome the inevitable prejudice against him as a foreigner.That 
was in such an age of insularity and Pllrrowness,no small achieve-
ment,and enough to turn a weaker head.Eut Strzelecki made it 0 nly 
one of his victories.During the time when he was laying the found-
ations of a wide and influential acquaintance,he was out of sight 
and without leaving records,doing a feat many times more difficult. 
moulding himself to the habits of character and thought required 
by a man of science.Hard work, concentrated and stretched over years, 
with the barrier of a foreign language as medium,is never a small 
self conquest.He made it,with the added tsmptation of society to 
a mind starved for just such victories of personal success,for such 
opportunitea to shine as English social life gave. He did it at an 
age when studious habits and concentration are not easily regained, 
and he had never possessed them at all.He had had an education 
much less tllOrollgh than the average, leaving school at sixteen, and 
the mental effort must have been severe. 
It was probably during this training of the faculties he 
was now conscious he possessed, that he took stock of his situation, 
and began to consolidate it.Polish refugees, even with titles higher 
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than count,were only too common and tedious,then.Strzelecki was too 
shrewd to let the matter rest there.Even if, being himself,the mantle 
of a patriot count was becoming,it was not enough.In English society 
there were all to IDany titles.Irish peers,younger sons with courtesy 
titles,and the backwash of pre Revolutionary and post Napoleonic 
princes,vmscounts,marshals,were all toocommon,and to be distinguish-
ed,some better claim to attention was needed.Byron,the deepest 
English influence of Poles of Strzelecki's generat~ more famous 
as poet than as peer.Being the son and heir of a baronet had not 
saved Shelley from censure.Strzelecki was clever enough to realise 
quickly that his science was his best claim to the notice of the 
country Where fate had placed him.We are reminded in all this gravity 
of deliberate thought,of the passionate child preaching prattling 
sermons to emptin~ss,in a chapel made from a nursery,of the infant 
playwright before a family auftience.Strzelecki was none too abund-
antly possessed of a sense of humour, and his histrionic instinct 
was too deep seated in him ever to come consciously to him.The role 
was more suitable and more difficult, the scene more extensive, but 
in the young man solemnly adjusting himself to the claims of his 
self chosen world, there is more than an echo of the baby acting 
with no hint of detachment his inappropriate part. 
strzelecki comes out at the end as a man of science, 
versed in chemistry,physics,gifted as geologist,but above all 
skilled as minerologist.He is ready and fully visible at last,and 
steps forward into a broad day which follows him, faithful as lime-
light,till,with the last flicker of consciousness,the last effort 
of a vast unconscious consistency,Paul Edmund Strzelecki slips back 
fifty years and escapes again,this time for ever. 
But meanwhile,the sober man of small property and pure 
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science goes about the worlds --more than one --he has conquered, 
frequenting not only society but societies of learned men.He goes 
north,to Suthenland,then back to London. 
Three years after coming to England,all ties behind and 
only his star ahead,5trzelecki inaugurates his odyssey and steps 
into history. 
Page 46. 
NOTES ON 
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(29)One story illustrating this,was told me from the 
Ukraine,b¥, a relation of that "certain Mr Breza,one of my accursed 
relatives' The son had taken part in the rising,and had escaped to 
Paris, while his mother, who wanted to protect her daughter from the 
effects of losing her home in consequence of the brother's actioQ, 
gave out that the son was ill at home.A loyal priest and the house 
servants kept up the fiction, but the RUssians threaten to search 
the house,whereupon the mythical illness grew worse,and the patient 
died.A mock funeral,attended by Russian police was in progress , 
when a horseman galloped up to the cemetery,with news for the 
mother that a wound had grown worse and that the young man had died 
in Paris.The travesty turned to earnest was kept up,however,though 
the strain on the mother's feelings caused her to shut herself up 
as a religieuse for the rest of her life. 
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(30) zmichowska, part 
To the R.G.S in 
Stan. Zelinski 
Dyboski."Czas" 
Page 48. 
(31) 
Dear Madam, 
II p.540 . 
Journal of R.G.S Vol 44(1874) 
P.513. 
24th December 1935. 
University Registry 
Oxford 
March 6th, 1936 
In reply to your letter of March 4 I 
have to inform you 
(1)that Paul Edmund Strzelecki does not appear 
to have been an undergraduate at Oxford ; 
(2)that no record of any speech made when he 
was created D.C.L(on 20th /une,1860)is in existence. 
Yours Faithfully. 
6th March 1936 
Dear Madam, 
With reference to your letter of 4th 
ulto.,I have to inform you that Count Paul Edmund Strzelecki was 
not a student of this university.The Australian Encyclopedia 
states that he was educated at Edinburgh , but it does not state 
that he was educated at the University of Edinburgh.I understand 
he was a pupil at the Royal High School,Edinburgh,so that the 
statement is rrobably qUite correct. 
(The rest relates to references to Strzelecki) 
Page 49. 
(32) zmichowska Part II P.54C 
(33) Bystron. 
(34)zmichowska Part II.P.540 
University of E~inburgh. 
hynos1s,where the proprietor and his heir signed away sales of 
forest land for a mere song.As they lived in the country and were 
known to be unfriendly and eccentric, the transactions only came 
to light through their Wilno lawYer noticing the ssmall sale prices 
for valuable timber.The only way the sales could be upset,having 
valid signatures, was by proving the two noblemen insane and unfit 
to administer their estates~ 
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VIII 
THE WAIIDERINGS OF ULYSSES 
His travels in North America and Canada,South America.California. 
For his travels,before reaching Australia,we have few 
references apart from short passages in the Adyna letters,and 
footnotes reproduced from his Journal,given in the Physical 
Description of New South Wales. 
On the eve of his departure,his own summary of his 
journey may be quoted. "I left Europe on June 8th, 1834,taking ship 
at Liverpool.I reached New York, explored the eastern states and 
their capitals,Boaton,New York,Filadephia,Baltimore,Washington, 
Richmond,Charleston,going up the Hudson as far as Albany,and saw 
the huge waterfall of Niagara .Then I retraced my steps to the 
shore of Lake Ontario and down the st Lawrence through Montreal, 
Quebec and all their districts.I made a short stay in Canada, 
Passing through st Jean to the north east of Montreal,then back to 
New York by Lakes Champlain and Toba __ " the breathless sentence 
trails off to plunge his wondering reader into another new continent 
Strzelecki's departure was in keeping with his earlier 
and later departures.He kept his plans to himself,and went off 
without any elaborate goodbye,and without stating the projected 
length of his stay outside Europe.When he had prepared himself for 
travel,he spent a few months abroad,in the capacity of tourist,and 
visited France>Italy)and possibly Switzerland.He did not go any-
where near Polish territory,though Austrian Poland was still open 
to him,and would have brought him within visiting distance of 
his relatives.From Naples he went back to England only to make his 
final preparations,and from there set out,saying no more than that 
he was going to America.He still had enough money to travel comfort-i 
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ably,and he went well provided with letters of introduction, but yet 
as there is no English record of his travels till he touched British 
territories again,he can hardly have left very intimate friends 
behind. 
strzelecki as tourist managed to make the most of his 
opportunities.A faint echo of his American stay floated back to 
his home,and gave his family their first intimation that he had 
put another continent between himself and them. Some poor emigrants, 
returning from America to Poznania,spread a story of the circum-
stances which made it possible for them to come back.A certain 
Polish nobleman, travelling in America,and possessing influence 
there,had helped them,securing the necessary papers and had given 
them money towards their fare.They did not know his name,they 
explained,but he was from Poznan,a scientist;the description tallied 
with Paul as he was remembered at home.Years later,Adyna received 
confirmation of the fragmentary story,though it has become somewhat 
grander "Wherever I was able to help prisoners,I hastened to do so. 
I did it in the United States,I interested the President, the whole 
of Congress was moved to Pardon them"(35) 
The letters of introduction or his personality had 
carried him into high places, and he had at least one interview 
with President Andrew Jackson(36) That is the limit of our know-
ledge of his social c.areer in the states,but the scientific record 
is fuller. 
It must have been about this time,possibly helped by 
generosity to poor Poles,that Strzelecki's money began to run short, 
and he was forced to PUt his scientific knowledge to serious use. 
In his visit to the upper Lakes region he was motivated not so 
much by curiosity as to desire to examine its minerological wealth. 
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His researches were successful, copper being among the 
mineral deposits he found, and here he began a new course of study 
which he continued when opportunity offered through his subsequent 
voyagi ngs --the study of the languages and customs of the Indian 
tribes(3?) 
His interests in America were not of long duration,and 
by the late spmmer of 1835 he was ready to move on,and in a position 
to do so.By this time he had collected by paid investigation or 
sale of specimens pr6curednby him, enough money to finance the next 
stage of his j01J.rney,for the autumn found him in South America,at 
Rio de Janiero. 
There,he immediately found congenial occupation in explor-
the virgin forests of the Sierra Estrella Range,a region which 
moved him to one of the few descri ptions of natural scenery which 
he thought fit to preserve in his published writings. 
"To explore,as it were,the recesses of the magnificent 
picture which we contemplate from the bay of Rio de Janiero with 
an ever increasing pleasure,to penetrate the ravines,to scale the 
mountains,to cross the valleys,to force a passage through the 
virgin forests which seem to exhale the inspiring atmosphere of 
the fresh created --to survey there the reaches of vegetation and 
the boundless munificance of nature -- to observe how each hill --
each valley,varies in character --how each trunk,branch,leaf and 
flower has its own peculiar beauty of form and colour, --to examine 
and to comtemplate all this,so strikes the mind with admiration of 
the terrestrial wonders,as to cause it involuntarily to rebound 
towards its creator" he saya,in his cumbrous English(38) 
He next mentions being the guest of General Rosaa,but the 
society of a South American Republic as little satisfied his rest-
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lessness as the London of William IV or the Washington of President 
Jackson,for in August, 1836,he set out to lead an expedition up the 
River Parana,into the territory of Paraguay. 
That passed off successfully,he being welcomed on his 
arrival by the dictator,and he then continued through the Gran 
Chaco to Santa Fe,and across the Argentine to Mendoza,where he 
resolved upon a more hazardous adventure.He stayed at the latter 
place to collect his resources,then embarked on one of those 
expeditions of his which hdd~lreadY fallen into the h8bit of bell'g 
ducce~sful .Like everything else he attempted during his phase of 
action,this was to turn out well for him,hll.rdships and hindrances 
being powerless against his masterful will. 
He crossed t.he Cordilleras of Chile by a route through 
the La Cuimbre Pass, and then through Santa Rosa to Velparlso.And 
all this at a time when modern science had done little to helD 
solve the difficulties of health and climate, when South P~erica 
muet still have been infinitely more dangerous to explore than it 
is as present .He had founc. at last work which occupied all his 
energies,and he throve under harllships which would have broken 
down many Dlen. Exploration, wi th its strain and danger seemed to '0e 
his natura,l element; in every new privation and risk, something rose 
triumphant.He went through the untamed wilderness of forest and 
mountain,measuring the height of the hills with the cool valour of 
an antagOnist~nto their fastnesses which he flung behind 
him like waves c~osing behind the descent of a diver,and ever as he 
reappeared,a new difficulty lay behind.Ris indomitable figure,so 
small in the vast untenanted spaces,had the resolution of a soldier 
breasting over a field of battle. 
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A passing reference shows him at Sonora,where the way of 
life moved him to raptures not untinctured by the idylflc pleasures 
of primitive society drawn by the fanoy of Rousseau.The simplioity 
prevailing there,wBs of the golden ags,the harmony,peaoe,and 
affluence,the absenoe of suffering and poverty,were worthy of 
a t etter world.Strzeleoki,after scenes of cruelty and brutality 
paused for a moment to admire and praise,then passes on (39) 
away 
He was oarried - . from this remote earthy paradise by 
the Cleopatra,a British ship commanded by George Grey,and on board 
her,renewing acquaintanoe with the English after his years abroad, 
he remained while she worked up the ooast of both Americas,from 
Chile to California and baok to Valpariso.While in California he 
left the ship,and went to the gold diggings,where he did a certain 
amount of prospecting.He does not explain whether he profited muoh 
financially by the experiment, but the knowledge gained was destined 
to be useful. 
Back in Valpariso,after ten months oruising,he separated 
from the hospitalle Captain Grey,whose wory was taking him into 
other paths.Strzeleoki had exhausted the interests of America,and 
was questing new territory to explore.From Chile he embarked with 
Captain Eliot un H.M.S Fly,en route for the islands of the Paoifio. 
In the same letter already quoted for his North American 
itinery,he gives the route taken in South Amerioaj"from there I 
went to the Antilles,to Havenna,I stopped in Vera Cruz,went to the 
town of Mexlco,left it and went to Tampico,then across to New 
Orleans and up the Mississippi and Ohio to Cincinnati,and back to 
Baltimore.Then I left the United States and went by ship to Brazil, 
visiting Rio de Janiero,ex~loring the prtvincee of San Paulo and 
Minas Gerais{Villa Rica)then going up the La Plata,I reached I!ont~ 
video 
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stayed a while in Buenos Aires,crossed the Argentine Republic,gett-
ing as far as Cordoba,going towards the south,reached ¥endoza,where 
I examined various minerals,crossed the Cordilleras or Andes till 
I reached St Jago in Chile,and from there to Coqimbo,in the north 
and in the south,Conception.FroID Valpariso I went up the Pacific 
coast,visiting Lima,Guajaquil,Punta,(on the west of Panama)San 
Salvador,Acapulco --St BIas --Mazatlan and Guaymas --I explored the 
Californian Peninsula,approaching Avispe on the north,visited the 
most famous mines,withdrew to Tepu-Xalisco,thence back to St Blss 
and by boat to Chile.Immediately after my return to Valpariso,I 
left it again for the islands of Oceania" (40) 
That list gives the outline of his time in South America 
The purpose apart from the pieces of exploration seems to have been 
the collecting and selling of minerological specimens,as this 
paid his expenses.Throughout the time spent there,he seems to have 
become very shadowy,and there is nothing to add to the picture 
except the observation of a Poznan professor that the places he 
visited were almost exclusively such as would interest a geologist, 
each of them being associated with the investigation of some mineral. 
Page 56. 
NOTES mr 
VIII 
(35)Letter to Adyna from Tasmania,during 1840 or 41. 
(36)Speech to R.G.S London.Vol 44.p.1874. 
Page 57. 
(37)This versatility of interest, occupation with Hll sorts 
of supJects is very characteristic of Polish mentality.His interest 
in natives, first aroused by the Canadian Indians,wBs carried over 
a passages to be discussed later,to the Australian aborigines. 
(38)Physical Description of N.S.W. P.243 
P~e 59 (39)Speech to R.G.S VOl 44 P.1874 
Page 60. 
(40)Letter to Adyna,fragment and undated(in Poznan paper) 
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IX 
THE PACIFIC 
The Volcano of Kirauea --Strzelecki's early and later accounts 
compared --Futher details of his Pacific wanderings. 
The first port on the new journey was Taheite,where 
Strzelecki arrived during that period of strained relations between 
France and England known as the Pritchard Difficulty,which nearly 
involved the two countries in war. 
Queen Pomare was on the throne,and the Polish explorer, 
arriving from a British war ship,and vouched for by Captain Elliot, 
received a surprisingly cordial welcome.Accounts(most of them, 
probably,distorted versions of his own story,given when he returned) 
are conflicting,and almost certainly wrong. One --that given by Sir 
H Bartle Frere --attributes to him the introduction of the jury 
system,but at least it is reasonably sure that he was present as 
foreman of the first mixed jury held on the island,to try the case 
of the mU~der of an Englishman by a native(41) 
After that,the Taheite record is blank,and he next 
touched at the Hawaiin Islands,where he made an ascent of the 
volcano of Kirauea,and published an immediate account of his 
expedition in the Spector,a paper published there.Some years later, 
apparently from the notes in Bis journal,he rewrote the account 
and published it in a scientific magazine in Tasmania. The first I 
reproduce by courtesy of the Board of commissioners of the Public 
r 
Achives in Honolulu,because of its interest in conjunction with the 
second.Pictures of the thought and emotional prooesses of Strzele~i 
during this time are rare enoughjthis revised record,though the 
first is only of scientific interest,is unique. 
"My Dear Sir, 
Your kind request to supply the valuable publication 
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HOTES ON 
IX 
(41)Fa.ct taken from Sir H. BartleFrere's address' to R. G. S 
in Vol 44 of the t'roceedincs,P.(of' this I 2D no);:; ifllre) le74 . 
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(42),filie, account 61 ven ue by courtesy of tlle ):loam of 
CornmissionerB for .I\rchlves in Honolulu . 
The de St1'2eleckl used here needs a word . As Poles are 
very rroud of their nobility,most of the~ even now when abroad use 
de to show theJ:lselves as well born as French falIfilies wi th- a right 
to it . • 
(43)Tl'ken frOJ:! the T?smanian Journal of Science 1n the 
111 to he 1 L1 brp!,y • 
Fage 65 . 
(44)Ib1d . 
PaBe (/ ( 1,5 J <-l'la (46) Ibid . 
I'Bbe 67 
(47)Letter to Adynn,Kurjer Pozntmaki 29 . ,Tsn 1:'3<; . 
(4D) ml6n in r:ew Zoaland I applied to the Professor of 
Geology end the Ilead Librarian of the University of' Aucl~land,and 
Oll their ret:Otlmell<:ation to the LibI'llria!l of the pr:rlipJ;:cntary 
Library in Tiel11n!~ton and the Rectors "f bhri3tchurch nnd- n"nedin, 
bl.l.t all ptated that there wore DO first hand! d('cuu;ents ll1ld the 
few referencea 61 van no were frot. bool;s I'lrccdy consul_tod as beine; 
EnGlish cr Australian source~ . 
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of the Spector, with an account of my visit to the Volcano of Kirauea 
on Hawaii,both pains and flatters me;for I regret much that my 
limited stay here,the daily current and accumulating objects of 
new and interesting inquiries render any circumstantial descripti~s 
of it really impossible to me.A few facts,and fewer observations 
which a hasty and rough sketch brings forth,is all I am able for 
the moment to supply you with.I cannot even attempt to give you the 
slightest idea of the impressions which the awful sublimity of the 
volcano produced upon my imagination;that part of our being does 
not yield as easily as memory --it does not reproduce sensations; 
the rapture --the enthusiasm once gone by,is lost forever. 
"What I remember,and long shall recollect,as showing the 
mighty influence of mighty objects upon me are the difficulties I 
had to struggle with before my eye could be torn away from the 
idle,vacant,but ecstatic gazing with which I regarded the great 
Whole,down to the analytical part of the wondrous and unparalleled 
scene before me;! say unparalleled, because having visited most of 
the European and American volcanos,! find the greatest of them 
inferior to Kirauea crater in intensity,grandeur,and extent or area. 
"The abrupt and precipitous cliff which forms the N.N.E. 
wall of the crater, --found,after my repeated observations,to be 
elevated 4.104 feet above the level of the sea --overhangs an area 
of 3.150.000 square yards of half-cooled scoria, sunk to the depth 
of 300 yards,and containing more than 328.000 square yards of 
convulsed torrents of earths in igneous fusion,and gaseous fluids 
constantly effervescing --boiline --spouting --rolling in all 
directions like waves of a disturbed sea,violently beating the 
edge of the caldrons like an infuriated surf,and like surf spread-
ing all around its spray in the form of capillary glass which fills 
the air,and adheres in a flaky and pendulous form to the distorted 
and broken masses of the lava all aroundifive caldrons each of ab~t 
5.700 square yards, almost at the level of the great area,and 
containing only the twelfth part if the red liquidithe sixth 
caldron is encircled by a wall of accumulated scoria of fifty yards 
high, forming the S.S.W. point --the Hale Mau Mau of the natives 
to which the bones of the former high chiefs were consigned --the 
sacrifices to the goddess Pele offered --the abyss of abysses, the 
caldron of caldrons --exhibiting the most frightful area of about 
300.0N'I square yards, bubbling red hot lava --changing incessantly 
its level --sometimes rolling the long curved waves with brOken 
masses of cooled crust to one side of the horrible laboratory --
sometimes,as if they had made a mistake, turning tl,eD. u:J .CY WI t! 
spouting fury, and a subterraneous,terrific noise of a sound more 
infernal than earthlYiaro~~d are blocks of lava, scoria, slags of 
every description and combination, here elevated,by the endless 
number of superimposed layers,in perpendicular walls of 10~O feet 
high --there torn asunder,disperaed,cracked,or remoulded,--every-
where,terror,contulsion,--mighty engine of nature --and nothingness 
of man. 
" No where does the solution of the great problem of volcanic 
fires by Sir Humphrey Davy,receive a more palpable illustration 
than here; the access of the water to the ignited masses of these 
minerals of alkaline and earthy bases,by which that great philos-
opher explained the conVUlsions of volcanio fires,is displayed here 
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in most portentous,most awful effects.It is only to those millions 
of vents all around the crater,through which the superabundance of 
steam excapes (I dont know whether this is Strzelecki's spelling or 
typist's error}--to the millions of fissures through which the 
sulphurous and sulphuric acids liberate themselves from beneath, 
that the preservation of Ha~i ~rom utter destruction,by the 
expansive force of steam ~~~gasses,can be ascribed. 
"The nature of the volcano, with its uncommonly intense 
heat,and so many wide and easy openings,is,to eject nothing without 
alteration,and to sublime everJ 'lariety of substance which the 
concomitants of the volcanic fires embrace.Thus;here is the rare 
volcanic glass in capillary forms, and many perfect vitrifications; 
the muriate of ammonia in effloreacence,often conchoidal, often in 
elongated hexahedrals --and in one single instance,even in that 
rare form of cubic chry stal; thus, the sulphuret of arsenic, both as 
realgar and orpiment;the sulphur itself in most beautiful incrust-
ations,chrystalised in cubic or truncated octahedronsithe petro 
alooinar1s of Ssolfa( Italy) ot a.lkallne sulphate of alumineimbedddP. 
(I transcribe literc.lly) sometimes in crevices of lava,sometimes 
in argila.cious earth; thus, the singular and rare cavernous lava 
known hitherto to exist only in Ice~and --its large tumefactions 
in blisters and bubbles,from a crust of the finest gloss to an arch 
of four feet thick, forming caverns through which the superabundance 
of lava in the crater discharges itself, as through subterranean 
tunnels,in all directions of the island. 
"A prolif1c imagination can find here a vast field for 
fanciful speculation on the origin, duration and probable or possible 
results of the continued operations of this frightful and gigantic 
volcano.Science will never tire in the study of Natureibut,alast 
beyond what she sees,and what strict inductive forms allow her to 
conclude, she must stop --admire --bow ru1d repeat 
Sapientia hujus mundi stultitia est. 
With the greatent respect and consideretion 
believe me,my Dear Sir, 
To the Rev.J Diell,Honolulu. 
Your most obedient servant 
Paul Edmond de Strzelecki 
(42) 
The second account is from the Tasmanie.n Journal of Science 
.,-
Vol 2,(43)I have paraphased it,omitting the parts whic~re purely 
se tentific, or which repeat too closely the account [;1 'len "D07<:). 
western 
The volcano lay on the north/side of Mount Loa,twenty 
miles from the summit of the mountain,and forty from the Bay of Hibo. 
Strzelecki states that it was,at the time of his visit,the largest 
volcano known, but that it VIas so destroyed by successful eruptions 
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that it was only one third of its original stze. 
The first thing the party did on its arrival was to 
attempt a reconstruction of the original size and shape,by ~alli~g 
from one landmark to another,measuring and collecting scattered 
materials.It is interesting to note here that in the later account, 
reconstructed years after the visit,the explorer has no difficulty 
in recollecting the impression made on him by the awful natural 
power revealed,though it w~s just this he believed gone for ever a 
few days after the occurence. 
After determining the highest point by repeated calculat-
ions,they scattered for a detailed examination of the broken walls 
of the crater whence all the molten lava had escaped,and specimens 
were taken for later analysis.The lava bed was measured,and its 
contents when full estimated. 
They must have spent some days at the site,or at least 
more than one,since the temperatures of the vapours rising from 
the crater were measured and day and night temperatures given. 
When they reached a point where they safely look down into the 
heaving bed of the active crater,and again in his mature report 
Strzelecki found it worth while recording the difficulty he had 
in recalling himself from observation of the extraordinary sight 
to the occupations of science. 
At last they descended down a precipitous slippery 
surface with "a thousand openings which vomit forth hot vapours, 
and dtsPlaying an area of 9.450.000 square feet compressed within 
perpendicular walls,and thickly strewed with masses of smoking lava, 
half congealed and,like the masses of ice in a blocked up channel 
pitched one against mother,either standing on end,heaped in hori-
zontal or half raised bed ••• here concealing a suppressed agitation 
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under ground,there gaping in fearful cavities which,clamorous, 
resound with the agitation of the molten matter.Six of these 
c8vities were in violent activity while I was exploring the crater 
••• No pen or pencil can ever represent the sublime effects which 
the vtolence and intensity of the heat produce in the reservoirs. 
The spectacle of these ceaseless and varied movements,which are 
carried,through all the stages of a storm at sea,to a still higher 
pitch of impetuosity and fury,produces splendid scenes before 
which all human greatness fades,and a sense of humility and a few 
earnest thoughts are all the mlnd can find room for.Even in the 
breast of the natives the magical influence has not been unfelt ••• 
man in his primitive state can only see his littleness,his nothing-
ness,--he can only feel the presence of an invincible and angry 
'ower,whom he must appease,conciliate and render propitious"(44) 
It was most dangerous,because of the gas exhaled but 
even more by the possibility of falling into the liquid mass 
which flowed on every side.The surface seemed solid,but was actually 
flowing,and the danger wa.s increased by the specia.l nature of the 
lava,which formed bubbles allover its expanse,and many of these 
were just below the sUrface,only covered by a thin crust which a 
atep would break,eo Strzeleck records many pa1nful fal1s."Neverthe-
less,the advantages which were met with from the fall repaid the 
bruises it costithe interior of the caverns alone can furnish for 
examination the most interesting incrustations of sublimated 
minerals,or give an adequate impression of the wonderful power of 
the heat of this volcano,which in the bosom of a tumultous furnace 
seeming to produce nothing but terror and destruction on the most 
enormous scale, forms crystals whose perfection can hardly be 
appreciated without a microscope,and whose delicacy can scarcely 
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bear a breath"{4Si 
After further analysis of the chemicals and processes at 
work "all going on at once,to the astonishment of man,who can only 
admire the Unseen Hand which guides them"(46) he concludes on a 
note well in keeping with his time,the mournful rationalism of the 
age of Darwin. "An imagination fond of percing into the abyss of 
conjecture" (we.s he thinking here of himself?) "finds here a vast 
field for its s r eculations on th origin, duration and possible 
results of the continued action of this gigantic volcano. Reason, 
alasl can only apmit in sobriety of what the Inductive Method 
allows,and,arrested at every step,must be content to wonder and 
admire, and to say with the anci.ent--
'Sapientia hujus mundi stultitia jest'" 
The quotations above belong to the new Strzelecki,and in 
every sentence one feels the full extent of the change in his out-
look.The personal note has dwindled,and a reasonable impartiality 
taken ~ta place.The final quotation,repeated,is itself a mark of 
the new man. In the course of the transformation from rebellious 
Pelish soldier to English scientific rationalist,Strzeleckl had 
acquired the English upper class taste for sententious quotation, 
and the Latin in which it might be gratified.He was by this time 
not only acientist,but already fully fledged gentleman of philos-
ophically reflective bent and culture. 
sfter leaving the Hawaian group,Strzelecki continued his 
wanderings ~bout the many islands of the north and south Pacific. 
The same chronicle to Adyna already quoted gives the order of his 
travels and stops "I set out for the islands of Oceania --I was 
once on the Marquera~ Islands --once at the Sandwiche Islands,I 
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went to Otaheite,where the Friendly Islands are and from there to 
New Zealand, whence I sailed for New South Wales,where I have been 
for the last four days.In this route march I have given you only 
the actual names.! crossed the Equator six times,aaw much and felt 
more" (47) 
The bald sentences cover a great deal.This all took place 
before 1838,and Pacific conditions were still pretty primitive. 
Steam ships,if present, were in their infancy,and most travel was 
still done in small boats,in conditions of extreme discomfort. What 
is more important,however,than the conditions,was the object of his 
continued voyagine, but this is never divulged.He may have been at 
work as a minerologist,or geologist, but curiosity would seem to be 
the principal motive which urged his restlessness;that,and the 
superabundant energy of his nature, which was only satisfied when 
overcoming difficulties and suffering harships. 
The last stage of his JourtlJyto Australia is the least 
documented of all.Tradition suggests he was searching for gold,but 
either he was unsuccessful,or his investigations were purely 
academic,and few if any records of his stay in that country are 
forthcoming to support or disprove any claims.({48) 
Page 61 
NOTES ON 
IX 
(41)Fact taken from Sir H.Bartle Frere's address to R.G.S 
in Vol 44 of the proceedinga,P(of this I am not aure) 1874. 
Page 63 
(42)This account given me by courtesy of the Board of 
Commissioners for Archives in Honolulu. 
The de Strzelecki used here needs a word.As Poles are 
very proud of their nobility ,oost of then; even now when abroad use 
de to show themselves as well born as French families with a right 
to it. (43)Taken from the Tasmanian Journal of Science in the 
Mitohel Library. . 
Page 65. 
(44)Ibid. 
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(45) and (46) Ibid. 
Page 67 
(47)Letter to Adyna,Kurjer Poznanski 29.Jan 1935. 
(48)VThen in New Zealand I applied to the Professor of 
Geology and the Head Librarian of the University of Auckland,and 
on their recommendation to . the Librarian of the Parliamentary 
Library in Wellington and the Rectors of Christchurch and Dunedin, 
but all stated that there ,vere no first hand documents and the 
few references given me were from books already consulted as being 
English or Australian sources. 
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PART III 
THE CROVTDED YEARS 
X 
Impresn i ons on Ar r i va l --Sc ope of "iork--Book resarded only as a 
Document--Tr oubl es of t he Gover nor--Ne ed for Such' 'or k ns 
Strzeleck i could do - - Di vi s i on of the acminoti on only for 
Convenience. 
Strzelecki has two claims to his place in the Dictionary 
of National Biography --his work as a scientific explorer and first 
discoverer of gold in AUstralia,and his work in Ireland during the 
potato famine.The work he did in New South Wales and Van Dieman's 
Land in 1839-1843 is the basis for the first of these two, and to it 
the story has now come.Unfortunately,as is usual with Strzelecki's 
biography,the most important periods are just those which are hardest 
to unravel.We have no knowledge what brought him to Australia,other 
than the fact that it is the obvious next stop ~fter New Zealand. 
We do not know if he had any plan in mind in coming,or whether his 
journey was still aimless,and we do not know if he was definitely 
drawn to the country for any purpose beyond curio'sity.But from this 
state of uncertainty emerges the fact that,once being in Australia, 
he found a field for his activity which carried it beyond the 
value of his previous journeys,into exploration of definite histor-
ical importance.But it should be remembered that his most important 
discoveries were not made directly,but as incidents in work of 
other scope.To substantiate that statement,his sojourn in New South 
Wales needs to be sorted out and put into such order of purpose as 
can be,and it is only the nature of his work which can give it 
any coherence at all. 
The arrival of the French barque JUstine,from South 
America,via Tahiti and New Zealand,reaching Sydney on April 25th, 
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1839,caused no particular interest.The Sydney Gazette of 27th April 
mentioned a passenger who arrived on her, J/onsieur Ie Comte Treleski 
(49)late of the Polish army,among other items of news.That is all. 
Strzelecki however,has rather more to say of his disembark 
-Rtion.His impressions were full. 
"Since my arrival in Sydney,I cannot cease /3sking myself, 
am I really in the capital of that "Botany Bay" which has been 
represented as "the Community of Felons",as "the most demoralised 
colony known in the history of nations",as "a possession which adds 
a tarnish rather than a lustre to the British Crown" etc,etc. 
"Let the authors of these and other epithets contained in 
the numerous works which they wrote on New South We.les congratUlate 
and applaud theillselves;my mystification was complete. The evening 
I effected my disembarkation in sydney, I did it with all imHglnable 
precaution,leaving my watch and purse behind me,and arming myself 
with a stickibeing resolved to encounter inevitable and inainc1\ tJ 
dnn3ers wit1> the least possible risk! ••• 
"I found,hov'ever,on tlll'lt night,in the st.re~ts '"If 'lY'lney,a 
(loc~ncy nna a quiet which I h/lve 1181'0;»' witnessed in lIny other port 
of the United Y.inedom . No drunkenness,no sailors's qUarrels,no appear 
- ance of prostitution were to be seen. George Street, the Regent 
Street of Sydney,displayed houses and shops modelled after the fash-
ion of those in Londonibut nowhere did its lalLps and the numerous 
lights in its vlindows,which reflected upon the crowd,~'etrey any of 
thos-e B.it:ns of r.; CO~:'''u''''''':., & . .&,,;: .... ("1 ~:' .:.r;(' h.")t, ':r '~:r::l:'" ~' , +~ f) streets of 
other ca.ritvls. ·· ::JIncs 'then,how m/my nights like tIle fir<;t did I not 
vritness,in wliich the silence,the feeling of perfect security,and 
the del.Lcious freehnesB of the air ,TIjin!31ed. with nothing that coulo 
'reek the Ch(1rl~s of a solitary wall:! At ten o'clock,!'ll the streets 
are dssertedito the bustling industry of the day succeeds a happy 
repose, and to that again a dl"Y of freeh strue;gles, successes or 
fE<ilures ~ :::xtra.ordlnary race! the only reople who, to speak the 
language of one'e; own crnft--seem subject to atomic ll).vra,iolllutf'b':'e 
and independent -of the varieties of climl)teisggregD.ting by '" ]rind of 
lLolescu.lar attrll.ction,constantly in thf.J serue order,slld exnanding, 
however disrerccd, into a simile.r soci~l structure,thus everywhere 
preserving those properties and tendencies which nature assigns to 
their primitive forms. 
"Other racee,like true children of the soil,identify them-
selves with it,or draVi from it their sustenance, their power and ' 
their nfltionali ty i c/311 it country; love pnd cherish it as such, and 
cl , ng to its bosom,though B.t the cost of freedom,of comfort,of 
!lroperty,and even of life. Banished from it,they become but lost 
wa.nderers,and soon degenerateilike the Alpine rose,which when trans-
plAnted even to more genial climates loses its blossoms and sellds 
forth only thorno. 
"The :1p.rdy nature of the Anglo Saxon rcoe is Dro"r clePin::;t 
the effects of transplantationifor it does not depend upon the · soU 
... 
Either for 1 ts character or 1 ts nC',tlonell ty; the A 1(510 Saxon repro-
duces hls country wherever he hoists his country's flag. 
"The United Kingdom Is far from furnlshlng a just Idea of 
this race. The traveLer there is like one buried in the entrl1ils 
of a colossus. It is in the United States,in the Vlest Indles,in the 
i'actories of South Merica and Ohina,ln the East Indies,and in thi~ 
town of Sydney,that the prodigious expansion of the Anglo Saxon 
life,the gigantic dimensions of its stature and the energy of its 
functions are fully perceived and apprecillted."(SO) 
That description,quoted at length for its later psycholog-
ical implications,ie haTdly exact,and owes its colours to the writer'BI 
mind,to his attitude towards England and the English ,rether than il 
the observable facts of Australian life in the third decade of last 
century.The physlcal picture is infinitely more Utopian than common 
sense or other documents j.lstify.If he had cared to look about him 
for vice,the Rocks would soon ha.ve enlightened him; it is curious 
that he ?las able to shut his eyes at all to '."hat was so glar1ngly 
aPParent to others.The order 1n the streets--which other writers 
found freely sprinkled with grog shops filled with the scum of the 
population,male and female--and the qUiet descending at ten o'clock 
point to the dead hand of prison discipline rather to any innate 
sense of order and decency in the colonists.It must have been a very 
bland observer,one determined to see only what he wanted and no more, 
who recorded only the good side of a convict settlement.Nor does his 
scientific analysis of Anglo Saxon character exemplified "in this 
toW] n of Sydney" reflect such praise on the British as he doubtless 
intended.Sydney,as might have been expected from a settlement serving 
IlS sewerage system to the hulks and prisons of England,stank to 
heaven. 
"A society at war with itself, a little community of 98.('1(10 
persons,divided into rival cliques. Minor officials fought with 
~ajor officials;merchants resented the pretensions of all officials; 
squatters despised the tOVl11smen;the exclusive free proprietors 
ignored the lessees;freemen fought emancipists;emancip1sts tried ~ 
widen the gap between their past and their present by oppressing 
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convicts,and the convicts resented all free or freed men"(52) 
Nor Vlere affairs in the colony any more simple or attract-
ive than this quotation would suggest. The years Strzelecki snent 
in Australia --1839-1843--saw little but struggles and changes, 
quarrels,rancours,betrayals,emnities and recriminations. 
The governor was harried to the edge of the grave by 
opponents without a fraction of his virtues or principles,end the 
Lsues he fought for were frittered BY/a.y by the very men on whom he 
should have been able to rely for support.Convict transportation 
florished,and reduced the labour conditions of the colony to those 
of the most iniquitous slave market Strzlecki denounced in Americ8 .• 
• 
The squatters were using every tool at their disposal to effect a land 
monopole almost as absolute as the monopole of power the English Civil 
War overthrew.Politicslly,men like Lowe and Wentworth were changing 
their parties and their loudly enunciated principles as often as they 
needed to trim their sails to the veering winds of self interest. 
Economically,the boom with its abundant capitel and wild speculation, 
was giving way to the slump with its bank failures and bankrupcies. 
Droughts continued,year after year,with their consequent misery And 
loss,and the aborigines,enboldBned by Sir George Gipp's protection, 
became a menace which preceeded and outdid the later rfvages of 
bushrangers. Murderous natives,and convicts in conditions ranging 
from acute discomfort to hopeless desperation,but in any case, slaves; 
an unproductive town proletariat, an unhappy small farmer class, 
clamorous squatters,intolerant and intolerable aristocrats,disloyal 
officials and a harassed governor,hardly make up a composite picture 
likely to inspire a foreigner with unbounded respect for the English 
as colonial administrators,yet Strzelecki seeIDS to have written in 
all good faith.What makes it the more extraordinary is that the man 
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who wrote it kept a journal and worked it up afterwards into a 
(lispassionate scientific account.He was in no way insensible.This 
was the same man who was later to distinguish himself in philanthropy 
and deserve humanity's gratitude by his own humanity,whom no tele 
of woe was to leave unmoved.Yet,at this stage,he seems impervious 
to any faults in the administrative system of Australia. 
Strzelecki 's attitude is teken from his book "Physical 
Description of New South Wales and Van Dieman's Land",which is the 
record of the time he passed in scientific exploration,and the 
results of it.But before going on to see the scope of his investigat-
ions,certain omm&sions may be noted here . 
He makes no reference to the convict system at all,in 
spite of his later philanthropy and his life long detestation of 
slavery.Travelling widely about the state,spending months in Tas-
mania, where the penal conditions were at their worst,associatl11g 
in hls Journeys with one or two convict servants who shured the 
strains and privations of exploration with him,he has yet no protest 
to offer.To the hardships of the natives,and the essential 
injustice precticed tOVlards trelI,he was keenly alive,snd spoke in 
their defence in no measured terms.Here,in fact,in that division of 
the "Physical Description" which relates to them,he expresses his 
only concret" criticisD' of 11<.,\7 ,-,outh Wales.Realising that civilisat-
ion inevitably condemned them to extermination,he deplored the 
treatment they received. Their decline could have been slower and less 
painful if the government had treated them better ,and restrained 
the settlers abuses.They should,he thought,have been treeted as 
winors,conquered,and preserved . Legislation came too late,and,being 
confused,only furthered the disorganisation of the tribes which 
alone cou~d have kept them in existence.He wanted to see them free 
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allowed to live out their lives in natural conditions, and ends his 
chapter with an eloquent plea for them,reflecting bitterly against 
the religion and government which could sO abuse them. 
Complete in~ifference to men of his oym colour and culture 
and keen solicitude for a few thousa.nd men of a lower race looks 
a grave inconsistency.But it had a reason.Sir George Gipps,friend 
and pa.tron of strzelecki,felt strongly on the native question, and 
t!~ew the full weight of his position on the side of better treatment 
for them.Nobody .seemed particularly interested in the convicts at 
that stage;this is not to suggest that Strzelecki simply went with 
the wind of publie opinion.Nothing would be more untrue, but Strzelecki 
who from a sense of his own dignity and his own grievances,put him-
self in the painful position of a man who is not driven from his 
country, but who voluntarily separated himself from it,was bound to 
Justify that action to himself by an inner and outer expression of 
unity with the national group he adopted.I submit here that the 
significant fact that he,member of a race naturally critical,never 
in his criticisms of England went further than individual abuses,who 
attacked details but never assailed the system,who exaggerated in 
his letters to Adyna the wrongs he suffered in Poland(53) was doing 
this by a psychological necessity of self Justification(54) He 
adopted the English for better,for worse,and to the latter,he never 
VOluntari\ly drew attention.Strzelecki by the needs of his too 
excessive personal dignity,was driven into a position which cost him 
no Bmall pains to rreserve.Because the Turnos and the Sapiehas had 
humiliated him,he fled to England,and from their origina.l offence 
he set his whole life into paths which worked and reworked through 
out almost every activity of his career.That is put forward Be 
explanation of the inconsistencies with which his latter years 
abounded,and which it only can explain.With some of those we have 
immediately to do. 
When strzelecki stepred ashore in Sydney,the most import-
ant work of his active life lay before him.~fuen,five years later, he 
left Australia to continue his aimless journey, that wor" was done. 
In the exertions of that short time, the polish voluntl',rJ exile l:'..id 
~his country under an obligation of gratitude,and won himself a 
plac e among the important l!3ter explorers .Australifl hf' s never 
recognised his work in any waYifew people here know of him,and even 
in history books, the credit of his discoveries are often given to 
others. 
Since the pD~of of the claim to count strzelecki nmong the 
important inland explorers of Australia rests on his own book,it 
must be used to show his work from its inception to the end of his 
pr~ctical stage.In the course of his scientific investigations, 
Strzelecki ceme to the conclusion that the geological formation of 
the east coast of New South Vlles(Victoria was not then separated) 
continued across the islands of Bass Strait into Tasmania,and in 
examining that tract of country as a whole,he made certain important 
discoveries--the highest peak in the Australian Alps,the fertile 
district called Gippsland;he was the first to state as fact the 
existence of gold in Australiaihe measured various heights,rerort~ 
(in Tasmania)on the commercial exploitation of certain minerals, 
chiefly coal;the favourable report he gave of the fertility of 
Gippsland,as against Angus Macmillan's dog in the manger silence 
""-for mo~opole squatting,and certain observations on Australia's 
value as agricultural country(in an age exclusively pastoral in 
outlook)--these are the sum of his contribution to Australia.It is 
not a small one.To follow the progress of these conclusions,his work 
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must be traced by steps.This chapter deals with New South Wales,the 
next with Gippsland,and one with Tasmania,not because they were 
separate,for all formed items in a larger single unit of work,but f~ 
convenience.As basis,anart from a few letters,the source is his own 
book,already referred to,and articles in scientific journals.No 
attempt is made to criticism or evaluate the "Physical Descrintion" 
in any other light than as a docwnent.It is scientific,and its value 
probably entirely superceded by now.In any case,it is only useful 
to someone knowing the various branches of science--minerology, 
phys 'lcs,geology,etc,into which it is divided. Its only interest to me 
then,is the light it throws on general exploration or the character 
of its writer. 
Of what his aim was,when he had been a short time in New 
south ~es,he had better explain. 
"The main object of my visit to New South Wales"(this 
passage would seem to suggest he came to Australia for that express 
purpose)"was to examine its minerology. The excursions undertaken 
with a view to that ob ject led me through a very wild end broken 
country, of ten difficult of access, rarely permitting a r8pid progress, 
or affording compensation for no slight degree of labour,fatigue e.nd 
privation. Indeed,the scarcity of simple minerals was such as might 
have discouraged the most ardent and persevering minerologist who 
ever devoted himself to the science. But,although the scope for 
extensive mineralogical research was thus nerrowed,the country was 
soon found to present a vast field for a most exciting and interest-
ing geologica l inve ~ tigation ••• I entered therefore,eagerly on a 
geological examination of N~w South Wales,as on a terra incognita, 
without guide or guide book"(55) 
Tha t task, the geoloGical examination of the e est coest,to 
furn ish oaterials for a geological map of it(published in London on 
it.. 
his return.A copy is at the Lands Office, Sydney) in'rolved him in a 
series of zigzag journies through and across the country. 
The aim of his work was purely scientific,snd his explorat-
ions were for the most part by the way.Thus he belongs rather with 
~,.1 4.""-f' ~ ~- tL.w' to'lu ~ , 
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CunninghllJlJ or Leichha.rdt then with Bourke and Kennedy. 
Although his arrival was unobtrusive enough,Strzelecki 
received a hospitable welcome as soon as he landed.Perhaps a 
scientific reputation had preceded him,since most of his voyages in 
the Pacific had been done on British men-of-war,some of which may 
easily have touched at Sydney,or perhaps,as earlier in America,he 
had letters of intrduction.ln any case,he was soon intrduced to Sir 
George Gipps,governor of the colony,and the latter, preoccupied as 
he was with the difficulties of his administration,was an astute 
judge of the qualities of a man.The Polish scientist nleased him; 
his energy,gravity and determination matched those traits in himself. 
The time was ripe for such work as Strzelecki could do. 
The actual work of exploration had been pushed far in earlier 
governorships,and now,in the age of squatting,Vlhen a swift silent 
penetration of the country was in progress,was no longer necessary. 
But Sir George Gippls fundamental position with regard to land 
settlement and the problem of auction sale,squlJ.tting licences and 
an adequate price for Crown land,made the work of the surveyor and 
geological explorer of vital necessity to the government.At e time 
when sheep were the paramount consideration of every section of the 
community,when land for pasturage was the pressing need of the hour, 
Gipps took longer views,and though he had not fully gresned the 
future agricultural developement of the country,he VIas essentially 
fighting for posterity when he tried to hold out against the lockb1g 
of the .land in the interests of the present against the interests of 
the many who would follow.Every report of the possibility of the 
land for agriculture--that is, for closer settlement in the handa of 
a larger population of small holders--which Strzelecki brought in, 
must have been to the troubled overworked man a further justification 
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for the course on which he VTas staking so much. 
The governor welcomed Strzelecki,and showed himself 
anxious to do all he could to help him.Yet that was little enough. 
Gipps just then WEe, S in no position to 15i vo hell' to l.luybody.Rather 
did he need aid for himself in the difficulties of a term of office 
v,hich WI'S a perpetual conflict against, not so muoh powerful opponents 
as overwhelming eoonomic forcee. 
Gippe did what he could . He offered Strzelecki f~.cil1tiea 
in the form of letters, and convict servnnta,and small suppllcs from 
the Ltore . He Vlent further(how he must hove regretted the verbal 
commi tl11ent whon the d isrrtcr. answering his announcement of the 
million pound bounty bill arrived~) and promised that the English 
govcrnl1or,t would refund half of the money which etrzeleck-l spent In 
the expeqitio!1s he undertook. Beyond that promise he could not go. nc't 
considering tha.t strzelcki,for El11 h18 oxperience in other nl1rts of 
the world,wf' l:l only a wanderer,Vlith no proof that he would 1:>rove 
successful in Australian concUtions,l'nd considering the difficulty 
of the times when the friendshiTJ Wf'S made,it is a considerable 
tribute to the power of his nersonolity that an overburdencd and 
bfl(igered oan likc Glpf's should pledge himself a.t all. 
Strzelecki 1 s z;im ".'ns /Joon crystallised .Even when minerology 
f",.lled , he had a vast field before him . Justralia was plmost [' virgin 
continent.His predecessors had been mostly , llke Banlrs,Cpley and 
Cunnine;hllDl , botanlsts , or surveyors,like Mitchel limd Oxley . Thore hlld 
been,sp!lrt from the u.lfortunate Pruss1<'n Ludwig LeichhElrdt,no 
specilllist geologists working specificlIlly in that science . The 
resources of Australia of every n['.tural kind were still hardly 
buessed at,eveIl its agriculturlll possibilities unexplored sove 
close round Sydney, the country 'being exclusively Pilstorlll . Huge 
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tro.cts of country, in snite of the outward ex"'~msion of the sheep, were 
not only unm£T'T'ed but untrodden,their soils unnnnlysed,tbelr rocks 
uncil"ssified,their heights ul1JJe1lsured,their configurations unsketched 
Under foot,the trellsure of the earth vms unsuspected . Resef!rches into 
cl1mrte were in their infancy,nnd the potential weelth to be f'chieved 
by scientific l1 griculture lay in the brains of such men as the one 
now come to the task - -geologist,milmeralogist,meteorologist,with the 
courage to explore,the persevernnce to compile,Dnc1 the intultion 
to infer . Strzelecki had found the place where his considerll.ble 
gifts could find. their fullest expression.Between a qUiet a.rrivEI.I 
and an unobtrusive depnrture lay a phase,one of many for him,v'hich 
Vlould have sntisfied I:Iost men. 
He mE,.ped out the district he n;e1lnt to annlyse,and set out 
to go over it in detail,tre~ting it from IDnny points of interest, 
and doing as he went such Vlork as he found to his hand . For mll.teripls, 
he hFd v set of instruments mnde u ,del" his OV'1'l sunervision and 
instructions,which he carried as carefully as he could and S<lfee;uard,.. 
ed where possible from the dangers of e i Sf!rrangement or pccident(not 
always succesofully) For moral equipment,he had exnerience,t1vtience 
and a c onst! tution Vlhich throve under hardship a.nd exertion , and for 
supplies,the clothes and food a packsorse could carry and the 
comforts a convict servant aSSigned by Gipps could provide . Lack of 
mon ey was an ever present handicap,forcing him for the most part to 
travel on foot , with very modest resources and the frequent necessity 
to interrupt the t8 sk in h<lnd and turn aside wherever PI! opport -
unity to sunpliment forces occurred . He did various paid scientific 
jobs,such 88 collectin~ specimens , surveying for squatters , giving 
an opinion as to possibilities of l"ermllnent water,tec . 
IV 
His extensive survey begRn with Sydney , and spr1f from 
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there in widening circles till it had taken in the whole a.rea of 
the nineteen counties.Then,he had to tl'lke longer journeys.But before 
going on to his lone;est trip on the mRinlnnd, this first phase cI:I.n 
be best illustrated by one of 'his few extant letters,not in itself 
vi tally important, but interesting for the light it throv/s on 
conditions of exploration 8.t the time,and a sidelight on the man. 
( 1839) "17th of Sentember 
"Jf:y dear Donaldson 
Since oy prambling and rftDlbling in the mountains 
--Vlallerawang of 1:1' llames Walker is the first civilised place I 
cl1me across --which offers decent meAns of scribbling 1:1 letter--pen, 
Pl'per,sealing wax' are luxuries --roent?l I mean,I longed for,with 
mueh more anxiety than for the n!ltural ones of which,during four 
weeks I was roost d. deprived --It is odd that with ro y health which 
nowadays is not the best and clearly in the decline --I could 
have u ndergone priva.tions a.nd fatigues which put my two roost robust 
servants hors de combat . I arrived this moment here from 110unt 
George over the wickedest most crooked and sharp edged range of 
mountains --with toes peeping out from shoes,drenched every day 
and almost frost bitten on Mount Tomah - -s.t any rate I wos stiff. 
that is,my clothes were, because ducked at the foot,when et the ton 
of the mountain,the sudden change of tempereture trensformed them 
into a sheet of' ice which,through the almost impenetrable reeds 
and ferns rattled on me like the scales of a rattle snake. I am 
glad I have explored this Part of' the range as I have doneibut 
nothing in the world would let me rebegin it--and retrpce my steps 
--love except--as a \'Ior.Jan could alone repush me into the gullies--
starvation--bathing over and over again'" 
He complains of l~ck of letters,and describes his intended 
route for the next few days. "To-morrow I shall be underway agRin 
for Bathurst and f'or the Goulburn river and the Hunter Rnd Port 
Stephens a.nd from the re, helm UT' f'or Sydney." The lette rends 
playfully, a.nd a.f'ter sending greeting to various friends ,he sliTls in 
t! pure 1'010nisism(56) "Do pray give a. good hearty shake to l'.'cYensie 
by the hand" 
The postscript gives a. thumbnail sketch of life in outlying 
farms in 1839. 
"Just as I vms closing this letter rtr James Walker returnea 
from the bush with three of the bushrangers which spreRd terror Rna 
confusion in this neighbourhood and whom he with domestic retinue 
alld assistance of two policemen happily CElught this morning at 
daylight. One of them,they say,i~ Lambert the Famous--1f you like 
to know why famous--inquire at the records of Bushranging Heroism" 
( 57) ("j'7n) 
eo 
In this stage he did considerable measuring of heights , 
sOlDe of the pe[lks he mea sured being, the King I s 'fablelnnd ,1:t Cook 
1:t Kay,Ift York , the Vale of Clywd,Wv.lleruwang , and others . He examined 
Lpke George and Luke Omeo,and gave time to lDeterologic()l observat-
i ons and wngnetlslD , but the naturlll deviation of instruments carrillifl 
over rough country rendered these latter valueless . In fact,of much 
of his work he says mournfully "Neither persever1:!nce nor devotion 
were wanting but give only a consciousness of hoVi little I hllve done •. 
All I ht.ve doiillected through five yefJrs of labour I can viel" only ps 
the rudiments of what scientists m[lY expect at a future reriod"(58) 
Pflge 69 . 
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(49)Here VIC have Strzelecki already usinf" the title Count. 
Poles abroad cUstomal'ily use the French prefix "dell to show their 
gentle birth . The name Treleski is one of the vari/lnts of this 
difficult ne.me,others being Trelski , end Streleki . The actuel Polish 
pronunciation is something rather Streletsky than the Australian 
version StreleckY . The same change has taken place in the name of 
the Australi:m mounttlin by which KoAciuszko (Koshcheushko) becomes 
Kosciusko , pronounced Kozyasko ~ 
Page 70 
(50 ) Physical Description of New South Wales and Van 
Dieman's Land . Various footnotes taken from tile IDanuscri]:'t j ouraal 
of Strzelecki,of which the original has been destroyed,are scattered 
through it , and are genernlly more peraohal than the narrative . 
Page 71 . The S~uatting Age in Australia p.1 16 (52 ) 
Page 13 
(53 ) See appendix which gives full text of such letters 
aB have been published . 
(54 ) In the IHter part of his life , :md in letters tnken 
from this period , he showed a philosophica.l attitude which heightens 
the impression Rf the reiterated complaints to ~yna which appear 
in the letters . ~o me , they are too exaggerllted to be j~stifled by 
the treatment he had received in Poland, regarded normally and point 
to a, morbid senstivity on the subject , to which the inner struggle 
which any man must undergo in volunts.rily changing his nation!>li ty . 
In the ca,se of a Pole during the partition period , when fanatical 
love of "OOczyzna" was common it is more marked . 
Page 75 
(55 ) Physical Description . p . 5 1 
Page 79 . 
(56)1n the case of the Physical Description , StrzelecJri 
seems to have got an editor to correct his proofs , as the English of 
his published articles and books i s much above the standerd of his 
letters . In the latter, a.nyone knowing even a smattering of Polish 
Can trace the polonisms , since that language differs majerially from 
English in almost every point of syntax !llld grammar . The ~resent 
instance,giving "by the hflnd " is a translation of the Polish "r~k~ " 
aulati ve of instrument ,'.ehe sarne ce.n be said in certe: in CClses of 
t:onrad inot only are there Polish turns of spt ecch and metaphor , but 
actual grammatical twists observable to anyone who k,nows the Slav 
idiom , and the whole structure of Conrad ' s s t yle , with its repetitions 
!llld long sentences , takes on a national colour . 
(57 )Letter to Donaldson , in Mitchel Library . 
Page 80 
(58 ) Physical Description,p .53 
(57a.) Interestinc; to COl' '''J'( \'.i '"b this letter,wlllch rel'ds 
sirnnly,is [) ~rsBa.ge tp 1ren fro!!' his mrnu8cript journpl,where it rwpds 
more elabor''ltely "Night DT:rroached- thc heevens lowered-the rnin 
continues to pO_lr"(he seen p house "TO nerceive it-to utter H cry 
of j oy- t oencour"'3e my exhausted and hel nles s servl'.nt - and to fly 
tOVlI',rds it,wrs the pct of the S~r:1e moment . To recognise our stl'te 
of destitution end to relieve it,was a nprt the OImer of the t"well-
In,~ nerformed with equal promptitude" rhis vms the st'ly he put in 
t ':,e letter t a DonI' ldGon . 
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XI 
LETTERS TO ADYNA 
Importr'nco of these letters as siving inner account of his life--
Other personal records . 
By the "Physical Deocription" strzelecki depicted himself 
AS " scientist should be , impersonal,objective,tireless.Eut behind 
thl't image lay the personal life of the man apart from his work,and 
there,if anywhere, the explanation of his motives as opTlosed to his 
activities . 
Strzelecki reached Sydney when he was forty one,having 
wandered without ' any settled abode since 1819 . A few laconic letters 
o had reached Ijzne.l1, to his fatlily, and a reference or two to him had 
appeared in German neVispapers . J3ut,somewhere alons the route,he had 
remembered Adyna .Yeara had passed since their love affrdr , snd she 
herself a woman of thirty three ; then he broke the silence . 
We do not know when tlle first of these letters were written , 
but it seems likely to have been not lonG before he calHe to Australia . 
She kept all he sent her,and they are the most important documents 
relating to his life . P~d evon those,we have not entire . For Tlersonal 
reasons , (59)only a smsll number of them , and p few extracts , have been 
published ( 60) 
It is hardly to be expected that Alexandra remained vividly 
in his mind through the years of separation . Hew impressions must 
have crowded her out for months and years from his memory . Yet 
suddenly she came back to him with such force that she became the 
reason of his career,the one very close personal tie which remained 
constant however he changed his other associates . 
Th!lt in itself is not so strrmge as it seems at first 
glance . Strzelecl{i was no longer a young man . ::ature in mind and bodY, 
'2 
he must h~ve realised that his choice of paths for the future was 
growing less . Accidental circumstances hrld directed his wanderine;s; 
perhaps it was la.rBely chance which had sent him to Engle.nd from 
Poland,rather to France or elsewhere . It is hard to find any consis-
tent aim in his zigzags through Canada,America and the Pacific . His 
work in Australia,though the largest he had un~ertakcn,was not ond-
less .He w~s brought by his vmy of life and his age to a point where 
he had to take stock of his position,not for the present but for 
Il. future which his health promised to mate a long one.As he went 
flbout his "praJlIbl:ings and rernblings" he was faCing one of the most 
decisive steps in his career . lt is thlJt which gives his letters 
significance , deepcned by sma.ll indications in other letters anc1 in 
his manuscript journal. 
The firot incident io that impreosion,to which reference 
has been made,at Ca.r.,den Park,home of his friend James )'Dcarthur,in 
Deceruber 1839.Strzelecki,to sUIDu,arise,on 11 visit there,wDs tal':en out 
to see a colony of German vine dressers recently imported to improve 
the wllle produced on the estate.The Prussian subject spoke to them 
in their ovm language,to have them all,men women and children,a.t 
once clustered round him,eyes eli;:;ht,beggin5 for nevIS of the native 
Ipnd they had left.Strzelecki did not undeceive them."I felt truly 
their friend and V/t'.s willlng they should call me their countryn all , 
f'.;ld tl'e"t Inc na such" (61) ~he reflection of the emiGrants I horncaicl{-
neas passed· over to him . From his account of the incia ent, alrel1O.y 
quoted, I take on.Ly a few phrA ses . liThe country in vlhich we live, but 
which is not ~" he accents mournfully . liThe smallest occasion will 
serve to Illake us feel that we are strangers, far from our own soil. 
::'henever the heart and soul have been woved,how difficult I have 
feund it to adapt ther:) to tho fainteat eTrression of that "hich 
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moved me . It is on such oCG/wions that the recol.l.ection of cOlmtry 
is rccqllad,l'.nd the sentiment of nationality revives . " 
Those aranot the opinions of a young man,nor of !). nJan 
free in ::Jpirit to return to the country he hE's left . There was by 
this time no reDson why Strzelecl{l should not go back to any part 
of Poland . His sister was sti1-1 11ving , and his brother , to welcome 
him home . His share of the family property V/l'S there for him when he 
should come to claim it . The mist::J of nineteen years --and the Poles 
are a volatile race , quick to forget scandals--had conveniently 
gathered over his youthful misdeeds . His name \vas forgetten in 
Russian Poland , and in l'russ i an vias remember ed only by a faithful 
group of relations mId Adyna , a woman of thirty three , old enough 
surely to know her own mind . He would go back there , poor ,--but he 
was poor in Australia :and in Poland he Vlould have the glamour of 
a reputation . He Vlould be t he retur ned t raveller , to whom much is 
allowed . He st i ll had perhaps in his mlnd , some faint plan of roturn , 
but it was growing dim . The regret and nostalgi a of the a'RlOva passae;e 
lies in its u Lderlying recognition of the fact that he would never 
50 back . No one else knew that , Dnd lie stlll s t ruggled age,inst i t --
even later than this he wrote(11.lre2.dy quoted) t o Peter Strzelecki , 
fixine; a date for his return ,--but the truth WE'S crystallisine; . 
The first fivG or so yellrs abroad arB G2.sy . l'Ie still 
consider ourselves free aeents . The new is still novel , and its 
disadvantages , being voluntar ily born e, are light . It is only after 
p passage of time that the ties of nationalit y beg i n to draw us , and 
jerk us to a sense of loneliness and homesickness . And by that time 
i t is too late . The pattern has been altered , and there is no wey 
In,ck . The old environment is there , as it alvlays was , but our place in 
it is gone . "Our sons inherit us , our looks are strange " 'Rut even if 
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there still a niche , lve would not fill it . At home , a strange;,and 
a foreigner abroad , the break is absolute . When that is renlised, there 
is a period of despl1irlne; lonc;iuG for the preferred and unattainable 
security of the place which has ceased to be home,then an adjustment . 
In the loneliness of the yeRrs 183~39T40,Vlhen Strzelecki reached 
across the gulf of distance rold time to clasp the receding security 
"'AJ~ 
of Adyna's affection ,his decision , which Vias to be the symbol and 
" perha ps the cause , of their ultiI~ate sep" ration . 
In the SR1Je letter which describes his explorations,from 
which a long quotation has already been macl.o , he reverts to the 
subject of his lonelines s , evidently so I;]uch on his mind thDt it 
overflowed into his talk and writing . Only a woman , so he expressed 
it could repush him into the gullies of the rough country he h!'ld 
passed . 
"but in this blessed country of Yours(62)I don 't risk any 
such push j their minds,their hearts are too [, uch cribbed c..nd cabined 
by biblious contemplations , retrospections and prospoctio!ls --which 
I respect .! resnect the Shakers posture (?) and everything 
connected W.l. th religious affection --but ne().nwhile c1'llnot kindle 
my amorous disposition or propensities pt 'u).o torch of snch 
devotion : since I left ·'ydney I saw a good deal here and there of 
them --all alike ; the men , or the gentlemen,t~udt I'.s you ulease , just 
as in Sydney shut up hermetically within a dry circle of ability , 
find most infernally "inoculated with tho disease of domestic 
felicity" . --that ' s all right , perfectly correct and a s laudable [1S 
adrnirl'ble for them --but for a poor peregrinatlne; solita.ry doe; l:i.1re 
myself , such a system of life does not leave even e bone of that 
happiness they enjoy--"( 63) 
This was the (;.ttitude in which he wrote to AleXAndria TurnO . 
By the time that the available letters were written,he had told 
her of his plans,aims and hopes,which all rimed at 'lothi'l3 leas 
than marriage with her.The bar to t.he:'!.}' com"ne tnge"L!":wY' lay only , 
he makes clear,in his poverty . The arduous life ha haS chosen is the 
one which will bring about independence and hapDiness for beth . 
He speaks of "the cnreer towards which " he is Vlorking '.'a career 
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whlch suits my likings •••• I would work with tVilce the enthusiaan 
I would study , even stay up late nights,I would fear neither poverty 
or fatigue --i f I were certain that tl1e fight would increase my 
small fortune and insure our independence." 
The next paragraph is important . Adyna ,it should be 
remembered,V7IJ,s rich.By this time , her brothers could hardly be likely 
to prevent her marrying whom she pleased , least of all the man for 
whom , as an heiress, she had already refused to marry other suitors . 
The real bar in the way was Strzelecki's pride , not probably that 
vulgElr inability to come home leos then he hoped to be in money and 
reputation,but a deeper,subtler sense of sornethine; ln himself which 
he hPd to justify . At whRtever cost , he could not show himself again 
in the place where he had been humiliated for being a noor man , until 
he had satisfied a knowledge of something due to himself .As usual, 
in the record of their mutual affairs , Adyna pa id for Paul's feelings. 
"l'," inerology does not bring wealth , or still less lelld to a 
fortune . But it gains a certain rank for its adherents , lcads them to 
securi ty , " 
At the end of the letter he gives that cry of bitterness 
so strange after tJ.le lapse of twenty years ."Everything perteining 
to it(to Poland) reminds me only of bitterness ;Jnjustice and sorrow" 
That lest line is extraordinary to anyone knowing Poland and the 
Poles. 'Hha,tever the fllults of the Polish gentry were--and they Vlere 
grout <,.ne dilJllstrous --pr>triotism wns their redeemin~ virtue . V.'hRtever 
~i8tp.kes they cOlliwitted wllile th(=!.l i" C.Ol1.Jl'l, l './ .'if· B .i.. c. . rh! t. ) tdey 
or t l .J l :::~ ·le3c0~a~.nts atoned for then (luri"l~ "":.'18 ;l~r·,:, 1. ' . .i Jrt ;J. - 'I'" ~l:3 
~ 
01.y If'Ol'fj. cornnere this quotation Viith one from Conrpd,to 
"es its force [' ''I,.; t. ::> rOFlise hoVi unusufll \'I8S its ey-pression . 
"Th[;t country vrhich deU!l1l1d[J to be loved 1'8 no other country 
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h~fj ever been loved,with the mournful "ffection one beers to the 
unforcotten defld pnd \'lith the ullexting;uisha1.l1e fore of 1'! h01)eless 
pl'.ssion which only a living , bre2.thin'.~ wnrTIl ieeal can l~indle in 
our brepsts for our pride,for our wevriness , for our exultation,for 
our undoing" (64) or VIi th liickiewic z 
"~o -dny, for us, unbidden Guest s in the vlorld , in all the 
Pl'st and in alL the future - -to-C"] there is but one reGion in 
which there is a crumb of hanpiness for fl. Pole : the lono. of his 
childhood ~ Ti:mt l[lnd vlill over rem" in holy and Dure vs first love; 
undisturbed by the remer,brance of errors ,not undermined by the 
decei tfulnes s of hopes , and u>lCh;mged by the strepm of events . " 
Those quotations ,Vlhich could be multiplied indefinItely , 
both written by wen in more or less voluntary exile , end in one cnse 
by a IDal11:ho naturalised as Dri tish, fre chosen 13 s showing the reneTal 
tone in which Poles durin3 the "Polish Capitivity" spoke of their 
native land . strzelecki lived in the Generrtion of l.essil'1l1ism , end 
cu'lt of the motherland was" religion . I heve no where clee , in repding 
the letters or memoirs of Poleo,foUnd such a strong exrres~ion of 
rancour . I mlJintl"in it is personnl , /l.nd a chl'racteristic of Strzelecki. 
The Vlrong v:as done to him in his personal dignity , in his feelings , 
by Poles , and so strong was the imnression that not even tho love 
of a Polillh woman could quite effr-ce it,[>nd it sufficil!d, to set him 
on 11 path which led him further and further aI"ay from Poland find 
her . But --and here is his misfortune,he could not bend or forgive 
or forget , but ~e could suffer . Nationality , he said , was not given to 
mOll to be throvm away for a fantasy . He lost his Polish roots , rnd 
grew other s , but the result s of the conflict remained ingrained in 
him till the end of his life . 
NOTES ON 
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Page 81 
(59)The Datter of these letters is very important for 
anyone interested in Strzelecki's biography,and is one of the 
chief diffivulties. 
The Turno family,which is still influential in the Poznan 
district,possesses the letters which strzelecki sent to Adyna 
Turno,who never married,but lived with her married brother till her 
death as an old woman.For reasons which will be discu~sed later, 
these letters have caused the family unpleasant publicity.The 
story of Alexandra and Paul has been served up as a sensational 
love,with embroideries and fabrications,in the Pollsh press and in 
America.The matter "las settled DS far the surviving relations waBe 
concerned, when one of them, the present head of the family, in whose 
possession the letters were,made a selection of them,chosing those 
most likely to be valua.ble to the biographer,Vlhich Vlere published 
in the l'oznen newspaper "Kurjer Poznanski" in four issues of 
November and Dec ember, , 935, and JanuB.ry and February 1936. The same 
letters were published in translation in the tiydney l"orning Herald 
in two issues in June,1936.\711en I wrote to the family,I VIas told 
that the others were not suitable for publication,so am left to 
make inferences as complete as may be with uncomplete ml1teria.ls; 
though anyone wanting the whole story must be disapPointed at the 
omis~ion of those later letters which might explain much which at 
present remains inexplicable,l can symPGthise fully with the family 
feelings and concur -in their right to withhold. 
(60)Utherscor the same,to 17hich 1 have not had access, apPeared 
those,or 
sources 
in the 1,,,, of Gracow,but I am incline~ to believe them 
extracts Ivhich 1 have already from the oznan and Australian 
Page 82 
(61 )L·anuscript J ournsl quoted in the Physical De~cri ntion 
page 379. 
Page 84. 
(62) Yours,with a capital,another example of Polish 
usa6e vlhere in letters personal pronouns, second person, are written 
with a capital. 
(63)This is tha.t same letter to --Done.ldson, from which 
quotation has already been made,the original in the l!itchel Library. 
Page 86, 
(64)The quotation from Conrad is particularly aprosite, 
~ince Jozef Korzeniowski was in a position more parallel to that of 
Pawel Strzelecki.The lives of the two are interesting for the 
similar nature of their ultimatE; solution,though otherwise 
so dissimilar,and the life of the man living in our own age helps 
to explain the peculariaties of the Polish nature and position in 
the Victorian,since the writer,with his "personal record" and the 
oral tra.dition of relations,is in so good a position to illustrate 
the less articulate scientist. 
F1rst,it 1s worth comoaring with Strzelecki's account of 
his impression of Australian and the English community,which was 
personal, the literary outburst towards England, in the "lUgger of 
the Narvissus" p.- "A great ship! For ages had the oceen battered 
in vain her enduring sidesjshe WflS there when the world was vaster 
and darker, when the sea was great ~nd mysterious , and ready to 
surrender the prize of fame to aUdacious men . A ship mother of 
fleets and natiolls~ The grel:'t flO-Gshin of the race;stronger than 
the storms! and p,nchored in the open sea" 
Konrad VlP-S the son of' parents exiled to Siberia,where his 
mother died and his father contracted the illness which killed him. 
His sea faring was done in British ships,h1s bOOks published in the 
English la,ngu.~ge ,his wife an :::ngllshwoman . Yet he did not make the 
formal change of his nationality without extreme reluctance and 
regret . One book at least has bcen written about thl't chBnge,in an 
attempt to wake it a sort of central motiv,influencing him so deeply 
that the feelings engendered by it worked in him till they found 
sYlubolic expreDsion in "Lord Jim" where the Ruthor found in Jim's 
leap from the sinking Patna=Polska,a re-enactment of Conred's 
abandoning of sunken Poland.This is going much too far,but it at 
least shows how vital a thing this matter of nationality can be.I 
used to hold that for certain difficult natures,the nAtion in ",hich 
they were born was not spiritually theirs,so thp.t t'ley were driven 
by an inner need to find their real affinity,and thought that Conrad 
and Strzelecki , who assimilated so vlell to their new environment,were 
examples.Rereading Strzelecki's papers, I think otherwise, and find 
here the explanlltion--in default of that possible explanation whi1lh 
the unpublished letters contain--the reason for much puzzling matter 
cropping up in his later years. 
ftv ~J. ~~ ~ ~ tJ-~ p~ a-
, r 9.M II\.tlt.uA "J.v" 
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XII 
THE DISCOVERY OF GIPPSLftJID 
The c'I istrict c.lready examined in New South 'ilaies WI'S not 
enoughithe essence of the theory of the geologiclll formation of the 
rocks lay in their continuance in a single line right down the 
length of the south coast to the extrernest point of the ml'in18nd, 
across the strait,and down the east coast of Tasmania. The materials 
arduously collected in his journeys round Sydney as centre were 
complete,but he had to link them to the work done elsewhere.If the 
survey was to ha.:ve any value , it must be widespread. The expedition 
which furnished the ro~ssing pieces of the map was that which put 
hiU! among the list of Austrillian explorers.In one expedition he 
opened up Australia's highest peak,and make public knowledge of 
one of her most fertile provinces< 
Vfuen the journey through Gippsland was over,Strzelecki 
summarised its object in B report which the Governor enclosed in 
a dispatch to Lord John Russell(65) 
"To south of latitude 31' 48' s e111 investigation to geology, 
minerology of New South Wales,and the geognostic character,aml to 
ascertain the course of the dividing range,the configuration, 
eleva.tion,ramification,connection with the suordinate protuberlll1ces, 
Hnd the nature of the simple or compound minerals removed by the 
rise from the entrails of the earth to the present surface" had 
given him data for his map, but the country beyond beckoned. 
?n.-
"From the Murru\bidgee however,there still remained for 
me to wind my course through a country unsurveyed,uninhabited, 
in a great measure unknown,untrOdden even by the foot of a white 
man.A survey,became therefore,indispensable to the main object in 
view and it is that survey of the predominant characteristic 
features of the country,partly trigonometrical,meyeorological 
and lliinerological observations BS seemed naturally to belong to 
it 1 that I take the liberty to lay before the Colonia.l Government 
of New South VIales, confident that my great devotion and the oblig-
ation every Pole finds himself under to the English nAtion,will 
serve to excuse and render legitimate my somewhat uncalled for 
communication" 
Vlhy he prei'aces his report 01 thl" note of '1Umiltty,with its 
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curious reference to the oblieation of gratitude of ~ll Poles to 
the Sne;lish nD. tioV\ (for what? our conduct at the Congress of Vienna, 
or later comparative indifference to the fate of Poland?) is not 
very clear.His previous experience /lnd his personality had made his 
opinion on territorial matters a help to a governor seeking any 
knowledge of the u.lknown interior into which the squatters were 
flowing in a steady but unaccount!'lble tide . The probable reason 
behind his apologetic tone was most probably his cautious aefense--
characteristic of the abnormal sensibility of the man on point of 
dignity - -against. the criticism which a certain aSlJect of the result 
of this journey produced in rfelbourno on its completion . 
This psrt of Strzlecki's work differed from the nrevlous 
excursions both in extent,manner of undertaking,and object . It was 
probably his longest trip,in one stretchiit was not tsken alone 
with convict servants,but instead with a party of equl'.ls,one of 
them his friend,and although the Pole was TlrimBr~ilY concerned with 
scientific exploration,the expedition as a whole partook largely 
of the overlanding forrays,in search of new &razine; grounds, which 
are characteristic of the phase of opening un the country going on 
at the time . Strzelecki , the friend of Sir George Ginps,for the durat -
ion of the journey , joined that large , inconstant,variable,but 
relentless wave of men who were opening up the land , beyond the verge 
of settlement and outside the reach of Land Commissioners , out of the 
control of the Governor,and in defiance of his land policy . Opening 
up Gippsland simply spread the tide a little further afield,?nd to 
that Strzelecki was unconsciously a party, here most directly,but to 
e lesser extent every time that he returned from outlying districts 
with favourable reports which his scientific responsibility made 
more potent as a lure to draw men,alreedy dojerrnined on expansion, 
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with a geoloGical endoraemo'lt of "better ll'nd fUrther out" 
The discovery of l.:t. KosciuBzko occupied the first nllrt 
of the expedition, but the most h~zardous part of the journey vms 
the trek through Gipnsland . Some deta.il must be given to t;le accy",",t 
0": this pnrt of the v'ork, since explanations have been given which 
reflect unjustly on Strzelecki . 
The man who claims to hllve forestalled the Pole W[1S E'. 
Seotel" ~btt..lerJAllC;us rc], or lllpl1 1I c',l,i+,} .1: Yt-T,l.f-' f":.(" "',,;" )r ..... o~, 
"cAlister had a station Nuntla N.ungu on t he Tambo river.A yeElI' before 
Strzelecki ' s attempt he hEld penetrated a certoin distsnce into this 
region , and a few weeks before the arrival of Strzelcki's party he 
had gone fnI' enough inland to reach the plains which were afterwards 
...... 
called '3"" ,. 'Plc1ne .Fe realised their grazing poas1 bili tiee, Emd 
wished to name the district nova Caledonia . His trip coincided with 
strz.elecki's st"y at his estate, end the htter followed advice 
given by his mannger . 
1.icl/illan thow:;ht that the Pole ' s party h~'d failed,a.nd 
procceded to get his stock to the freshly discovered plains before 
knowledge of their existence should tenpt other settlers,and so he 
see!~s to iwve kept the news ,J:' eli" (l1':8re in the discovery of Ginrd -
land secret ti.LI after the immediDte publication of Strzelecki's 
accoutlt,whlch robbed him of the riGht of priority as rep;Pl'ds the 
credit of tne discovery . For this , strzelecki was abused , pntl in no 
mild terms. Tne whole si tuat iOll I'lrose through a misuna.erst" 'lclinS, 
<,nd even if Strzelecki's neme of G1ppsl1md Wall its plrce on the 
llf(n and drove out 1:ct"illm1' s ~rova CRledonia, this is a circun stimce 
few people can reGret, even GiT"Ps ' most vocal enelnies . As re~ard s 
the material benefits, the Scot CPlce out aefini tely best, fnr though 
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one of hin nnrty returr.ed {'nd settled in tile ne-·'! province,l'cUillan 
took up a large run without competition . rut because t'le story crops 
up,not only in contel[,porvry booka,but in later histories,the 
Bucces aive steps of the journey sre worth t r"cin" in dat"-il. 
T' le expedition consisted of James l'z:warthur, of tl-te well 
knovm family, one of Strzelecki' 8 closest friends in lIew South Vip.les . 
As a sheep breeder,the succesnful outcome Vias important to him,Dnd 
he financed it,paying costs to the El.];]Ount of £50C' . The second free 
man was a youth called Riley,lF-ter one of the pioneer settlers of 
Gip T slcnd . t8cElrtllur took one convict servant,Strzelecv:i one,8ud 
there WDB an aboriginal,Charlie,from Goulbourn . 
Yecartl1ur in his account of the pJ.f'n,r:.entions having hel'rd 
from l'/cAllster,J.:cl .. illsn's nephew , of the district,but this is doubt -
ful, so that the concrete scheme --HPflrt from l'l'l.carthur' s need of 
fresh grazing land --lay in Strzlecki's precisely defined intention 
to "ot rlke from the crossin~ plfl ce on the ~'urrumbidgee ,.to the 
south , along the meridian of 148 degrees east,to bisect the Dividing 
Range in latitude 37 degrees south,to resume the southern direction 
and follow the windings of the rllI1ge to "'ilson' s PrOtlOntory, then 
to re-bisect it in the direction of Western Port" 
TLey departed from this plan I1S reg['rds Wilaon ' s Promont-
ory . 
J<lllJes j"aca.rthur,Riley and the serva.nt Bet out froD Tarrl1ml1tta 
in January , 184C'.Strzeleclr1,whom one pccounts expleins,took part in 
the excursion pt the suggestion of the Governor(65) though this is 
unlikely in the face of his whole scheme of the geolibgical maT), 
nnd one serv;Jnt,with one packhorse,joined them on 17th JAlluary at 
Gunong nel1r the Goulbourn 1'lains , where he had nreviously been Il.t 
work . On Februa.ry 5th they reeched e ste.tion of '"aca.rthurs' on the 
Tumut River. 
In the first part of their Journey they received helT' 
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frOD ... r Ying --tl:lc'\t Phlilip King 'll descendnnt perhr;1"s of the exnlor-
ation by sea, when as 1.1 young ".E.n , the ea rly Governor I s son settled 
in Austrr.lio .He too,vms 1'1 friend of Strzelecki,who had he Ired him 
in Ireteorological observation .At this time ,King VIC\S settled between 
the 1,:urrurnbidgee and the succeeding rnnge of mountnins.They were 
sel1rchinE;; for the tlource of the DUDUt(possibly Tumut?) and incident-
ally traced two other strenTIls,the Auburn and the Adelon'5,to their 
rise,finding on the vIDy excellent pr'sturage countrY.Strzelecki 
halted to meDsure the various pel1ks in sight,which he found to vary 
bewween 1200 and 1800 feet,for the nef'rer hills,end the more distant 
2500 to 3000. 
FroID the !lanes Range,passing Et Aitkin,the little narty 
found themselves in grander scenery but rougher country,among the 
broken,scrub covered valleys leading from the source of the Tingella 
Creek to the Eastern Dividing Range --the Australia.n Alps.The 
splendour of the rugged slopes compelled the awe and r-odmir:;tion 
of even so exnerienced a traveller as was Strzelecki,with its 
"stupendous pee.ks Dnd domes" (66) 
The going was hard.The horses,not accustomed to the 
ruountains,slipped nnd stumbled at every step,dislodging stones and 
only reta.ining their foothold with difficulty.Strzelecki,who hed 
already kn OWll the dlJlllage done by such country to delicate instru-
ments,was compelled to carry the more fragile of them on his back, 
while they r ic ked a cautious way from crevice to crevice UT' the 
steep shoulder of the highest reak .(67) 
Their efforts were rewarded; on "15th Februory Hbout 
noon,I found myself on an elevation of 651C' feot nbove the level 
of the sea,seDted on perpetuel snow,a lucid sky above u:e ,ElTId below 
an unlnterrupted view over more than 7000 square miles" (68) 
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At the view which l"y benef'th them,str-ndin5 wheI) white men 
were now £br , t~e first time in the history of the world's olnest 
continent,they may well have been silent in admiration.In that 
clear air,the country extended for miles , spread out like a man from 
tlie base of the steep peak where they stood.The Three Prothers were 
visibl.e,the hepd waters of the DUIlJut and the lrurrumbidgee,the 
shining loops of the l!flrray,shrunken with the hent of sumrer,but 
still easily to be trflced winding aViay townrds the south west . 
But , when the first excitement of wonder wns over,there 
Vlns work to do .Getting out instrument:othey measured the heights of 
the peaks they could see , Rnd then l.aid down the plan for the con-
tinuation of their journey . But to Strzelecki,whom the other two 
recognised as head of the expedition,lay the tDsl{ of namin~ the 
conquoered mountain . 
"The mountain reminded me forcibly of a tumulus elevAted 
in Krakow over the tomb of the Patriot Ko~ciuszko " (69) 
"Although in a foreign country , on foreign ground , but 
a~ong a free peopl.e who aprreciote freedom and its votives(?) I 
could not refrain from giving it the name of 1 t . Kosciuszko"(7C) 
In his private letters to his former fhmcee , lhe describes 
his feelings with less reserv e . "Here is a flower from l:t Kosciusko 
71 )the highest penl{ of the continent -- the first in the !lew 'vorld 
bearing a Polish name . ! believe that you will be the first flnc 
only Polish woman to have p flower from that mountain . Let it remind 
you ever of freedom,patriotism and love " (72) 
The narty then retraced its steps to Cowrang Creek,and 
reached Lake Omeo,vlhere "mother ston was mAde , so thl't Strzelec1r i 
could make observAtions . He found it interesting,becC'use the low 
level. of the water enC'bl.ed him to malre a thorough exa.mination of 
the basin , the shape of Vlhich reminded him of the configurl'tion of 
Lake George and Jr.ake Bathurst . The land in this district --the l'urrl'y 
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valley,round Lrke Omeo , the valley of the l!;urrumbidgee , the . country 
round Cowrang Creek - -impressed them fnvourablY,as being well suited 
to settlement . 
On the 26th MClrch,the pa.rty reached the station of Angus 
Mc1:1l1an ,Nuntla mungu . They fOUIld the owner absent, exploring in the 
very country where they were preparing to follow him , but his nephew 
and manager received them hospitably,explained his uncle's project 
and after providing thew with provisins 2nd e cemp kettle,rode out 
vri th them one day on the outward journey , showing them the blazed 
trees and marks left by the other party . In the evening,having further 
helped them by pOinting out fl ford in the river they had reached , 
he left them and turned beck . Strzelecki flnd his friends followed 
the tracks of the earlier ~erty down the Tambo as far as the river 
which they called Riley after their youngest companion . This WClS on 
April 6th . They crossed the river that dpy,and from then on , found no 
trnces of ~ kind to show that enyone hfld gone that wey before them . 
The country could not but mal<e /1 good imnression,undulpting , 
with rich plains and open forests , wCltered by rivers.On April 12th 
they were on fl fine tract of ploin , to which Strzelecki--to whom,as 
leader , the task of naming discoveries fell --named after" friend of 
all three filen--Barney Plnins . For the next three dl'Ys they continue<" 
in tlood conditiol1s,but on April 15th they entered on C' new ~hpse of 
their journey.By that tIme they hrd crossed the open country with 
tho eight rivers, all of which they named, thinkin,3 in gooc. fa.i th 
that l.'c t'illan had turned flside or even g one bRck,since no trflce of 
his pRsfiing v'as to be found . Their difficulties begen when they left 
the open country and plunged into the dense scrub typicl'.l of Gln"s -
Irma . Strzeleoki WIlS nnfXPlorer of exnerlence, but even in the tropiopl 
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forests of South Aruerlcl). , he he'd never found conditions more difficlllt . 
riot only was the rate of their progress slowed up by the nature of 
the country , but provisions were running out . AlreM.dy for some time 
they had been rationed to one biscuit 8nd one slice of bacon per 
o.ay(no very adequate fare for men engftged in strenuous ]"hysic81 
exertion) but novl , wi th !l,ll their stringency , thnt had given out in 
its turn.For the twenty two ngoni:.;in .,; dnys which followed they were 
dependent for food on whr-t I'l.niwr,ls they could shoot,these being 
chiefly koalas (which Strzelecki called monldes) and wild dogs .These 
they 'here obliged to eat rFlW or partly cooked,without even snIt to 
LlHke the revoltinG mess more pRlatrble , since r1.1in had come to ado 
to their troubles , dre~ching every thin~ , till even the comfort of a 
fire to cook by or relieve the chilly dnmp of the nights WQS beyond 
the resources of' the starving lIen . On April 27th , the horses heving 
become weakcned,they hnd to be turned out to fare for themselves . 
This was one of the bitterest r:,oments of the journey j not only with 
them went the last aid they had beyond their OVin bodies , but with 
them went fill the scientific instrulDents,that set which Strzelecki 
had had mf/de with such care to fit his ovm requirements, and repres -
enting to a po~r man H considerable outlay . With them,too , went all 
the specimens previously collected , nnd here too it was morc thun 
a scientific loss , for on the sllie of :JT'ecimens Strzelecki had been 
BU!1T'orting himself !'nd finl'.ncing his work . But there W8S no alternl'ltlve 
The horses were past the struggle in that heavily timbered cow1try , 
8.nd the wen too exhausted to a i d an ounce to the burden which 
represented the i r only chance of escaping alive . 
In these desperate c i rcumstRnces , they held n council , 8nd 
decided to IIJake for the neprest point where they could strike hUL1an 
beings , and so get help . Western Port VIal> then fifty miles aVlRY , but 
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in the state of the Pflrty,that WflS almost beyond them . 
The next few dRYS were a long drawn out torture . Strze-
lecki before nb"1ndoning his inst ruments (he kept only B sma 11 compes) 
hRd drRwn e straight line RS their route,and would suffer no 
slightest digression from it . It Vias the shortest weY,an iml"Ortflnt 
point to consider when every mile lessened their chances,but it was 
dlrectly over the mountains to the const,and led through a nightmere 
of l"ianas,fern,brushwood,fallen trees,darned and woven and spun by 
creepers into a living wall . 
The Pol~ was the wiriest of the three l eaders,and aprarent-
ly of the servants too . Always spare and hardy , he throve under 
exertion , and was physically at his best when living strenuously . The 
months he hed spent in easier varip.nts of the SBme difficulties 
hBd reduced him to muscle and bone , but his "demoniac energy " did 
not fail him . Upon his strength of purpose as leader , and Riley's 
rifle l'nd the bush sense of the native , their lives del"ended . None 
of them failed . The tired stRrving oen , crenched by dew and rRins, 
their clothes , already ragged,toen to a fringe by branches and 
thornyplants , made a precarious way forwardjat times,brea1ring a 
path by throwing , firs't singly then collectively,their bodics 
agalnst the scrub to beat down an opening,at times cutting dO\,ffi 
thin sapplings,which were aimed to fall in the general direction 
of their rtarCh,flnd werc then used <>s bridges elong which the men 
in single file,edged their WflY over the tons of the matted t?ngle 
beneath them . 
Their terrible journey ended on 1,:ay the twelfth , when , almost 
exhausted , they emerged on the coast at the old Western Port settle-
ment . Kindly people , Berry , Ross Bnd Uassie,took thorn in , fed them, 
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gave them the clothes rest and shelter they so t:Juch needed , l'nd 
above all , that sense of sefety, of friendliness, and freedom from 
responsibility for life agf'inst the sl'vagery of the buah . In a few 
dClys,when their strength hp.o come bT'lck,their hosts took them BS 
far as Tooraden , and from there,the party set out on foot for 
Melbourne , viD the present sites of CrRIlbourne and Dandenong . 
'rneir Brrival caused considerable excitement , since the 
projected expedition ha.d been well known ,rmd the aelay in their 
coming , the long silence , hRd led to the belief that they had lost 
their way and starved,or fallen to the spears of the nCltives,as was 
not uncommon at the time . 
Strzeleck 1 at once published , through a friend of his , o 
certain H.Gisborne , an account of their journey , which was put togeth-
er from the diary he hlld kept . ThiS was published and discussed by 
the Port Phillip HerRld , which lavished nraises on the eX)"llorers . 
The article,after extolling the Vlork Strzelecki had 1l1re!1dy done 
"For the services of /1 man , Y/ho,for years and years ,has pursued 
scientific research through danger , and tOil , are not services to 
this 1'ge alone , or to this country , but benefits to !,osterity and to 
the world" (73) 
The Paper goes on to hone that the English nRmes he gave 
would be preserved , since they reflected so credi te.bly on the 
foreigner who had bestowed them , and on the subject of the one 
exception , gets positively lyrical. 
"We trust that there is not one man in Australia whe will not 
oeeply sympathise in the feelingsClf the expatriated noble,when his 
eye rested on the snow capped sumn,i t which recalled to his mind 
the grave of his country ' s hero . The naming of ~t Kosciusko will 
lor.,; remind us of a mingled love of freedom /lnd pi'triotism, cherished 
i n [' foreign lnnd , pnd we trust thpt its crest may long 1001< down on 
e neoule actul'ted by both" 
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Strzelecki without loao of time prepared and forw~rded a 
report to the Governor of hia journey--which lends colour to the 
rum our previously ILentioncd of his h/lvinS te1r en p~rt at the 110vernor's 
zu,~gestion . Th[Jt paper GipT)s forwllrded to Lord John Russel¥-Il f>-
a dibpf;tch . The request of honouring the new country with Gin"s ' 
naruc W[, S grallted , but the document must hpve been of interest on its 
merits, both to the Governor nnd the C'ecretpry,since p (lisintereste,4 
man' 8 l1ccount of the potentirlly of the ibmd could not but be of 
value at ft time when lpn(\ pollcy W[' t! of l'o'emnur. t i. '")"}':.: " ,,.. f','" VII 
future of the colony . 
The report,from it~ attitudo ~a well Fa for the atetement 
of frcta,is an e'1c1orsemer.t of strzelecKi's aound scis '"tific oeC'uct -
ions pnd tIte woderni ty of his ['tti tude tOI'IPrdo his work,.Austl'E'lir' s 
vrlue. to Znclr'l1(l pnC! herself rt thllt title was not re;riculturel , but 
Hl tiu;, hOl1le of sheep and cattle exclusively . The H!47 Ordor in 
Council -- oeven ye?,rs le,tor, when mucn V/L ter hed alroedy flowec 
under the bridge,still did not Bec further into the whellt r>roo'ucing 
future of the country thrl1 to Cl.llow for production on estr.toB for 
[lOme consUDlJtion . But Strzelecl~i is clear in his indiclltion of the 
BUita,bl11t.l of tho innd not only for sheep <1nd catt.Le bredcUne but 
for modern Bcientlf lc l'Igrieul ture, Mld ill this direction he renks 
Australi" hie;h i'l her posei bili ties. His report of Gi nT'sland 1s 
very f1'IVourl'lble ; he prl'.ised the Bcenery , the climate , the good hnrbours 
the two hundred snd fifty mlleG of coast line, the abundant waters 
--he crossed Clnd nllmed eight rivers -- the good qualities of the 
plrins for PRDturing sheen and cattle,the e;ood commercial our.lity 
of the timbor,the vl'.lley slopes aceptllbillty for cultivation,2nd 
the ease Vii th which communiClltion could be est.tblished . 
It was not long hOi~ever before p aiscordant note crept 
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in the nlen sent chorus of enthusiF·s P" Il tHl rp"Dlause.A critic found 
too complac[,nt CI1 accent of self nroise in the !'rticles which 
Strzelec1{i hoc a.llowed to l]pnear, find the Colonist launched f' sharT) 
fltt",ck on him,flccusinr:; him of a deliberate attempt to steal the 
credit due to Angus 1~cl'illlln,the reAl eXT110rer of GipT'sllmd with 
the nrior cl&im to the honour of having put the new territory on 
the lLap.We have seen how the ides arose,end it is nlllin that there 
is a difference between a privllto attempt to claim excluflive rights 
tnrough excluDive lrnowledge to a new sheeT1V1al'k,and the T1ll1nned, 
public explor'Rtion in a scientific spirit of a fresh trl'ct of 
country.But the Bttack was delivered at e. point where Strzelcki flB 
8 POle,w?s open to atteck. 
"There is something very disingenuous in this concefllment: 
it may corresT1ond with Strzelecki ' s notions of honour to usurn or 
pirflte another man's discovery, but it is B.nything but hone some 
in the estimation of til senuine Englishman" (74) 
That blow was oD(i)!.torwhich he had no reply in its deener 
implication . Exr!aneotion of how the difficulty arose would not trove 
away the sting from the personRl slur , eond Strzelcki wns just the 
man to writhe under an aspersion which he could not refute.But there 
is no record of Any Answer . The incident was small,Wnt not without 
importance . When a man is on the Vl8.y to e decision,hll)"renings 
small in themselves shape the way to it . 
One fortunate circumstance lightened the resentment he must 
hRve felt at being publicly censured by the press --the recovery 
of his specimens . Riley , \·rho,though very young , had more bush sense 
than the scientist , gathered IJ SL,1l11 rescue ,.,,,rty Imd retrllced the 
nerty's route to the pIece where the horses had been turned loose . 
He found one of them still not far away , fnd recovered the instrur:,(fJts 
fne specimens left behind on the outward journey . The notes Strzelecki 
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incorporated in his map,which W!1S now co~plete so fpr DS rn~teriRls 
for tne UJainland were concerned. 
The stay in ~elbourne was short.The other two were stIll 
at Port Phillip when strzelecki left the country for Tasmani~, 
and the islands of the strait,where he needed <' feV! months work to 
msrshal the missing data for the geological survey. 
Thero is a sma.ll hUI:l!ln touch at the end.The eXTledition 
VIPS over,and part of history.How deep a bond it hed forged betvreen 
the two elder men who went through its he.rdships together,is shown 
by references to it made in a letter written some year or two years 
later by Strzelecki, then in Tasmania, to l'ac8.rthur, back on one of 
his statIons. 
"On the 11th lnst.anniversary of long remembered cry of 
'craft at anchor' I was in tbe bush --and took an additional not 
of tea and thought of you and our tribulations snd nleasures 
through all their ;;tages of agay starting from Ellerslie,cheering 
prospects at Lake King,gloomy anticipations at Riley's River,hones 
again at racsrthur 's Valley--speed through Barney 'Plains,obstruct-
ions At i.8trobe,dlfficulties,loss of horses,want of" provisions--
scrub--wet ---hunger --desti tution--exhnustion --sight of vrestern Port 
nnd the periwinkles <'nd the tail of f\ kangaroo Vlrestec from p 
ne.tive dog and finally the sight of the cr:>ft l>nd Berrys' ana our 
srri val at Berrys --Since that, you went to Sydney and I to Vs.n 
Dieman's Land --you have returned pnd settled and I,like a wandering 
JeVi still L~oving and roving from one corner to the other" (75) 
Thl1t parting,:md goin~~ their seDsrate ways,so comr:lOn in 
the life of s. traveller, wa.s I1t hand. "Farewell,my "onkey-el't1ng 
friends~" the stiff little joke,phrAsed And spoken with fm accent 
still foreign, stIll unEnglish, and the explorer leave s the continent 
where his best work was already done,which he knew so well,of which 
He had covered seven thousand miles on foot,and where he hed unaer-
gone risks,physical loneliness,but much more that deeper loneliness 
1\'111ch echoes mournfully over and over agl'in in his letters . He was 
only to return to Austrnlia for n short t1me on the eve of his 
leaving the south for ever. 
NOTES ON 
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Fa.ge 87. 
(65)Given in Papers Respecting NeVI South Wales,p.12 
Dispatch Giprs to Russel 28th Sept 1840.Strzelecki's reTJort was 
enclosed as appendix. 
Page 90 
(65a) 
There are many little indications that Strzelecki kept 
in cLose touch with the Governor , and reported the results of his 
various journeys.In the Case of gold ,for instance, Sir George must 
have been one of the first to hear of the discovery of gold , since 
the story was 50 easily kept quiet .Knowing he could rely on the 
Pole,it is natural to suppose he used him to keep informed of 
circumstances of settlement,rumour and reaction of men inland such 
as a private individual, travelling inconspicuously and meetins all 
sorts of men,would be in a Dosition to suprly. 
Page 91 
(66) Papers itelating to New South Wales. 
(67)In the Physical Description he speaks of the injury 
incident to travelling invalidating the accuracy of his observat-
ions. 
The point here "highes t peak" is important.The American branch 
of the Strzelecki family,of whom more mention is made later,have 
misunderstood the episode.The Strzeeecki party was the first to 
make the ascent of the chief pesks of the Australian Alps,and,as is 
quite possible in such circumstances,made a mistake,thinking them-
selves on the highest pint when actually they were on one a few 
feet lower. When this was reali·sed, the name Kosciusko was given to 
the highest mountain,and that of rtt Townsend to the "'ower height, 
the intention being thus preserved and the accidenta.t error 
rectified, to the credit of the Australian government who kent the 
foreign name for the more famous mountain. 
(68)Papers Relating to lTew South Wales. 
Page 92. 
(69)A quotation from the report furnished to Gipns,li~e 
the others,it contains a slight ina.ccuracy.The tumulus in Krakow 
--copy of the tumulus of Wanda., and Krskus, legendary prince flnd 
princess in the same place,is a Folish expression of resnect for 
the memory of their great mentone is in course of erection to the 
memory of the late dictator Jo~ef PiJsudski) and does not cover the 
grave .Kosciuszko,who died in Switzerland,is buried in the crypt of 
the V!awel cathedral, the hill stands a few miles out of the town. 
(70) From one of the letters to Adyna. (72' See (73) see 
Page 96 Port Phillln Herald . above . 
(73) Port Phillip Herald Tuesday ,3rd June, 184<' 
Page 98 
(74)The Sydney "C olonist" of 9th July, 184C' 
Page 99 
(75)Letter to James L..acarthur Laullceaton,22nd Ils.y 184-~ 
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XIII 
TAsnlJIAN EXPLORATION 
Completion of Scientific Nork .Personal Relations with Governor . Stage 
in Process of Anglicisetion . 
The crossing of Bass Strait marked an imoortnnt steT' in 
Strzelecki's for~ard progress,and took him into a circle from whim 
he never depn.rted . In America ,he had met the president, in South 
Americv , the most distinguished generals ['nd heads of governmente;in 
sydney,he had enjoyed the confidence pnd made himself useful to the 
Governor . But the~e is no evidence remaining of deen nersonal 
friendship with these !Len . He has left no persO'cl',l record of his 
feelings for them,nor they for him . Even Gipps' death,under the 
cloud of England rejecting those prlnciples for Whic~le had fought 
so long and sO gamely,drew no retrospective notice from . trzelecki , 
which argues a la.ck of intimate knowledge or genuine lik~ing .But 
in Tasm/mia ,it WI'S different . Strzelecki found himself at once among 
congenial people,who returned the friendliness he felt,so that the 
time he spent there is a foreta ste of the le.ter part of his life. 
It was the beginning of the personal phase of early middle ~ge,and 
already was rich in the pleasanter aspects of such a time.His 
own life,as distinct frOID his work , became mellowed by the wermth of 
companionship of similar natures , and the delight of being able to 
share his intellectual world with like minded men and women . 
Outwardly,the departure and arrivEtl were unostentatious 
enough.The examination of the rocks of Tasmania was part of the 
original plan,since his investigEttion was based on the assumption 
that the mainland and islends were structurally one.He left behind 
him a few friends ,many acquaintances, and the smart of his recent 
notoriety . But,although he was still noor and obliged to travel 
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cheeply,he VIIlS no 10DBer an unknovm explorer,trniling a cloud of 
past expeditions,vouched for chiefly by himself.He came as a man 
knovm and respected in New South Wles, one who had nassed into the 
small group governing the colonies.He had with him the surest 
passport into British confidence,letters of introduction from 
people whose names were everywhere familiar and in the right wey, 
for the right things; Sir Ge or .,e Gi PI's had given him a letter to 
the Governor of Tasmania,l:acarthur one to f1 friend,llenry Gisborne, 
a.l10ther. 
Sir Johri Franklin,the Arctic explorer,wHs none too hanrY 
in his high office.He was at once too kind ruld too fine,too trust-
in5 to govern the destinies of desperate wen and the h~rah human 
material in charge of them.A penal settlement like Van Diemanta 
.Land was too severe a tria.l for a man accustomed to the brutalities 
exclusively of nature.Sir John,and,to aim a shrewd blow I't him,also 
his wife,were in a difficult position.She was censured by peonle 
clever enough to realise their position forbade defence,snd he 
wes plagued by the state of the place,by his councillors,his friends, 
his servants,and above all hls secretary,the u.comfortable 
Maconochie,wl1o,in the midst of IIpny other vexations,had developpe 
supremely inconvenient views of the trentment of convicts. 
Sir John struggled on manfully in a labyrinth of difficulties, 
pnd when he could escape the importunities of advisers and the 
imrertinences of his enemies,took refuge in science,in which he 
dabbled happily,encouraged by his wife,and surrounded by a smFll 
coterie of men of like taste. 
Of these,Strzelecki was perhaps the dearest;both Sir John 
and his wife found it p relief to be able to talk freely to some-
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one who was c privete In(\1vidual,ou.taide cliqueu or politios or 
policies . Strzelecki not only shared their tastes, but his foreign 
blood ga.ve him an advantnge . The dovmright (lover'1or found in his 
continental lacl, of hypocricy and ability to call a spade a snode 
n relief after his ordinary associates,his lively wife in Strzelecki 
a vivid conversationalist,a Dan of wide interests and wider obser-
vstion,>" sharer of her love for excursions into the bush, sketching 
lltudying the natives,whotl she wished to befriend(in the nerson of a 
gentle half civilised aboriginal girl) 
Their society was at once serious and simple . Living among 
brutalities unsurpassed in quantity and quality in the VlDrld,they 
remained by familiarity,indifferent to them . In slght of the road 
gangs in their chains , with Port Arthur never long forgotten as a 
plague sore,their movements spied on by the sullen eyes of assign~ 
: /In 
servcmts in the houses, and watched by unseen bushragers ,··hen they 
travelled,they treated all this as a nece ssary evil of this country 
where fortune had put themithe natives were dying out(Strzelecvi 
was moved to protest)the native nlant.s and animals were in danger 
of doing the SI'.1De, "lnd everywhere , convicts were dying, under the lash, 
on the gallows , in the madhouses of the model nrison settlements,in 
the jaws of sharks and bloodhounds,without protest raised,except. by 
the boring r{,aconochie . The others , including that. Strzelecki, whom 
an accidentally visited slave shi p had moved to bitter eloquence, 
went their way without comment . 
l:eanwhile , the ladies and gentlemen met together and pla.yed 
at science , contributed to the Tasmanian journa.l of science,and 
made plans for Lady Franklin ' s museum . They attended regattas,and 
horse races , on which the betting(in an age of gentleman riders) was 
heavy . Life lacked luxury , but also wearlness . The picture it leRves 
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in the imagination , in an agt; of gallantry , when men protected women 
with unfeigned courage from unfeigned dane;ers , is grAceful,even if 
it rested , like Versailles on peasant misery , on a bacft.ground of 
unrelieved darkness . Tasmania ' s uprer clsss , escaping excent for the 
most vigorous , the more strenuous alarms and upsets of the mainlAnd, 
lived 8 life which had something of the Trianon , but not certainly 
its luxurYilike the old South , it had slavery,but unlike it,no 
langour . It was a Vlorld built on privilege , and,lagging behind the 
continent itself , was then in the unhurried afternoon of penal 
settL;ment . lt wes An oligarchy,an aristocratic stron~hold , and its 
inhabitants had the defects of that system of life . 
The time Strzelecki spent there was not without significance 
for him.In some way,his friendship with the Franklins,who,if worried 
by their subordinates , were still thc chief people in the little 
state,was a formative force in him . Again , after years of wandering, 
he saw the Pissah world of security , respect and comfort , which money 
and renutation made possible . He wes admitted to it through his 
local renown as a scientist,and his old choice,made as p young man 
in England was being justified by its fruits . 
He did not stop work , but had to admit when he left , that 
what he had done on the island was comT'aratively unimT'Ortfl.nt . Tha.t 
means no more than this --he ~ade no spectacular discoveries,nor 
~hin6 likely to open fresh fields of knowledge . But he continued 
~rounded off his oml work,which gained by ito wider scope . He helned 
the Governor with the weight of his Il.Il.vice,when opportunity offered 
he satisfied his curiosity as to Tasmania ' s structure , minerology, 
he studied ito natives in the manner of his day , e.nd he made friends . 
He laid,in spite of his disclaimer the Tasmanians under a sense of 
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gratitude,ano for that,humen nature being what it is,he must have 
done more than he thought. 
Eo st of his work can be shortly dismissed.He measured a few 
heights,collected specimens,used the laboratory in Hobart,checked 
meteorological observations at the Observatory,and took short trips, 
for his geological survey.But his most imnortant work was the study 
he made of the natural wealth and mineral resources of the island, 
taken from the view pmint of their commercial exploitation.This 
object was near the Governor's heort,especiplly in the matter of eonl 
and on this mineral Strzelecki Vlorked faithfully and hard in the 
future interests of the Tasmanian people. 
He made t!~ee principal journies alone.The first WDS east-
wards from Launceston,along the eopst between George Town and Cane 
Portlands,down to St George's River,elong the south and north 
Esk,over Ben Lomand and Ben Nevis,then back to Launceaton. 
The second Visa to the west,through ';7estbury,Port Lovell, 
the central plains,the Hamnshire Hills,Emu BaY,Circular Hepd,Cane 
Grim,and the Arthur River. 
On the third trill he went south of Desaragie and the Lakes, 
sighted Frenchman's Cap, went to l,:acquarie Harbour, and returned 
along the valley of the Derwent and New Norfolk,past l:ount Welling-
ton and Tasman'a Peninsula,Research Bay,Richmond,Jerusalem,Jericho, 
and Oatlands.Then he went from the estuary of the Ross towal~s 
Vivnn Port and Campbelltown,thence back to Launeeston,ha1i:ing covered 
a distance of two thouaand miles,much of it throu6h very difficult 
country. 
Hia geological aIlalysia of coal he embodied in a naper 
pUblished in the Tasrnania.n Journal of Scienc~, Vol I "On Certain 
V"rieties of Australi'lil Coal" which clflssifies the various kinds 
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to be found in the island. 
Sir John Franklin considered this questiO_1 of such 
value to the future of the colony that he kept himself fully 
inforwed of the course of Strzelecki's I'lork,asked his rdvice as 
to the best way to taT) the sean/B,how best to transport the co131, 
whethel' by v1;J.ter or rail or both, nnd details of its most economical 
exploi tD.tion . !Aore than this ,he took Strzelecki with him on his 
tour.s of inspection and relied on him in every way . 
So this Tasmanian stay was protracted because of its 
pler_santness.The "lOrk he WflS doing was no longer of that strenuous 
sort he had found so abundrllt in 'lew f;outh Wales;months of cold or 
bl'd weather he passed peacefully in tho rooms the Governor had 
allotted him as laborr,.tory, \'Illeru he sorte(l and put in order the 
valUable pDrts of his journoys in prepDl'ation for the completion 
of hls lDfl.p./Uld from t.ilat loisurely Packing and pnalysine',h8 lot 
hiru",elf be calloe1 to tho ('Tovornor I s home I'S fiOvouri to e;uest. To the 
man who had lon,:; felt his isolrtio;1,his perpetual V:1lI ~er ine; honeless 
life, the lmpol'tl.U1i ties of friond::: IT;ust have had pOVier to (0 rpl'l.lie 
\q"s ~lW!,jB vrelcome to the liEJited resources of Governl ient EOUtle--
a tent in the groullds,or " nolghbour'u hospltrlity,a."ked in LadJ> 
FrPlll;lin's n!'L.O. ';Thon he protested, they brushed !.lside his ooj ections 
"Hever mind your bush dress,we are 11.11 travellers here" Lady 
,,~rl L l\kiin,t.o whom he I'ms particulrorly con:- enial,larnent.ed his al'sence 
from tho open1ns of her rnuseurl, and. puts his name on r ne of the r.idPs 
inside, [met the letters sho .. how re"l .... !as tIlL' cordiality they 
~xtended to him . 
But utill,in spite of this,T,I';nIPnia \'lOS 011y rot: ,!;e . ·!o 
uUr.Jwud un the country and i tlJ inhabi tP.lltS in a letter vlhich shows 
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hin: 1'0[;0,) to gO . 
"I like Van "Jiemr<n' s L'lnd - -th2.t is,'rhRt nature ;mfl the industry 
.'laG llone rl.l1cl is , ..... bO·cit to do --&11 benutiful anQ 8.lrpri::,in ~ ::I,d 
DurpLop1nb tHe cxrectations - -in theoe points Van Dieman ' s Land 1s 
superior to New South l;ales , inferior to it as to the political and 
soci[..1 me,n . " (76) 
By the m1ddle of , 842 , ho felt he he.d finished his wOl'l< 
there . His deci slon to GO came EJ s S bloH to the Pr;::.nklins . Sir John 
tried to dissuade him,and when he failed,wrote his sincere resret 
in a letter dated.SeDt 1, , 1842 . 
"On reading yo.;.r l~tter this olorning I felt a renewal of 
th11t re~ret with which I received the first communication of your 
intbntion to leave the Islr:nd notVli t:lstanding the hope which I 
cJj.erish of L'.eetins you [1e;ain at no very' distant neriod in the Cld 
Country as you hun!'ily term it , I cannot let you go without ennrais-
il15 you that in y ~ ur departure I shnll rriss the comfort of hovine; a. 
sincore and highly jUdici ous friend to whom I could fr 'ely ilDnart 
many of my inVlul'd thOUGhts alld filld oymp,rl:.hy and sound advice on 
subjects of deep interest to L.e alld the colony . 
T,lG colony itself is indebted to you for the vplupble 
contribution you :It've "'odc to its inforru3.t i on during the progress 
of your researches - - and it has yet to learn the full amount of 
want they owe to you ." 
Personally , the Governor felt the l oss of discussion "':lith 
tl10 unrestrained rG.uge v:hich , except for the feYi like yourself , 
prudence would forbi d our doin,:; here --Ever yours mout cffectionately" 
TO\7ards tile end of tnat yefJr ,1842, Str zelec k i left Tasmania . 
:811rly in the next year , ne was back at Port stephen8 , stf~ying with 
his friend King . Alr eady ther e he mus t have put his materials into 
comr>ar'at i ve order , s i nce we find h i m writ i ne; t o Tasmania for sketches 
of aboriginals to be used as illustrations . Lady Frankl i n , herself 
on tho eve of departur e , wanted to travel blwk to England under 
strzelecki' s care , sayine; p l Clyful ly she VTould have no fear in the 
charge of such an "Experienced traveller" But this c ould not be 
arranged , us she was go i ng round Cape horn , he through the east . 
Strzelecki left .hustralia in 1843 , Gmd went th r ough China , 
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Indla,D11d Borne part of Africa,makine; a stayjin Egypt,then back to 
~lis st~rtine; "oint in London, Vii thout an apparent st ay ' on the 
continent . He hed spent twelve years of almost continuous travel, 
undergoing exertions 0nd dangers beyond even the run of those who 
cross ve.st dista.nces by sea and land . He had visl ted every T'flrt of 
the Vlorld,exccpt the north and south Poles , end had snent money, 
enerGY and time unstintingly,with little return.Henceforth,his life 
was to fall into a new phase,and he did not go beyond Eurore again . 
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(76)The letter to Jllmes Hecarthur,already qUoted . Dated 
Launceston 22nd 1::ClY . 
108. 
XIV THE PETURi: TO £l'!GV,ND 
liis poverty--Publication of his first book --Reco~nition of 
his work --Strzelecki as En~lishLlan . 
When Strzelecki vms ready to set out from Sydney,he 
wrote to his brother in Poland the letter Cllready quoted, v/hich 
spoke clerrly of a plan to revisit Poland after his return,two or 
four years after his embarkation for China.His later account of 
the staGes of that journey,to which an outline has already been 
giv",n,mentions Jav?, and the East Indies among his stonping places . 
In any case,when he got back to England,he was a poor man,having 
exhausted his funds on the 18ter stages of the voyage. 
This point is stresIJed,because it is from this time on 
that a curious dualism apPears in Strzelecki's affairs . We must 
remember--and a glance at the authorities consulted for the forego-
ing chaPters emphasises it --how very little first h:llld information 
can be collected about Strzelecki -even in the later part of his 
life, when facts are well knovm . He tells English scientific men a 
Ii ttle about himself, Bnd the picturo is a g entlem",n of ee sy cir-
cUIDstClnces,travelling f or disinterested scientific zeal;writing 
to Adynn,he paints another vieYl of himself --the mature lover, 
working to brel'st the difficulties --chiefly lack of moneY,which 
prevented their marriage. Objective financial facts,therefore,are 
the only clue to the real truth behind these discrepant nresentat -
ions.This was one of them.On his return he was too poor to publish 
the twenty-five foot g eological map,to whose preparation,so much 
work and travelling had been expended . Another circumstance is the 
means by which thic difficulty Vias overcome --a subscrintion got 
up by Taamru1ian citizens , prompted and headed by Sir John Franklin . 
OVlIling a lively sense of grntltude for the gOOd the Pole hpd done 
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the colony by his examination of its mineral wealth,the generous 
Franklin got up this contribution . He himself,headed the list of 
Bubscriberll ,w.tth C1CCjin the then state of his own T'opularit J in 
Vim Diemen' B Land, the remaining £300 represent no sme.ll sacrifice 
to friendship . The money was accompanied by a watch , a,nd with it, 
Strzelecki was able to finance the pUblication of the book "Physic1l1 
DescriI'tion of New South Wales and Van Dieman' s Land" from which 
so much material has here been used . 
That,however,did not end his money troubles . By his own 
account,he had been travelling by hand to mouth methods --collecting 
and selling in one rlaco enough to get him to the next . One Austral-
inn account tlhO\"Ll his l'overty out there --the intense surprise 
with which a group of men greeted the arrival of the Count(a title 
they associated with wealth and grandeur)wllo joined their ns.rty 
poorly equipped and on foot . 
Now was the time whe11 StrzeleCKi felt himself justified 
in hoping for heIr from the British government . Some years before 
Vlhen Strzelecki had first reached Austrnlia and had begun minerlll 
analysis,Gipps had encouraged him with the promise that the 
c;overlUJent Vlould refund one half of the money he spent in research 
anC. there the F.,atter rested . That was before the recent ion given to 
Gipps Bounty bill , and the Governor VlSS probably quite [Jure thet the 
Illettel' >foul,' be settled in the way he thought . Many events, including 
the depression , followed,and the position had altered considerably 
even before 1843.Strzelecki must have known ths.t the government 
would hardly be in a fRvourable mood for recelving a bill for 
work done in the colonies , no matter hoy; valuvble for the crown or 
st['.te he might prove it to be . He had trusted to Gip"s,but the later 
himself lacked the support of the secrotary for the colonies .It is 
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no wonder Strzelecki falled to secure it. 
He had travelled as economically as possible, but those 
were times of soaring prices, prices which astonished him,As he 
records in a letter to Adyna.The seven thousand miles he had gone 
in Australia,necessitated horses,food,stores,clothing for himself 
and his servantjtrs.vel,by sea or cosch was dear,lodging dearjhe 
returned with a total expenditure of £5000,and in spite of the 
troubles in New South Wales,of which he had been a witness,he hoped 
to recover half from the ~rea8ury. 
For he had a trump card, in the form of a signal service 
he had rendered Gipps and the government Gipps representec.StrzelErl:ci 
had made t he Governor a promise,and kept it,at some cost to himself. 
He had injured himself materially and had let the aspersion of a 
serious omission rest on his scientific reputation,of which he was 
very sensitive,and now expected to ha.ve that constitute a claim on 
GiPFs and the government. 
When Sir George reached London,in 1846,he was not only 
in failing health,but his position was gone.In spite of sops to 
his pride,it Vlns generally known that he had fallen before the 
onslaughts of the parties he hfld attacked,and,as protector,his Vias 
a sinking star.Although,for the last few week ~ of his life,his 
advice was asked ebout the bills(Order in Oouncil 1847 and Waste 
Lands Occupation Act,1846) his influence had wained,and an I:l,PTllic-
stion with his backing would not gain by the association of his 
name. Even that small supnort was withdrawn in February 1847,Vlhen 
he died suddenly.The matter of Strzelecki's debt was left out-
standing ,and the government refused to refund him so l'Iuch as a 
penny. 
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He was left then ,high and dry, financially, str"nded in 
London,not penniless,but with very little money.The book natura,lly 
did not bring in royalties in cash.Vle do not know what he did, 
for no record survives, but here is the eXT'lan~'"tion why he di" not 
';0 back. to Poland to see his r"Jilily, an(~ v/by he did not triumJ"'hantly 
as planned in his letters,in PAris or Berlin or Geneva ,cll'Jim his 
patient fiancee. 
Instead, time pa.ssed, lone; enough to bring the "Phys ical 
Doscription ll to the notice of people interested in eXploration 
and geology . The year which saw it launched on ita career ml'lrked 
one of the crucial points in Strzelecki's life . In 1845,he saW 
the book through the press,and on the 28th of November , 1845,he 
completed his nntur!J,lisntion as !'til English subject (77) 
NDturalisation is a date in F:. man's biography almost as 
import!lTlt as birth,a ld t'l"in3 i~ i lC!l "ore to the doel, I OJ ,mlll,l '1 . 1 
he'we tried to show the formR.l acknowledgement of fI new allegiflnce 
was the outcome of a 10118 course of change of thought,the fruit of 
experience, reflection and self senrching, ",nd no whim . Strzelecki 
was always consistent with himselfithe more one studies his life, 
the more clearly the early developement of his trpits apT'eflrs.Over 
and over,an el1rly act foreshadows a laterias a.n old n,an he does 
what as a young man he wanted to do or plal1l1ed to have clone if 
certain circumstances arose.He becalOe 'Sne;lish in legBl ff1ct,fls he 
was already English by conviction. It only marked whpt wes alref'dy 
so,But still ,for a nineteo~1t:" cfnttu'j "''11e,j,' ','"" . :~;llficant . 
The time wes possible for such a step; the TIising of 1830 
111'[3 1.011'; since stlmped o<lt,thaL of 1863 not begun, but Polish 
nationality VIDS not 5leeping bE't.'( <J ,. eI) .;,vo . Strzelecki' s avm 
~
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the younger generation of couoins and nephews who had grovm un in 
his absence,were all at work on the tesk of keeping the idea of 
Poland alive . When Strzelecki renounced his right to call himself a. 
Pole,he did more thllll the citizen of R harpy country would have done 
in leaving itito abandon a mother in misfortune is a deeper break 
thllll to de1'"'art from her prosperous ihe gave up the right to work and 
feel for that liberty of which he had said so glowingly that he 
would sa.crifice for it everything but his 10ve . He did it because 
his feelings had grown to the state when he could do it . 
With tJ:iat act,the ghost of his youth was finally laid . 
Though he kept the foreign sounding name with its too comnlicated 
spelling,there VIas nothing else to mcrk his difference from the 
people around him . A spare , erect figure , browned by hot suns,with the 
piercing eyes of a man accustomed to finding a road where there 
rmd been none before , a Pole become Englishman , who hRd mastered the 
idiom and learned the cUstoms , won the friendship and earned the 
respect of the nation on earth least friendly to foreigners,there 
was nothing of the old unregenerate strzelecki left , to outward 
showing . Perhans a shadow of him lingered in the memory of that 
sister whem he never revisited , .IDd in the heart of the vroman who 
loved tho yOUL':; Strzelecki for half a lifetime,and remained true 
to him for the rest of it . Only 
differences,the qUAlities,good 
underneath , benenth the superficial 
~ 
and bad , which~ad been in him at the 
beginning , were the same which moved him when he was old . 
Re never went back to P~land . As soon as he was naturalised 
there would have been no trouble in his doing so . Financially,he 
could have done it , since money he seemed to ha.ve at this time and 
later,enough for trips to Paris,to Geneva , to Spa . It was 1n Geneva 
that the elderly lovers played out the lest act of their long 
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tragi-comedy.lt took place,this long hoped for,long deferred meet-
ing lIlee1;iBc;(the dates are hard to eate.blish) somewhere between 18er" 
"nd 1868.She wes then sixty,he seventy odd.There is no reason given 
why he should have let so mMY Jears PRSS between his bre,ve nromises 
and this final frustration of them,when their enr11er narting WRS 
renewed,with no hOl'le of coming together again . They reHlised thflt 
theyhad left it too late,and separated. 
She went back to Poland,to SDend the lest th1rteen years 
01' her life in the same futile patience as had filled the rest of 
1t,and died an olu woman,having survived her stillborn elo~ement 
by sixty years.Her impetuous wooer,who,after having been unable to 
wait even a day to ~ossess his bride,had let forty eight years 
pass without decisive act1on,witl1drel'l to England,to his club,his 
friends,his honours,and his whole comfortable batchelor eXistence. 
The earlier bright spirit h~d indeed burned down,and his subsequent 
adventures were to be of fl subtler kind . 
This rounding off of the unfortunate Alexandra's ~art in 
Strzelecki's life has outrun the actuHl date of the publicC'tion of 
the "Physical Description" which was back in the year 1845. 
The world into which Strzelecki settled seemed safe 
enough,with few clouds on the horizon . The Queen,utten(J(ed,shaped, 
guided by the decorous Teutonic Albert,with his black rin~lets of 
almost Hebraic luxuriance,was the hllPry yO\mg wife,surrounded by 
a nursery every dutifllll year saw extended,and the nation took from 
her the tone of the domestic virtues.Gladstone and Disraeli were 
still young men, Palmerston servin»; his long an]1 renticeoh.i:n to 
power,the f"lmilillr figure of the Duke,Dtoop and jutting nose 
comnlete,presided at state ceremonies.Thooe in nower were somewhat 
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concerned with the failure of the Irish potato cron . Peel's mind W/'IS 
veering towards free trede,but the veter/'ln statesmen stood lil<e a 
rock . "Rotten potatoes have done it all" he grumbled : "they have nut 
Peel in his damned fright " but the affair was not yet serious enough 
to rouse general interest.A few Irish in trouble , more or less,w/'ls 
no novelty . The new thing under the sun would h/'lve been a lflc]r of 
trouble across the Irish Channel . 
In short,once resigned to losing his £2500,life in London 
flowed temperately for the returned wanderer,whom Englpnd had 
accepted as her new son without e,llotion , but with considerpble 
notIce of the sort he craved most.Strzeleclc1,not yet femous,wfls 
at least becoming known . 
The publication of his book brought him into a new circle. 
The ROYfll Geographical Society,in honouring hIm,drew him into t1:1e 
fold of 1'.11 that ViOla l:lOst safe in that securest of all possible 
dec'ldes . The Society,whlcn invited hi11 to ltd meetlntjD,vfCls like /'I 
club,r _ !Q"lltnS to him within it., docl:f's /?l lnstttu3 .. 10n ,)~·,lj' !:"'p!,:,>l~nre. 
couLl 'llvu ""0C.uced .It receivcd him,not as 8 foreign honorery 
member,but as one who could seek adwlsslon on his merits on the 
same terms as thoBe who had been admitted before him . The man who 
had cut his way through scrUb, or tottered uncertainly on sfl1"T'lings 
swaying on its top,starved,and burned in barren gullies Hnd trol'ic 
jungles,ol' frozen in the LIthu8ni8.n forests,the pea.1':s of PolYfle8ia 
or the eternal snoYis of ChIle,hpd his first glimpse of the Wf'll.eS 
of Bcientific virtue--the comfortpble li bra.ry, the soft cl'rpets, the 
well fitting doors of n bulwerk of ~/Ictorlan solidrlrity. 
At t'":le r..eeting of 1844,and n:;ain in 1245,S1r Ro(lerlc 
':urctllson m:>de him cOIDDlement['ry reference in his 1'nrul'l rddrosa, 
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rnd prcl.sed the II~:lJ::;ical D< scri"tlon" whic } r<;C0 J:..ei -10';: to the 
fBvo~rable llotic& of ~8mber~ . 
Ttlto. gro"teet triumph cr-me in 1846,when the Royal Geogrupa -
ic(.'llSociety held a meeting in llay , and solemnly conferred on 
Stn.elecki --"Count Strzelecki "(7E) the gold "Founders redel " for 
the discovery of gold in Australia , the detr.ils. of vlhich are sUIDCil'r-
ised llbxt chapter . It was p dignified occasion , rounded, completed ; 
henvy with the gra.vity of the y>eriod . Ov€'r the ~rour. of sf'r;;e , 
rerutable men gathered to honour one of their peers , hung thDt nrollia 
of sobrcity , ~orR11ty , rectitude , which the rlnce and the occasion 
m:;:de Llevitptle . A rity tile Sllpiei1as Vier" !lJissing , to see t!1eir 
errllllt bailiff ,l.'Jr 'l'urno,to o'Jllerve Lis impetuous friend ! 
The .:nembers !',ade the ;:;pl'ropriflte speeche:J,tho reluisite 
con.plill.onto in full,sonoroull , Victorian prose . Lord Colchester 
preeidedStrzelecl(i I s f(llLe,hill scientific reputa.tlon , h1s achieve-
ments , were the theDe of his llddress . The guest of honoUl' , the I:Jc,jnl 
l«ureate l'er11ed Luitaply,thanking thE; dOflor and rnefuters for the 
\;reat and briuhtelit honour that I could ever exrect in this 
adopted country of D' ine ll and promises more fruit of his re8e8rche8 
w1".ich his pub11sLed worts hRd not exhausted . lI 1:hoUld my healt!". 
allow me to co))e successfully with the evils of a Bedent~lry 11fe- - 1I 
- -he had iJl8stered by this time the lr.nguage of his contemporaries , 
caught the very tone-- 1I 1 6h811 be but too proud to lay before the 
ROYf"l Georgrl}phical Society further r esults of thoee reser·rc'1es 
pnd thus justify rerhaps the generous sentiments with which your 
~ordship and the Geogrllphiu-sl Society have this day honouree. me ll 
When the meetine; broye up , cabs jingled to the ooor , nno the 
members drove home through the sprinG nlght , rast the flowering 
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chestnut" of Hyde Pr.rk, liGhted u;-' by the gaslillilps, in tLe streets 
me.,de orderly by the police,End back to their decorous homes.They 
were to gather ag8in,in Strzelecki's honour a few years later,when, 
in 1853,he was clected l!leruber,Fellow of the Royal Society,proposed 
by Sir Roderic lfurchison,on a neeting in Junel853 . 
They aocepted him at his own valuation.The modesty he 
professed did not prevent 2. tingue of romance creepin"i in.Having 
firmly established himself as member 0t the Strzeleckis,Galicil"n 
counts,he joined his mother,the unworll disinherited Anna Raczynska 
~ 
to the proud Poznan family of oounts Raczy~ski , and made Gtuszyna 
part of her dowery,a manorhouse where once at lep.st,the French 
staff held its heCldquarters,and housed General yp.rmont . lt was all 
very natural,e;iven Strzelecki's telllPerf1ment . His simple Vlay of 
living,his comparative poverty,which well became a man of science , 
were still bri .hter against the background of a rich and srlendid 
descent . Cincinnatus himself , leaving a pp.18ce for the delights of 
scientific agrioulture,could hardly have worn his philoso~her's 
ml'ntle more becomingly . 
But , in that mild evening of his receiving the Founders' 
~edal,as the fellows dispersed over London ,thoughtful and faresighted 
llIen were watching the spread of a disease,prevalent in obscure 
corners of Central Europe ; it came,they did not know whence,and it 
Ettacked potatoes.Those who knew,looked grave . 
NOTES ON 
XIV 
Page 111 
(77)The fnct of his naturalisntion has been questioned, 
so I went to the home office and had the document verified.The 
naturnlisation record is lIo. 278,dated 28. 11.45.Though I did not 
see it,there is no reason to doubt the fact of its existence. 
Page 115 
(78)The retaining and use of 2 foreign title after 
naturalisation in a country where Count implied a. foreign er 
is certainly striking 813 a mDtter of bad t!1ste,though a Pole may 
not grasp the implications of such an aristocracy as thnt of 
&lgland.In Poland,titles Vlere almost always foreign,a.nd implied 
that some member of the fa.mily bear.Lne; one had distine;uished 
himself in the s"rvice of his country abroad or in the services of 
a foreign prince.As Poles moreover,ase accustomed to add a title 
when t"avelling to stress the high standing of Polish nobility 
sL,ce there are few if any true Polish titles, allowance must be 
made,but the writer's own view is th~t Strzelecki had a feeling 
for a title,as such,which must be imputed to him for a breach in 
ta ste. 
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XV 
GOLD 
His second book written to prove priority of claim.--Strzelecki's 
attitude to gold. 
The discovery of Gip,sland and Mount Kosciusko mpke un 
one of Strzelecki's achievements in the nnnals of Australian exrlor-
ation.For the~,he has received little enough recognition beyond the 
ephemeral rraise of a newspaper,a testimony from a . small T'~rt of 
the community of Tasmania,and fl. few complimentary references at 
meetings of a lea~ned society in London.For his second important 
discovery he received a medal from that sllme Royal Geogrsrhical 
Society,and nothing else.Yost histories deny him the bare fact of 
first discovery,others dismiss his claims slightingly(7?) but it is 
Strzelecki,the geologist,who,as he specifically claims,came to 
Australia for mineral extlmination of the country,to whom the credit 
for the actual discovery of gold is due.Edward Hammond hargrpves, 
who got the credit and the cesh reward,was responsible for the 
practical application of a method of working gold,and for this 
cOffi~ercial exploitation of the mineral,he deserves the notice and 
prize money he gotibut it is injust to deny the credit of priority 
to a man who found the nresence of gold twenty years before Har-
graves ever went to California to see cradles in use. 
It wa.s as early as 1839, when Strzelecki, returning from one 
of his exploring trips in the interior, came to Sir George GirT'S 
with momentous news.He reported the discovery,in the Vale of Clwydd 
that he had detected the presence of gold.Even so,he was not the 
first ruan to mention it.Some years before,a convict had come in 
with small fragments,which he said he had picked up--and was flogged 
for theft.But,as it is possible that the Judge's verdict waa a true 
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one,and the man had stollen his scrp.ps,and in any case,since,when 
Bsked to prove his claim,he could not show the place where he seid 
he had found it the first time,even if it was e lucky accident,th~ 
man wee more like a jackdaw,plcking UT" anything brigilt,than a man 
who could appreciate and use his discovery,so the existence of gold 
remained virtually unsuspected till Strzelecki's time. 
This was something different.The two men,Governor and 
explorer,looked at each other with grave faces as the full implic-
ations of it dawned on them both. The Governor was the more concern-
ediSir Li-eorge Gipps was more qualified to see the danger confronting 
them.N:uch depended on the character on the man who had brought the 
nevlB.Gold meant blind lUst,passion,excitement,crimeiit meant in 
the forties what it ~roved in the sixties,with another element 
thrown in.In the time of Gipps,NeVl South Wales was a penal colony, 
the home of violent and desperate men.The knowledge of gold would 
sweep from end to end of the country like fire,and like it,too, 
leeve destruction behind it.The comvicts woule. be ueyond control, 
and all that had been built up--little enough the disillusioned 
Gipps may have found it,but still sixty years of work--would crash 
in the freeing of one of man's oldest,strongest passions.So the 
situation appeared to the Governor.The frail dam against ell thl't 
his imagination painted him of horror and desolation depended on 
the character of the man before him,who was,moreover,poor. 
Gipps hp.d trump carda,and played them.Strzelecki,he knew, 
would not see the danger of convict riot as darkly as he did --the 
Pole saw the colony and its involuntl1ry colonists in too rosy terms. 
But Strzelocki admired England,and the English,and that specimen at 
the governing class of England who confronted him in nerplexity.A 
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request from the Governor would carry weight.Sir George began, 
carefully,to put the matter before him.And came ur against a 
curious mixture.The explorer WE.S ready to sacrifice himself for 
the public good .Gold,to him,was not so important as the welbeing 
of the colony . He would waive his claims,8s a man and as an explorer; 
but --he owed himself something,as a geologist.He had a reputntion, 
and a duty to it.The result of the strange impasse shows in the 
dead and gone files of the time--report to the Governor,incorpor?ted 
as a dispatch to Lord John RUssell,a letter to the Herald,a cautious 
letter or so.The whole drama of this discovery of a smoking bomb, 
suppressed for twenty yer.rs , lies in a passage in the Report, where 
honesty, scientific dues,and the Governor's fears find F! delicate 
balance . Strzelecki mentioned,in a safe drift of other minerals, 
"an aureferous sulphuret 0 ~ron , yielding a very sma.ll quantity of 
gold ,although not enough to repay extraction" That sentence 
contains the clue to much that,unrevealed by it,remains puzzling 
in strzelecki 's story.Was it careful subediting,a model piece of 
understatement,safe to put into the hands of even the most ontimist-
adventure seeker,and never blow up? Did Strzelecki realise at all 
the full significance of his discovery,or was he like the man who 
held the Philospher's stone,and threw it away,unknowing? 
In his first book,I'Physica.l Description of New South Wales" etc 
there is no reference made to it . He pursued his life on the lines 
described,till after the next important group of events which are 
concerned V/ith the potato fllmine in Ireland,came back to England, 
and took up the tenor of his sheltered existence again . 
In 1856,Strzelecki broke his long silence with a second 
book.By that time,events had moved him to reply,and the book called 
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"Gold and SilverjA Suppliment to the Physical Description of Hew 
South Wales and VanDieman' s Land" was a defence of his cla.im to the 
right of priority of discovery. 
The foreword is the public Strzelecki,the model of disin-
terested conduct,and in itself,an extraordinary document. 
"My object in publishing this suppliment is less to claim 
honour or ceedit as a discoverer of gold in Australia,than to protect 
myself against the imputation of negligence or incapacIty as a 
geological and minerological surveyor . 
If the maps,sections anc specimens of rocks which 
illustrate my survey of New South Wales and Van Dieman ' s Land were 
such that their examination in London and subsequent comparison 
with analogous evidence from the Ural mountains,led to the scient-
ific conclusion that gold existed and probably abounded in certain 
districts of Australia,! must have been wholly unfit for the under-
t <, king, if, when I made that survey, which cost me £5000~- -that loss 
was still remembered,lt seems--"and five years of labour,no glimmer-
ing of this important truth broke on me. The follo wing pages will 
show,however,that in 1839,on the spot,! arrived at the sarne conclus-
ion to which,five years later,the distinguished author of "Siberia" 
was led, wi thout the aid of' personal inspection of the ground" 
That needs a word or two of explanation. Vfuen Edward Har-
graves showed the use of the cradle,and interest was aroused in 
the matter,lnformation was at once forthcoming from various sources 
about Australian gold.Qlark,who claimed with Strzelecki priority 
of discovery , told his experiences j Sir Roderic iLurchison, who had 
long been Strzelecki's friend,wrote a book giving the result of 
his findings in the gold bearing Russian ~rals,and drew the infer-
erence that in A~ stralia,which he never visited,exactly similar 
sonditions would show the presence of the same metal.Hargraves was 
acclaimed and rewarded,and this little book,now forgotten,was 
Strzelecki's broadside in reply,heavily weighted as we shall see, 
in favour of his reputation,which he considered in jeapardy . It was 
that,it is important to notice,and not his lost fortune,for which 
he was moved to tpke up arms. 
The affair was important,and well in the public interest; 
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it wes being aired in the Australian parliament--that of New South 
Wales,where his friend James "acarthur was vocal in his behalf.The 
time had come to hea.r Strzlecki himself. 
"I have long delayed this publica.tion in the hOT'e of being 
able to add to it from official sources;but ~s these have remained 
closed to me,I am obliged to rely principally upon the renorted 
debates in the Colonial Legislature. It may be collected from these 
that in 1839 I mentioned the existence of a gold field in the 
Bathurst district to Sir George Gipps,the then Governor General of 
New South Wales,who requested me to keen the matter secret for fear 
of the severe consequences which,considering the condition and 
population of the colony,were to be aT'prehended. Of course I complied 
with this request;and I deemed it my duty,whether right or wrong 
to be also silent on the subject in my book end in my communication 
with learned bodies in Europe;although I did not consider myself 
restricted from me.ntioning whet had occurred to the private friends 
of Sir George Gipps and myself in Sydney. 
"this is not the T'lace to oneculr->te on the wisdom of the 
course adopted by the Governor,but it will be Admitted thet if he 
hed ordl<ined or [uthorised the immediate prosecution of the requin-
ite reseprches in the district indicvteo by me,the prosperity in 
which the colony is now rovellir.fj, together ,~i th the reflected 
"f- :':1ef i t vrhic1:1. the mother country enj oys, would hflve been f cceler2ted 
y se'Ter"l yenrs,nnd ("'h~t more eS1"eci1'lly concerns me) no "'()u'bts 
would ever tlllve been rpised as to the respective priority or 
precedpnce of discoverers. 
"The little eagerness I have showl1 to Fuv<ncemy claims (be 
they what they may) will, I h01':'e, render it [·llllost fJuperfluous for 
llIe to stll.te thst I fJI. actu::-ted by no wlsh to dispute or deY·raciate 
either the value or the oricinality of the scientific deduction 
which rreceded <md rrolosed the pract1cal devaloteITeil-ti ~~nd confirm-
[tiol! of Try views. The sagacity and en inent attainments of Sir 
;(oderic l~urchieon were never tlorestrU·lngly nor usefully a i8"'1l'yed 
than in compelline:: a""tertion to the h1dde;1 ricl"ness of AUstrf,llc , 
and the r.istory of bcier.ce !.'bounds with instances of .tXi! competir,e; 
cluitls to the honour:o of discovery,eech C'f vlhicr. may 1:;e recogniseC 
to r cart" ill degree without lru}:'oach1ng the soundness or or 181118li ty 
of the rest" 
With that careful setting out of his ppsolutely clslntel'-
"tee motlYes,he goes on the position which haa c1evelol'T'cf' out of 
!1(, tion of the ~gislati ve Council of llew South T.lllE s, at " f,l tt-
h&ld on 5th October,1eS3.His frie,.d I"acnrthur was D. ilitJII,b€.r,e.nd 
-[,eI' rnother lFndowner rOBe to rropose that I: sutstr1tilll gr~nt 
f ;Uone'l should te r ade to Hargraves, as first discoverer of c;old., 
aca.rthur got up to prove tnat the present cllO'inwnt to priority ven" 
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D;l':1.:; yoars behind the Ilctual event . He rep.d O.lt I.' letter from 
Ltl'zclec}:: i, l'irl t tel" ir. 1839, which monti onec;l the d1::,c overy rf gold, 
gnc ",Iso silver "both serving vs sti'ont5 inc.in·tion of t'i.le e;r' .:.t€rc~ 
of theso precious llJet['ls in ::lew South Wales. It was teyon<;'l m~' "'ower 
to trcce these veins,or possibility to ascertFin their gage. I woulf 
have done so with plea.eure pro tono publico - -but my ~ime wns r1cort, 
so were the hflnds . I regret that the e,;overnlOlent , gavin£...l'£§!'lTyed 
[,11 the mines for its benefit , did not send ~ scientific man truly 
miner nnd minerologist , to lay open thoBe hidden resources,which 
m[y prove a~ beneficial to the state and industry PS tLa rest of 
the .. r"nches of colonial industry" 
It arreared , too,that even if strzelecki were out of the WDY, 
Hari:..rDyes could still only claim ada]:tation of the crvClle to gnlo 
wtshinC in Auctralia , for at the svme time as the Pole found his 
gold field , the Rev W .• B . Clark had suspected the existence of e;old, 
and he hfld exchanF.>ed a few lett.ers with strzelecki on the sul'ject 
'before being in his turn sworn to secrecy by the cautious Giprs . 
Strzelecki,moreover,though honourably silent in his Dublished 
Vlork,wrote to Jeme!l Walker e.bout the srme time as he did to Jarres 
Macarthur . He even sent one or two guarded letters to the Sydney 
Her11 ld of t,le time. All these facts Macarthur pOinted out in SupDort 
of Hargraves ' reward being limited to one made for the y!'lue of 
cradle washing,and a like sum going to the real discoverers . He was 
not "uccessful.The session ended in the grvnt being IDr,de to Hnrgraves 
for the practical Utle to which he hnd put Ris discovery,while the 
"ciellth,tEl who preceded him were bidden be content with their 
,. . considerClble repute,tion" and it Vias all they could do . Thus , 1f Clark 
and strzelecki wanted a:aterial fldvantege, they found themselves badly 
out of pocket for the 10Yl"lty with which they had kept GipT's ' order 
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having only the philosophical truth that virtue is not only its own 
rew<trd, but frequently its only one . JaJ:lea MacErthur cOIJF.ended their 
disinterestedness,that must have been fl comfort;Strzleclri denrly 
lovod the mentle of incorruptible scientific vlrtue;l':p.c[1rthur 
expressed himself forcibly on goid as a curse,not fl blessing to the 
young colony,paralysing industry,and promoting restless adventuring. 
The gold rush conditions amply justified his feara . 
The Times of JRuu8ry 16th 1854 reviewed the foregoing deb8te 
in [? leadins article,and roundly condemned GiPfS' excessive C[lutiOll 
by which that aid,'which might have lifted the embarrassed colony 
out of its difficulties and set it on its feet with much lessened 
suffering during the depression of the early forties,hnd been with-
held for ten years . Sir David Brewster in the North British Review 
for August 1854(page 530) gives the following statistics of what 
the discovery mcent in cash : 
(F:i.gures for r:arch lB52) 
In Victoria 
Gold shipped and ready to be shipped - - - - - - - 700 . 000 ozs . 
Value at £3 per oz • • ••• • • £2 • ('('0 • ('1('(' 
Value of licences issued - - £45' . :\e6 
Average monthly earnings of each mine T ' - - - - £42 . 10 . 
In N. S. Vi . 
Amount of gold - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Value at £3 per oz - - -
Licences issued 
~onthly average of each miner - -
320 . 0C() ozs 
- - - - £960 .000 
£30 . 781 
£31 . 3 
Out of all this,the man to whom the actual and unceniable 
credit of bein~ the first discoverer is due , got not one pennY , nor 
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an inch as claim of the valunble gold fields at Bathurst whose 
existence he first made known.Paul Edmund Strzelecki acquiesced in 
this,snd made no comment,either then or later,save his dignified 
protest .on behalf of his scientific judgement,with which he prefaced 
his second book.And this,at a time ~hell he WI'S badly in need of 
money- - I refer to the time when he was actually in AUstrflia,honing 
to find p financial ws y to marriage . 
When the quota.tion given above was written,Strzelecki 
wps living quietly in London,contented,as far as we c"n see,and 
busy a tout his scientific vlork, but still not very Vlell to do, <,nd 
still unoarried.Yet there is no trace of rancour,even concealed, 
beyond his dislike that men should think him an incanable geologil>st. 
While he was indifferently watching the p.ction of the New South 
Wales Legislative Council ,he knew that gold "poison to men's souls" 
was pouring out of Australian goldmines under the very soil over 
which he had tramped , poor;where he had scraped a bare living by 
risking his hef'lth and life,rnen were n,aking fabulous fortunes of 
eBsy moneY . The man who,for lac~ of money,had risked a very ugly 
blot on his honour,back in Lithuania,wBs now,older,though hardly 
richer,able to despise it and let it lie . Such are the facts. 
Did Strzelecki,when he mentioned gold to Gipps,replise 
how much there was of it? Was his analysis 8S its being in no 
sufficient quantity to make its working repay the effort,s remark 
dictated by the Governor,or Vias it Strzelecki's considered opinion? 
I believe it was Strzelecki's own view.The gold depo['itEl nf AU'j~{'al­
\fere patcl1Yjwe hear over and over of men starving for a few greins 
a bare foot or so removed from the place where rich nuggets came 
to the surface . If that is so , it exple ins a nUl,lber of details hard 
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to reconcile.If he did f,ctuelly fillQ. C;old--;:mCl tnere is no doubt 
of this --in the place he mentioned,it may easily have been in a 
fery smell quantity . He reported the circumstance , simrly,as it 
struck him . Gold was present , in small quantities .Gold for him VT['S a 
milleral,like any other he might find cause to report . In the ['mount 
he found it , it was nothing more . But to the Governor , no geologist , 
but a layman ,gold meant what it would mean to the men he governed 
- -whs.t it meant to the men villo l'us'1ed California , the Klondyke , 
Ballarat . He knew the word would be enough to rouse men to dream 
of impossible thi.ngs,and to lose in the young state all the lea.st 
governable e.cement s . Eis T)T'ohi bi ~iol1 t? t'1e Fole would have been 
a~ainst the speaking of such an inflamma.tory name in such an unstable 
society . He,probably no more than Strzelecki , realised the magnitude 
of the thing they were handling . This being so , and this sobering 
doctrine spread abroad , Strzelecki and Clark vlere hArmless gentle-
men of scientific interests,whose business was with stones Ilnd 
specimens of rocks . The thought of Strzelecki ' s gold was not alluring 
enough to have Jumes It:acarthur send out a shepherd and a boy or 
two to the place his friend had indicated , to hasten the gold rush 
by many years . Tha.t , and the known fact that Strzelecki talked of his 
discovery in Sydney;yet in such terms that he fired no mlln to go 
and see;that is proof that he was almost as ignorant , exceT)t in the 
analytic , scientific sense to which I hllve referred , as the men about 
him . If he had knovlTI,and , l'lanting Adyna , had been silent,he would hnve 
been more than a man . If he had guessed the importance of the depos-
its,ond left them unexplored for lack of a little time- - when he was 
willing to fritter away a few years on aimless voyaging,he would 
have been a 1'001 . 
Strzelecki bru!;hed the edge of a great discovery , which i n 
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its entiri ty, was not to be revealed at nie hands. Like J,'urchieon ,he 
reasoned correctly from his given materials,and his conclusion was 
sound,but it was not Strzelecki's role in Australian minerology to 
do the practical thing.He pointed out,sdvised and stated the absol-
ute truths of agriculture,geologj.The credit for the putting of 
Austra.lian gold into the hands of the people,was Hergreves' and the 
money he received was a just recor;nition of his work in doin" that. 
But --Strzelecki was the actuel man to whom the credit for the 
first authentic recording of the presence of golo oelongs.He did 
not seek money,and did not get it.He looked for his rights in the 
subtler coin of recognition,which the Austrelian government of his 
time aenied him,and Australians have continued to belittle his 
share ever since.That is not juet,and it is time that he had his 
full meed of praise and acknowledgement,even now,when the issue 
is of no practical importance to anybody. 
AX 
NO S:iJ.ON 
ART IV 
A VICTORIAl, PHILANTHROPIST 
XVI 
THE IRISH FAl'INE 
Strzelecki was completely at home in his new role.The 
world to whioh he had attached himself voluntarily,was serious and 
well meaning.It wns conecientious to a fault,rnd the question of 
of 
side of the "ngels in I' universal nffirmRtion;ma.n was nt heart 
ably follow. Only the nut,w 
theory,philanthrophy "the J;]ost 
t!lerlSolves before him .As ruinerologist ,gold, as ey]",lorer, 
and unchD rted Giyn sInnd; ,<;s phllanthrol'ist, 
As early I1S 
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crop.Tf>e ulight which h~d done Bueh ['wful dplIiflge in Hun>;~.ry Pele;ium, 
?r(,nce sne" Germnny,reacherl. Irel[nd.~Le SUIH"r· Y.'c.:; u:nEun1!j vr(.~ 
·.~l~ ~ yeflr, and the incesSlmt rf11n ,['de the enrly cron Bcanty; when 
the ll'ter cror,which hnd been put down llPf'l'rentiJ hellithy into rita, 
V"'b redug, inste~d of food thero were onlJ lIiEsses of bl['clr slime.And 
tile "'uined ti uprly VIa s the staple food of the poor of Irel,·nc1, thl't 
clstill wholll Gatholc)cism,with its insistence on ellrly [fll'rril'ge hE'd 
increased fwd "T'read over tl1e undrained bogs HUd stony fields of a 
c untry at best poor . 
Things wer,e bad ellou~h in Ireland at ordinary times, but tlley 
were now infinitely worse . The situation brought FeiL roune. to see 
the vdvant'1gus of free tr(1de, but evell though the corn laws were 
repe~led in 1846,the retlult could not be immediate,8.nd the Irish 
continued to starve,and the level of living of the worst housed, 
worst clothed and fed peasantry of the Vlorld dropped to a state 
which shoc1{ed public opinion I'nlong people even used to normal 
conditions in Ireland . At the best of times , tae )'oor were not fl1r 
from starvation,and now they were stvrving in grim eflrnest,on a 
scale which rouISoa. en inbt~'lt response in England and America • .';. 
waVb of 5YLlr~.tl.y V191t over these countries, and "'eople set therosel ves 
to relief l:JdBSures . But it VII'S not eusy to help on such p huge scale . 
"'fhu relief of « nation suddenly deprived of its food suP]"'lies and 
without tho rneall~ of substituting , thers is a stuT'endous tvsk . 
It. reqUires constructive gen i us , coloe sal organiSAtion and heavy 
fina.ncial aid" (80 ) 
A Royal Commission vm s immedir> tely anT ointed to inquire 
into the nroblera of relief , :md its first l;,cpsure WPS to sr-end 
£100 . 000 on Indian corn.But it WIlS not so easy to hel]", the Irish . 
The peasl1nts were so ignorant , so downtrodden , and so C'ccustomed to 
fepr Ilflything new,that I' wall of tluspicion and doubt se]",l1rated 
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them froI:l those tryins to help them . The idea WI'S strongly held that 
ca1ythlng from England , even corn VoL' <3 an attempt to undermine their 
religion . So the corn did not help . The next attempt was the organis-
ation of public relief worKs . But these cUd. hot solve the difficulty 
--the famine VlPI:) too "big to be cLE:cked . In )p.L,r ,fi'!I ' ') ' O l S 8 '1(1 rieces 
of work were in progress , and the committee was receiving eight 
hundred letters or arpeAls for help every day . In October , 114 . 00C 
people were eoployed, in ;;01e"111e::, 285. 0(10 . The figures of those wholly 
dependent for .life on relief rO sP, s t w1..lily i'1 t;'.·) -,0 It : ,;] t'l " t, 
followed . In December , there were 440 . 000 . In January , 470 . ('(lO,in 
February ,57C. COO , and in March the figures went up to 734 . ~0~ . The 
cost went up to £1 . 050 .772 . 3000 .000 were aided monthly . The country 
waB divided into districts , the local effort headed by landowners 
on the spot , while each parish was put in the charge of a grouT' of 
English women , who did all they could to collect and send thin~s 
needed to aid the victims . 
When it becp~e clear that the relief works were not always 
helping the right people (81) cor:.missioners .from !'>l.,';land then began 
direct relief in the shape of food . 3 . C20 . !il12 people got a _ceparetc 
issue of r~tlon 3}~,n ~ of t193q 7~5·'~E r ·.; (.-' .,:i - t TPll . 
The Queen proclaimed p day of prayer .£ll"rC . <'("C VlaD 1"rivately 
subscribed while the government geve £3 . 371 · 529 es a free grent 
and £7 . 132 . 268 as loan,which was not demanded bpcY. "The best brains 
in the English public service were put on the job" (82) 
One of the first reactions of British oninion wes the 
creation of a "British Relief ASSOCiation" to administer the money 
collected to heIr the destitute . Many leeding English ben],-ers and 
«£-
merchants were on the committee , llmong Ur Jones Loyd , better known I'S 
Lord Overstone , who was elected cheirmnn . 
no 
He was D friend of Strzelecki's,and the latter,on his nronossl,wfOS 
chosen as one of the persons of trust to go to Ireland as [lctive 
agents and see that the supnlies were di~tributed to reach the 
people who needed them most . 
The committee immediately set itself to the practical aspects 
of relief . The generous response the public made to their rnne:>l 
for fundb put them in a position where they could act quickly Pl1d 
adequately . Food,and Hgents to distribute it,was sent at once . 
Strzelecki v'ps put 'in chorge of the counties of 118Yo and SligD. 
He a rrived,and was appalled at what he sew . Like ell the commissions, 
his experiences surpassed £1Ilything of horror he hod been able to 
im!'lgine . The conditions were so terrible that there was only one 
thing to do --work , and work,to bring some sort of order even into 
the parcelling out of relief . Food Vias wsiting,at certe.in points ja 
few miles away, people in desperate need were dying for vlImt of it 
the rroblem Vias how to reach them all quickly enough . 
Strzelecki's first report shows the impression his surround-
ings made on him . "No pen can describe the distress by which I am 
surrounded . It has actually renched such a degree of lr-mentable 
extremes that it becomes above the pov/er of exaggeration Dnc1 
misrepresentation . You may now believe onything which you heor 8nd 
read,because what I <,ct uall;; see surpasses what I ever re!'ld of 
past Rnd present calamities' (83) 
The sincerity of his bhocked Burprise gave him an eloquence 
he did not usually command . 
The work went on;clerical 1V0rk,on the one hand, the worry 
and responsibility of 8dministering public money,Jreeping qcco'..lnts, 
orderLl2: " nd checy,ing supplies, ann on the other the n' r)]"e urc.cnt 
iork--the ",ivinC ont of food, felt t() 118 so pressing thllt every 
minute away from it meant humnn lives . The practical work wss back 
breaking as wel.L as heart breaking . The worst ca ses hAd to be founet 
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studied Rnd relieved,work'to be Buperintended,the ignor~nt 
~rotected from themselveu ~nd the bRdness of othere,errved,restrain-
ed <"nd guarded froJ[) atu[,i,4it.y,s 'lperatition an·) cr}.I~ e.Vlhenever the 
commissionerB~irrcd abroad,they were besieged by crowds of st~rv­
ing,naked,desperate cre&tures,beseechlng them,llwe God,for aid, 
and their progress was followed by blessinE5s,and curses.The respon-
sibilities were as heavy fiS the work.So illuoh to do,and the conseq-
uences of fail.ng in any particulr.r so snrostly. 
They did not fail,if 1.n 8'lC11 circumstance'l ,:" . ..:ec' ') ~r l~l\leSll 
ana fa~J in e ) t"'I:. (· r (· c, o' l r" "'.I. '- l l o (1..hh,tr:,,,,, " ,, !t4But Strzelecki was not to 
escape without hl'ving something personal by which to remember the 
famine years.He got Em attact: of the terrible fever which Cf'me [\S 
a result of the famine.Ee,who had so often comnlained of f"illng 
health,now,when too busy to think of it,underwent such a severe 
attack tr~t he never fully recovered the health he had possessed 
before. 
Lt the end of the yeAr le4!i,it WI'S decided to withdr:Jw the 
["gents,for the biggest part of the work hed been done;relief had 
been or<:oa.1ised, and though the degree of mlsery was still extrene, 
lTIecsUl'bS 86ainst it had gone sci far that the <''151i6h commiSE irmers 
were 110 10n,':er urgently ;1Ceded .But thow;h,?s Strzelecki wrote 
"the affectin0 ~nd he,· r~ rending crowds of dlstitutes ho.(1 rlisp. ''''0;:01'-
cd II tho[' e directing i'rot; Lo ld on tl '6 "l.i[ tril:.ut i C:'1 c.·f food, Jecided 
to j(eG j" him lonGer, n:'1d tr,,'1sferred !:lim to Dul:'li'1 11S sole ?";l.nt to 
surervlse the work carried on nurin3 the winter of ,e47. 
The press of immedinte,dayby !lay,'lIor), was ovcr,J:.owcver,:!nc. 
he set himself with the "atlent,c['reful thoroughnesf, which h?d 
recorJe ch1:r['cteriGtlc of what he cli(l,to l'1Y four.elations to pro'lcr.t 
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"my f'lll i'1C wI-.icl:. mi...;ht come lEter "rCD do ire, (,0 ;:..uc;, d! Jl1egc . ·'e 
~l~cc. ct ll.',}inC found&tions !'or tJE'+· .... e:r (..onCiti0!·;S in th..:: f~lture. 
Here 11,.;] r t:;o.s}" where S7,rZElec}'i hud individu~'l e;1ft:: to lse in 
the ;;ervico of his p-dor,t('(l cO'.F.try , lio rwf, pnrt=-culr>:rly well fittec' 
As a forc'"ror,he would l 'e more welcome th<,p ~l) c.:nr.;11nlll:"0n ;n ~olEJ, 
friend r,le'. (tlly of the Fronch,tr?ditioncl frie,.ds ene' .11i0..; of 
Ire ll::lla , gnve b.lm wcireht . M:. ,. nominr.J C. tholic -- there 1" ,10 evit:cr.co 
that 110 practicE,a his re1ision, l.)lt he wr,s definitcly Tlot :i'rotc.etart 
lr the. v:rew' of~the Irish priesthood--!'.e woule 'c 10,,1) l,,}:e ly to 
t:";el~e suspicio:1 l", bll0 t~.o clergy , a.nd rOUGe t~.let l to otem"'"'e r1.c the 
peP-Bunt·.'y D? i nst his rGfor;Ju wIt •• the <'60 old cou:,li.:.: of ".pl1sh 
pn.;' ('nti Cr:tLolic . Ee hril ['nother truu.p c[·rd . As lr.n<.'owner ond 
",['lllff,llE' hr.a hed ey-r:erie1co of derlins with fl totolly "sr.orJrt , 
i III terste, dirty pel'l-santry , 01" wli"ITI the recent frmine. I'nd. his shEre 
of re'ief work hed giver. him some :Jort of hold . 
Po ):'lr nnea for t"1e future . Fis sco;'e TIC.S limi ten , sino(' he 
:.[d onlY to de wit,l the funds of the C'rit i :oh Eelieof' U;soci<tio:'. , so 
it is not ::urprlsine his influence did not go far . T"l<t Ye [',imed l1t 
cert~ in salutory reforms . Agr inst tr.e danger of renewed f{'wine by 
fail1..re of t!',e staple article of Irisl'. foo(1 , the potl'to , he trien to 
liork toy introducing othvr cheal' foodD into the diet of the poor--
u. IDodern,sensible viewpolnt,not too Vlidely understood I't thFt 
time . To enforce that , and to Quppliment it , he tried to introduce 
hebits of c.Leflnliness , sl'ecially aIDonv the younger generl'tion . Doi r ;3 
tl,: t , :1n<.' recovering from the fever, ~eFrs T'Hlsed , a.nd lie did not 
leave Ireil)'ld till le 4~ . He IlEd e,rown to be ~n61ish out of ~ngll?nd . 
Fe ret..lrned what the ,!;nglish moot e:'\sily pbsort-- r fomilinr f1.:'.ur 8 , 
"',..rt of the estal'l';'shed order of life .?'ore then that , he returned 
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"to find himself"(in a mild VI!'Y) "famous" .~nd he wr.s tltill yOU!1!\ 
enough to enjoy it . But the great remedy for Irell'nd,that relievi'le; 
of "tress by decreasing the populption,irr:migratiorr,oDserved during 
tile faruine , he did not forget , bacl~ in the charmed circle of his 
Londoll life . Ireland converted him to the possibilities of immigrat -
ion , and showed him on \ e source of settlinc; material.Australie 
taught him a destination for the stre!l1Il of voluntary migration 
overse!ls . 
YOTES ON 
XVI 
Page 128 
(8e ) Sir Je~es O' Connor History of Irelend . 
Pae;e 129 . 
( 81) ( 82) Ibid . 
Pap;e 130 . 
(83) Report sent by Strzelecki to the Commission . That il 
the onJy ref1'c lce I \ 'Dve for it, '-,1, imagine it is quoted in the 
"History of Yodern EnglR,nd" by Herbert Paul. 
',.110'1 rcvi.Jin __ , I foun,l t,lle rnfeX''J'lc0 c on, t,",ncr' c()nt -,0 
from re~rcf,ontc.tiveB of tl .. o fc·,j.ly in ,'"ew Yorl~,:,'1(" ~d DC' ('8 :'11 
a::-· endi;,: . 
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XVII 
FINAnCE 
An attempt to reconcile cert~in facts about money--contradictions 
nnd discrepancies . 
This is the most baffling Dnd contradictory of ~ll the 
questions one must ask oneself in collecting the facts of Strzel-
ecki's life . No amount of rearranging and manipulating can mnke the 
scattered and mutually cancelling pieces into a whole . The only 
thing to do here is to marshal the f~cts occurring here ~nd tIlere 
through the description of his life . 
From his Polish background we get that his father w~s a 
poor man,almost ruined by the bad administr~tion of his brother. 
The estate he bDught with the remains of his money WEtS smflll,and 
the income of it small . 
r . Anna R8czynska , Psul's mother , though the deughter of a rich 
mpn,wBs herself T'enniless , broue;ht UT' by relatives,and bringing to 
her husband no dowery . The sc~le of living in their home ViPS simT'le. 
Paul left his gUArdian in Ylarsaw with a hp.ndful of clothes 
and money,and was brought heme from destitution . 
As soldier he could not keep within his income,and the 
debts he ran up were paid with difficulty by his family . 
He was too poor to aspire to a match with a Turno . 
When quarreling V/ith Eustace Sapieha. , his poverty T'revented 
him clearing himself from the charges . 
The money which he brought from Poland wit him--in f'ny 
case,whether legacy or wages (the fact he was not condemned is a 
reasonably strong rroof it was not stollen) could not have been 
very grel!'t, and wae exhausted by the time .he reBched America . The 
If'st act of independent gentleman there Vias his E1idimg etr!'nded 
, 1 3') 
soldiers .After that, he lived by working his vmy from nll).ce to place 
earning eneugh to carry him to the next storping point. 
While in AUstralia,he lived as a poor men,surprising people 
by the simplicity of his possessions.In his letters to Adyna,he 
expressly stptes how he lived by sale of specimens.Poverty is the 
bar to marriage .Prices in Australia he finds very high.Gipps,seeing 
something of his hardships,promised to refund part of his expenses. 
Still ,here he WeS able to save,for he speaks in a letter 
of money deposited with hls bankers in Fpris,and seemed to believe 
in the marriage,though feeling their life would be a humble and 
quiet one. "The worst that can happen--according to "'resent circUffi-
stl).nces--is,tha.t upon being united,we shall have to spil nepr the 
shore whiie others have the entire sea" That argues provision . 
When he returned to Europe,end fr;iled to get tho money 
from the 50vernment,he Vias definitely roor for a tirne,which 
Franklin I s timely gift tided over. Tilen ,dUring the quiet ye[>rs of 
little event ['nd few chronicles vh ieh followed,a materif'l chNge 
for tho better took plAce.Strzelecki durin~ the lest fifteen ~oDrs 
of his life,w[ts Vlell to do . lie lived Vlell,at a good addresD;Saville 
~ow is 11l1rdly tLe hooe of [' poor WU.'1,evc,n in those ct.e["'er (11'ys.:10 
hL'd his own house,p secr .. trry, ",erv[>.ltu,hcrDes, r earri' ,eihe WtJ11t 
abrord,sutscribed to charities--Zmichoviska mertions [' rE:(';ull'r 
ye[.rly contri1:.ution of three hurored frE'."lCs for 'I'oli[,h e>:ile8,1).'1' 
ther", must have been others to the English charities in which he 
was interested. 
These things are fects on record.~et there i:1 no ['sce:::-tZ1in -
~tle source of income, &fter the reference ~o el:ol1bh mono] :01' 
• 
lllLrryil1l,I:JtaltlonGd H bove. ";:1!e foe 1'10 of Seville Fov; W[>.L LrrLl~' thrt 
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,..~ r.' ccu"""l€ -- :tr~elec!""'t cho::.c +,. icr·orG 'chr: J .. she ~:;:l" ~""'T}ey--f()'ced 
to ;:jF.:.l (10.;;.0 to tHO Ch0re . !:Omnt:.\.! ... ...1I1.l&t L,['vO CJ'JJ)fl in 1:'ctwvC'r L\.o. 
ni,cJ:ed ret~rr, uld tho comfcrtr'Je lete mir'lcJle "Ge . It Wf...E. ret Lis 
worl- . "~pit.'ler t.:G FhJDic~,l -'erc~ir,tion l1(:'r the second , smc' or ~ol,~" 
re Jtlv6r i;culcJ. 1e " Do",rce of ir c.or€' fr"lr.; royrlties , i.! .1,1" rr.rt 
from w(.rk 0'1 c.'lo.ritEble orcar,isctior.2 , coTI'mi7"tees,11"d ,,0 on " o CW, 
;wt l7ork , ,,o far at; Vie CPL trncc , l,'rteriu1::; :le cel'tc.i..nlJ ["fl:'l , '!:-ut 01 
n..lt "lvI''' v,; "'1" .lp,[:.t J r[,tc. nnt to publicnticr st['~e . 
;,118('b did tLe money come fraIl''! 110t Pol~rj1 , sincE> he c'ie •. ot 
Iv 
"lr 1,:) , is Ll.are of. the fl::1i l~ ); roperty . l'ct from LL"tr[,li[ "lId, f "1 
~1E.. ~lJ rot C1Eitii ['I~~'~ '.If t:~0 e;cLd be!'r'ir;. _,yc--1Ylc,er-l tile c;OVL~"r.J' ... rt 
-=lil~ Lot comT\el:>.-,[ tEo. . 
f'''''' . ['L the money c~~r.:e mys·~E)rioucly , ..... o it v/ent wlt ... O'lt .... yorce . 
ZtrzelecY"i ' <; will, sworn for pro';ate , wPEl u1c'er te.1 t',o..\snr.G "lOlled" . 
At r 3('0(1 r, te of ilterest , it would hero 1J brin,~ him iDorE; tr,pn 
five hU'1dred f' YOl'r , l'r.d be could f""'rr'ly ~,~ve lived so Yle:: 1 01 t1 rt 
Lium. T lere i, (:n-r : .. 0r~ , o.j(,":.JE.W:lc.rc . I 1 tl-· .. (,) will,;"'e o ...... ol .. C Vf' ~·l.e'J- nf 
.. _hldu , tut (;16. m:.t stat whllt, 1.:1ej Vler0 , or to W!l['t l'lllount . EE. Ie ft 
.1i., rroT'erty wit;lOut srecifying the Lums involved , exc€."'t for sbc-ll 
C e uests v.ilc" prove nothln-: more thr 1 that h i s hou",e V;::'!l run on 
n lavis'l scc Ie . £ach serVl'.,t ,"110 lJ1C1 boo"'! '\i tf_ hir.J more 1.f.:,r f' eel'-
tf: ill time J d;ot e, hundred pounas . The wording of it is ,,11 Wd ;-wve to 
';0 on for tr"e size of the stvff , but it cloes not IOlllere 1'lith five 
~..tnored a year . That is the important fret , for leter conside~ption . 
It is , tl~is f inancie 1 puzzle , :111 other one of strzelecki ' s 
cOlltlistcnc ieG . His life brou~:ht biD froru the eighteenth ee.ltury , to 
within [', life erar. of our ovm dey , but bringin3 him nerrer h:-·s n'Jt 
ril"de him elel'rer . Somethine; in hiD eluc.es us , in this rs ot\ler Ilsred:.ts . 
.::~ is {Jr.sy to S8Y "this [,!ld thi s he did " it is im]::1sbllle to sl'lY 
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Finance . This merely brinss together facts scattered 
throuch the foregoing pages , but can offer no explanation . If there 
were one, 1 t w6u.ld be found in the unpu),lisher1 !,_dYflh letters . 
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XVIII 
YEP F.S P'f") HONOURS 
iTe had it all now . His return from Ireland,shflJren in 
health,w((s a persollal triumph in its way.In his gresn lay all 
those things he had dreamed of as a boy,and sought so stormily as 
c. young man . And they hr,d como when he still kept the llI1ivity to 
ar'Y'rec Ie te, not only what he was, but what he had . Re was well knovm 
in a luT'd which boasted many renowned !:ien; to his scientific vlri tings 
his explorations,he had added his philanthropy; IrelEU1d hedgiven 
him his standing I in that group of men which included the most 
famous; to Sir Bartle Frere and Sir Roderic ]l'lrchison, Lady Frnnklin 
And tord Overstone , he added the Herberts and the Glfldstones . 
The SOCiety of his day was swaller than our own and money 
hRd less power over it . A illlln like Strzelecki , with the teckgr0und 
of hi8 travels,his book,his services in Ireland,was easily accepted 
lwd welcomed into a world qUieter , better bred fwd infinitely more 
earnost than the SOCiety of our ovm day . It wes able to rise super-
ior to fortune,but morals were ind~spensible,end Opi1- rf c?rried 
more wei!!;ht . Strzelecki passed the te. t on e.ll counts . His gra.vi ty, 
his seriousness,the solidarity of his vlews,won him a welcome . The 
dubious Strzelecki was dead and forgotten, and the m ddle aered man 
who survived him was respectable in the full almost awful sense of 
the Victorian word . The best section of the English upner classes, 
those grave and disinterested men and women who dreamed of it:nrove-
ment And reform,had taken him to thewselvea . I t WIlS tU· truth,and 
no empty compliment when,in conveying to him the resolution of 
thanks of the British Relief AssOciation , Lord Cveratone enid he 
(Strzelecki) hud given "abundant proof that he pOssessed those 
1~9 
high moral qualities which the British people always hold in the 
hil3hest esteem" 
The first honour given him was that of Comm~nder of the Bath, 
which he received on 21st HoveClber,1848 . 
By 1853 he was settled in No . 9,Suffolk Street , ?nd his time 
passed in a round congenial to the man he had become . This 'brought 
with it two further honours, of the sort he loved . March lst,1853,saw 
him elected Fellow of the Roynl Society, and the Royal Geogrs:rhical 
Society psid him the same honour in June of thst ye2r.Vfuere before 
he had been a guest,he was now himself at home . He became a familiar 
figure in the Society's rooCls,and ready with advice or reminiscence 
when the talk turned on those pRrts of the world he l':new , llnd 
specially anxious to further and Rid any plan to help Australia . 
To the portrait of a calm middle sge , touches may be added . 
Sir Paul Edmund de Strzelecki (such VlP-.S the rather clumsy form adont-
ed) had not lost his interest in philanthropy . The Cause of the 
Irish was not forgotten , and this brought him in touch with fl~ney 
Herbert . Strzelecki's knowledge of Australia,its needs and opportun-
ities were n definite asset here . Transportation had nassed , killed 
by the discovery of gold , a.nd free settlers were encouraged . It was e 
wide field for sending families to reap the advantages of the new 
world,and mony people and agencies were active in the tssk of send-
ing those classes of the English and Irish poor as would make good 
colonists.The Herberts and Strzelecki sponsored Irish i~migration, 
and many families chose Australia instead of the nea.rer Can ads or 
America on their recommendation . They were in touch with Caroline 
Chisholm,and dispatched to her(the hand of t,"e Gladstones,here) 
many dest t tute girls , rescued from the streets , and many sempstresses 
whose conditions in England then were very bad. 
f.,fc 
RelFltions with P~lllnd were not 'lui te broken durino;. this 
short respite of quiet, though they were in themselves rather strl'lnge . 
Strzelecki was in tLe habit of going I'lbroad,to France and Switzer-
land and Belgium,where he often !:Jet his countrymen, since there 
Vlere Polish colonies scattered 811 over Europe.Some Poles were sent 
to him in England with letter~ of introduction.Yet the earlier 
homesickness had disaupeared so completely that not even his native 
language and ta~k of home could rouse him to cordial warmth, but 
rather tended to have him erect a barrier between himself and 
memory.He kept visitors at baYiPoleS who brought letters were 
received by him, but not invited to his home.He treated them with 
formality,~nd had theI!l to his club,as though he did not wish to 
let them p..dvance beyond the furthest hospitable circle into possible 
friendliness and confidences.Since he did the same to his relatives 
when they villited England,the stiffness of it suggests a feer lest 
his own deep memories, his nationality, should stir again . When a 
young ilian came to him for help and I1dvice--he said something which 
taken at its face value, rings very harshly.He told him to go home. 
Coming from a man who knew what life without independence was, who 
knevl what life in Poland was, it would be brutal, if it did not have 
an echo of sadness which redeemed it from calousness.To go home to 
Poland, with all it entl"iled,meflnt at least this--homogenuity of 
feelingislavery,but with an undivided allegiance.One relation he 
helped by giving him a passage on a boat where Strzelecki either 
owned part or had influence, but shipwrecJr v/lth loss of all h<'nds 
broke evel] that slender thread of kinship. 
The peaceful trend of life lasted till 1855,when nublic 
events aga in cut sharply acrost) it. T 1n Crimean War broke out. 
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His friend s being involved, so V/Il 8 he . S:idney He rbert, 
Secretary Bt War for the first critical months,was hard Ilt work to 
remedy as quickly as possible the state of muddle and inefficiency 
for which he bore with the public so much of the blame when the 
ghastly stpte of affairs on the battlefields were made ~nown at 
home. 
In connection with the events of this time,the Dictionary of 
National Biography makes an incomprehensib..le statement to the 
effect that Strzelecki acco~panied Lord Lyons to the Crimea in le5~ 
as member of the Crimean Army Fund.This seems to crea.te immediate 
difficulties, uecause Sir Edmund Lyons WI',S second in comm<nd to the 
adrnirRl in chFlrge of the Black Sea fleet rt the outbre~k of war, 
and wrapped up in the considerable duties and responsibilities of 
such a position.He was the originator of the plan to attack the 
north fort at Sepastopol , and later he took comLJaI'd of the floet--
this was in 1854--so it is unlikely that a civilian would be with 
him, or that he would be able to join 1:'. relief fund expedition,or 
leC've his post with the navy at ell. 
Certain comm~ssions were however sent out,Bosrt from the 
visi t of Sir John I~Bcneil and General Tullock, in 1855, and Strzele(!)-i 
may easily have gone with one of them,but it seems more T'rOhFlble 
that he accompanied Mr Macdonald who went mit in ch8rge of the 
distribution of the money(£15.000) collected by the Times as soon 
BS news of the soldiers' harships reached home . A Sanitary Commiss-
ion was 8Ppointed in 1857,with Sidney Eerbert <'s chairman,and in 
the course of lS5E ito members visited almost every military hosrit-
/ll in Great Britain end Ireland,and many in France.It is very likely 
that Strzelecki ,who spoke French,and had plenty of experience of 
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of c.istributillb furldb .p.1tertJeti ve1y, there is the Royal Tl'triotic 
Fund, which was instrument"l in (;endins out :"'lorence l\1ghtingr> 1e. 
I cannot find in the bool:s I lot'kee at (84) rony reference to rny 
LrDY Fund Comm iss ion, but if Strz.elecki went to the Crimea (r f1' ct 
mnde more likely by the enemy being RUBoi!'ns,C' Yleople whose ways 
"nd 1nnguf\ge he ]rne'." be t ter thnn the everage 'mglishmfln ever 
could) it i~ most li]rely thllt he vrent with "1l.cdol1!)l,1 ,where his 
previou:l 0xrerience WO J.d have made him most usefu1. 
By 1861,he was back in London again,living es before. 
Reading,lectures;vibits to cOlfimittees FIne societies of which he 
vIas a member filled sucll of his time "s was not srent with his 
frienda.In July of t"1nt yep.r,he 'YIefJt ~'Yr .' ~, .i.L:' t ' li 
Herbert being then seriously ill nnd tryi~z SrI' as n 
1T .",,~ , ... ,1. E , .... ..1'1 ,., ,", 
l~st resort. 
Sir John Franklin .ad died in June, 1847 ,Vlhon Strzelecki WI'1D in 
Ire1and,though the news wns not known in .5:nglBnd till much later. 
This clow wns n heavier one.Sidney Herbert,~oth by his ch!'rru and 
their ruutur1 interest in emi'?rntion,left a bii~ I'\PP,though his 
depth brought his friends togetl.tr for llh LleL Ori.ll, E'loreTlce 
Nie;htine;::>le at their head. Her memori"l VI!! s ::;hOW,1 to Strzelecld, vlho 
w,s in f"vour of pu'QlilJl:ir, ',:, it.This intereGt of his ir ;· e!' vrrltlngs 
put him 1'1 the w2y,l~ter to do her" service, for it was his influeno 
witb Delane of the Times,which led to her artizles on reform of 
medical conditions in India,coming out in that paner. 
In June 186C(85) Oxford ~ave him the degree of D.C.L, 
in recoGnition of his services to Engl"nd I'nd her co10nies,~nd 
when the Order of st i.:ichf1el and St George wes extended to teoTlle 
o:1istinguiuhed for coloni!'l affllirs,Gl1'ldstone sent in Strzelecki's 
neme ['mong the earliest norninetions,8E Fnight r;omJl1J.Lder "in 
H3 
roco:5ni tion of hib great services in Eer ~'aj esty' s Australian 
colonies" and thi" was conferred in June, 18,69. 
The summit Was reached.Sir Paul enjoyed it to the full, 
with tha.t added ap:rreciation of an ambitious !Lan not born to the 
circuDlstances where his own efforts hClve brought him. Proof of his 
pleasure still exists,s little pathetic,a little funny.A WOlllfln in 
Warssw,hearine; of his nationl11ity,wrote to him asking where she 
could get a copy of his book . He sent her one,8nd there was a short 
exchrnge of letters between them,on her side a flattering interest 
in him and his affDirs,on his an accePtance of it as a pretty whim, 
which however pleased h1m enormously.In one letter, answering a 
request for an explanation of the letters after his nnme,which 
were incomprehensible to her,he set out,in order, what he had,Bnd 
why obtained.In its stilted French,the letter is a curious comment 
on its writer. 
"K.C.bl.G. confere par la Reine Dour mes explorations de '5 
snnees en Australie pour la decQuvire de l'or,ls decouverte (86) 
de nouvelles regions nccessibles a is colonisation et finalement 
pour les constructions des cartes topogrsphiques et gelooglques, 
bosees sur des observRtiol1p astronomigues . 
"C.B. fccorde par 10. Reine pour mes services de A. nns en 
Irelande pendant Is desol8tion de ce rays en ,846 01.1 J'adminisrnis 
cep souscriptions de 15 milions de roubles(t:('O.c.C"C' livres sterlin;:;) 
']ue ILBI'lplre [' A ollscris. 
"D.C.L. Distinction aCl'demique dont l'Universite d'Oxford 
m'a honore pour mes services. 
"F.R.S. a l.'lquelle je suis e1u en consequence Cleb 1'oc':18:",o1'1es 
scientifiques. 
"F.R.G.B. ejection due !l l'm,\'r~3c Clue ~'l'v"itl ",'Ablle en 1-'~45. 
"~11e6 '1 0 fort rJ.ue repreBenter U 10 uerie CC::': 8' rvlcc& at c'cs 
travD.U:{ 010 I ~Qri l;I.lY 1, f . t i...~'L.L It J ~. u1 CE.. rc-:'r ':sent au moment, 
ou j e vous ecris a I' etat d' une cartouche epuisee" (87) 
That is almost the lost glimpse of him,complaining'Rs 
usual of his health, but seeming to be well enough to get G good 
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deal of pleasure out of life.Time was thinning the rFn1r s of his 
friends,but mnny remained,nnd with time,his own demands on others 
were lessening.To all appennces,he was comnletely hRnny in the 
world he hnd chosen . He had 811 he wRnted --except the one thin" he 
• 
h~d tried to snatch .That,too , he might ~~ve had . Why he did not,and 
what he really felt about it , is the secret between the calm and 
noble face he turned to the world . It is too 18te to say now. One 
can only conjecture . 
Page 138 . 
NOTES ON 
XVII 
(84)Morley Life of Gladstone . 
raul History of I{odern England 
Stanmore Life of Si dney Herbert 
Lytton Strachey Eminent Victorians 
- - ---Life of Florence Nightingale(Author not copied) 
Page 138 . 
(85 )A curious fact is the month of June in StrzeleCki's 
life . F . R. S June 1e53 . D. C.L . June 1869 .K.C ,I.i.G June 1869 . 
Page 139 . In this letter, 11 Viord of explanation is needed . 
As the only source for it VIP, S out of print , I Vias obliged to copy 
the reference , in pencil , and made abbrviations which I trusted I 
could write out when the time cElme . That time ViPS ll!ter than I 
expected , and I cpnnot be sure of what Vias VIl:'itten in the case of 
French . The errors in the letter therefore are my fpult rather than 
Strzeleckis' 
(87) Strzelecki was Pllrticularly fond of Illmenting his 
exhausted nature . It occurs in so mAny of his letters that it must 
have been l!. habit with h1m . 
l,VU/ 
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XIX 
DEATH 
Ln~t months--Destrllction of pflpers--conclusion . 
The old man seemed in his general st~te of ll;ood heglth, 
flt the boginning of 1873. He broke the worst nart of the winter 
by going abroad to escape the cold, but came bacl' to Englrnd for 
the sUL.mer, rnd when the autumn brought most people back to tovm, 
he was qUietly established in the round of cflily life--trips to see 
friends,visitorf! at home,w[llks in the park,drives . He still went to 
meetings,had not given un anything of his former wide interests.He 
did not neglect his favourite charities.There was nothing to mark 
thi~nutumn as in nny wl3Y differnt from the others. 
In August,he was not so well,but still able to write a few 
letters,e.nd trke !'tn interest in life,though at a lessened temno . 
Soon afterwards,feeling himself f~iling,he shut himself up in his 
own house.He was not ill,but no long<r well.His secretery and 
confidential servent looked flfter himiEeassuring bulletins were 
issued,and visitors,calling to inquire,were given cheerful accounts 
of him,but no-one adILitted . Even Lady Herbert , a friend of many years 
standing,wDs not allowed to show him the friendship he had done for 
her husband in like case.She got a message but did not ree(lh his 
room . She,perhaps,was closest of those remaining to him imany were 
dead.Others,like the ?!.acarthurs and Walkers,and Adyna,diatant . 
As the leaves fell that autumn,he sat at his window,and 
watched,who had seen so l!Jany autumna,and the leaves (If so many trees 
fall;perhaps he,the survivor of so !Lany journeys, pondered the 
extent of his next inevite.ble one.Once or twlve,on the eve,he had 
been reluctant to set out,but not,probably,this time.He wes ready 
( 88 ) 
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The days of his enforced seclusion were solemn, but pecceful.He was 
given the blessing of a quiet death,prefaced by a respite,in which 
he could set his house in order. 
At seventy seven,little remains to be done.If work has 
been left unfinished,it is too late to repair the omission--atrength 
is wanting for attempts to fill the gaps. What should have been said 
or done must remain incomplete.There is no time to make a whole of 
the different Parts of a life.But to unmake is a shade easier. 
The invalidt,confronted with the mass of materials--studies 
sketchea,notea,le~tera,the Papers relating to the eight sections 
of his book, the manuscript of the second, --watched the growing 
pile as his secretary brought them from the drawers where they had 
rested so long,and turned them over,wondering mildly at the distance 
measurable in miles,his pen had travelled.They were part of his 
life,and only his brain held the key.Most important of all was the 
manuscript journal where he written himself,all the dead selves, 
the eager man who set out,the man who returned,and the man who had 
survived both these.Here,if anywhere,was the real link which held 
together all the men he had been,each embalmed in vanished situat-
ions,like insects held in amber.lt,too,w8s too vivid.He did not 
want the ashes stirred. There was only one vmy to unify the mass. 
,11 th a slight smile on his thin lips, the old man recalled, out of 
the past which every year became more the present than the narrow-
ing world he inhabited,a letter,that he had once written,ordering 
the destruction of his papers in case of his depth.Now the time 
had come to repeat that order.He told his secreta.ry to burn them. 
As the man gathered thew up,the dry sheets gave out a rustling 
like the fallen leaves in the street beyond the window.The sick 
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man felt lighter when they h~d gone. 
But he he.d a task still to do.Like most people who live long, 
he had made E1 series of wills,only to change them with the fluctuat-
ions of his affairs and the vicissitudes of his friends.This paper 
w~s to round off the collection which in its way, summarises one 
as ~ ect of a life--what a man remembers to dispose of,in leaving it, 
and to whom. 
The man who had been child,student,lover--all seven of the 
ages of rnan--had rehearsed his terms before he set theo down. The 
ilong lonely sea voyages,the nights of discomfort in tropic!'l forests 
de.lert.J,l:eaches,c8ves,wind swept mountain tops;all the hours of 
de:..olation and self communion of an explorer's life, lay behind the 
clauses he dictated: 
"th8t my funeral expenses should be reduced to a minimuDl,and 
that on no account he should allow a monument or tombstone or any 
other sign Christian or.ragan bearins my nerne to mark my bst 
resting plece,for death being oblivion and time resl"ecting nothing, 
8 grave with a bit of turf over it thus ignored by all,is the most 
cOllsistent and desireble" 
The man taking down the draft must have glanced up sur-
prised.The words,in balanced,weighed sentences,sounded like the 
summing ur of n rirened,matured judgement on life,a bitter comment 
on the things a man is taught to care for. 
It was no hasty opinion,yet it marked a profound change 
y;hich must have come over him P.t some stage of his mental life. The 
old man had. come e long way from the child "Paul, playing I't priest, 
delivering sermons, or more publicly,taking part in the service of the 
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1:ass. The influence of his home, and his deeply religious mother had 
probatly cisflpreared early,~ut 11 deep sense of an CmniT'otent ~ein5 
hE'd remained with him through Illl his w;:nderings,in ",'hose existenue 
every marvel of npture quickened his belief(8g) Dac
" 
in EnL;lend,he 
must have kert that idea, for, as the c lose friend of Sldne~' 1-!erbert, 
he could hf'rdly h:1.17e been too much out of symp8thy with the church 
to have beloTl,3ed to a group containing Florence lUghtingrle 11.'10 the 
Gl~dstones.vet,l't .r<. mome!1t when the secret Grudses,the discppoint-
ments, the inw~rd bi tternesses of men come out with unreetr'!ine,'1 
force,w'len llrej.I.:J.i'ce or expediency llas nn more to saY,Ylhen they 
etf'JlJp the image of their spirits the more) f.!.I'L~IJ ' , " lJ Hion 
of tneir clay, the old Strzelecki reve.,leu a'" inntlr laek, e I ' •• ,!-'r 
i l:Jlfficl. ' ~lCJ +;l'l.·:'as~a a thin beem of light bad' ('\'er his 1>1"'6Y, 
co hlt"·\ct.ive life.No lIIf1.il who he.s (,['ttnl'l.'3<i his inner urge caren 
ruucc-, ebout. the fete cl' "~n 1 ~,(t:.'.A •. .::tic:Ilo1.;s (;are for the disposal 
of the least important p[·rt of oneself is in itself fl cO'lfesaio'1 
of .fa i lure, mId the 1i tterneas of St1':>:elccki' Il 
1o!1siatent with the liller!'l ,::enerosi ty of his Rtti tude ,it, ~~ t.l" e 
... 'l ~.~,,) t'ling which his biogre.phy reveals in general rather seldom 
--the reel mi~d of the 8~~.(~O 
U'(l.t '1',;,3 ~t ",0 lacked? '7as t:lere anythi")3 mM'e lr ;. i.s 
If u" I1h,!,"J ':.;IY1 ':.'107 .oa~lonalism so cOllJlJon in his tlme? ,Tas it '10'4 
pernaps,00nai&tent "'itl! lIla ut'J;.,d.ln 'c; 'lo.! a 11;1 ;1 of science to re~ard 
the soul lIS 1-.on e"LJtont,fl ,30.)Ptlciarn ~'::';'Tnin.:,; in ) .It·3~1Tl-')''''f. 
?f )arv/in? There was;the bitterness is too apparent,esneciplly 
shown by a man who,when already mature,marvelled fit the hf:.ndl'1'lork 
of God revealed in the intricacy of a volcano's worklngs,pnd 
solemnly invoked his protection for the \'loman I.e loved. 
"No sign either Christian or P8gsn,l'or deRth being oblivion 
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and time respecting nothing, if' greve ignored by all is the most 
consistent pnd desirable" 
With what,wl'ls it .consistent? ",ot the belief of his childhood, 
to which so many Roman Catholics return in the hour of deathinot 
with the beliefs of a Pole,for whom Poland,buried but not deAd,was 
only awaiting a gloriOUS resurrection.The consistency lay with 
Strzelecki himself,the desire of a deeply disappointed man,a man 
who had,on all the paths he had followed,missed the one roed which 
might Dc>.ve brought him to the place where he wanted to be. 
His generation were dead.The friends of his youth,the 
relations he kept a.t e distance,were hardly likely to haunt his 
tomb, and the friends of his middle life and old age would. hardly 
do more than the dues of respect to a. distinguished me.n. It W/IS not 
curious heirs,nor importunate admirers,relatives or disciples from 
whom the lonely old ma!l was seeking to hide.The pa.ragranh in the 
will 1.s the key to an explanation of whllt Strzelecki had looked 
for in life,and what he hed found,much deeper and urofounder than 
the epitaph which the Times published a. week after his deRth, which 
took place on October 6th,1873. The instructions were carried out 
His personal possessions were scattered,his body given nrivate 
burial(the general opinion is,in Kensal Green Cemetery,but this is 
not definite) his will filed for probate and put alllong the other 
wills in Somerset House.The long life was boiled down to a short 
summary in books of biography,where most of the facts were incorrect 
or misleading,and to blurred images in the brains of middle aged 
people.Only an old woman,in Polc>.nd,remembered the young raul 
strzelecki.That memory would soon fade end nothing would remAinj 
nothing of the man except those achievements for which he gave up 
so much of the real stuff of life,for the sake of which the 
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inta.ngible essence which is life,slipred betw en his fingers.He 
set out to do something,and he rid it,to be something(a much ha.rder 
thing)and that too,he attainediprosperous,well thou~ht of,rich in 
friendship, titles and honours,he revealed the insufficiency of 
these and,on the final count _ _ incomplete,fsiling the knowledge 
hldden in the unprinted Adyna. letters VThich might make everything 
plain--merited the summing up his first biographer glwe of him: 
"An Englisblllan in his p.ipce would have bec:ome Viceroy of 
India or founded somewhere a new Pennsylvania for the Irish,but he 
lacked the COl1s.i.&'tGl1cy for thr> t .He had n good heart,by SlavaJnic 
ctandardsiif an Englishman had been equally g OOd hearted,he would 
have discovered those new regions and used them for the unfortclnate 
of the world, but (strzelecki) lacked the rractical power to do such 
things ••• He hed s talent for wanderin~,but not one for settling. 
He hlld the great success,but missed the samll detailed,hapnlness, 
the need of domestic happineso for himself •••• the flowers of joy 
fell from the tree of his llfe,and there re~ained the thorn,eter-
nally renewing itself,of an involuntery regret a.nd a longin~ denied . 
His highws.y through the world was ellsy pnd snlendid, but nn that 
road he remained always a ' wsnder:tng .wllyfRrer" we might a.lmost 
say a "lone wayfarer" (!? 1) 
NOTES ON 
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(88 ) The letter which he wrote to his friend DonRldson 
in December 1839 is interestine; here for tyro reasons . Ee SElYs 
"I am as you see Xli always as one may say one foot in the 
stirrup,wlthout hurrylng or rushing to lift the leg Bnd s~ur the 
steed .Leanwhile prepared for the departure which the longer delayed 
the better- -May you delay yours to the l ongest term of human 11fe" 
The same letter contains a passage which throws light on the 
highly questionable burning of the papers . 
"I encl -, se you again the key of the portmanteaux;in case 
of my taking a SUdden de~arture for the other world- -cend the 
Papers of the violet portfeuille to l.~m . Andre and Cottier P/ll1kere in 
Parls,apprising them meanwhl1e of the great loss the world sustalned 
by my bolt - -put at once in the fire the thick red portfeul11e Bnd 
all the correspondence partlcularly that wlth womanklnd : --do what 
you please with the nackage of notes and books- -dont let them 
fall into strange orforelgn hands " 
ThAt w,?,.s wri tt en In AUstralia.ft , nnd ha.s been long in the 
possession of the I.:i tchel Library .Strzelecki had T'robRbly fOl'ttot ten 
its existence when he ordered the destruction of his nR~ers in 
London . Yet , between 1839 and 1873--thirty four years-- the Sp.me wlsh 
was uppermost In his mind Vlhen confronting the idell of depth . It is 
all interet:l tin5 case of thllt consi;;tency with himself I have stressed . 
Reference on the next page is to the Sf;Uie letter. 
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ion . (e~)Sce the chapter on the Paciflc and the volcano expedit -
(90)The letter I received from !:r Turno,refus i ng the rest 
of the letters as unSUitable for Publication,though I assured him 
they would be subject to any restrlctions he put unon their use 
or quotatlon,lncllnefl me to the belief thBt here lies the key to 
Strzelecki, and until they are ODen to inspection,the life will 
alwl'lYs remain incomplete on the side of motive . There , if anywhere , 
an explnnation of the inconsistencies Rnd puzzles liJ1lst be i'nul1cl . 
Page 150 
(91) I hllve tra slated as literally liS I could but the use 
of inverted cornm8S implies some familiar figure from llterature 
or legend,which I cllnnot interprete correctly,so let it st1'nd a 
it W[s. r~ .J.. Y "' Pl4t1l 
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XX 
THE DISTORT ING SHAD0\7 
Death is usually the last chapter in a bioeraphical 
study.After the best 'flight of rhetoric the writer can command,he 
lea,ves his subject on that lonely heieht,and closes the record. 
But Strzelecki refuses to yield to this treatment.His 
ghost,if less terrifyinG than Banquos',less revengeful than the 
elder Hamlets " is equflily restless and equally pervasive . His 
3arl,le'1ed attempt to attain oblivion by an unmarked e;rave hE's he.u 
. '~he oppoo:..te effect,and ilwolve<l hi1iJ in more notor+tty,mostly of 
an unplep.sf"t kin,l, th, 11 the '31'0» :',est bid "or ['1.."}: e ",ttention would. 
ht'.ve done . 
The UBe to which his l1~\r,e h::'::2 beu, P1tt since his death 
- , 
the fantastic,somewhat silly legend which has growa out of 't , 
must be traced in dete,il, and brought back to the point on vrhich it 
turns--Strzelecki's will . The full text runs as follows: 
"ThiS is the last will and testament of me,Paul Edmund de 
Strzelecki,of no.23 Saville Row , E .C. 
"First,I direct th<lt all my just debts,funerfll and 
testamentpry expenses be pAid nnd cntlsfied by my sole executor here-
in after named, flS soon a,s conveniently may be after my dee th . 
Second, I give and devise to the Baroness Herbert of Lee, 
of 71ilton House in Salisbury,the silver tea service contflined in 
tv/o rosewood chests which I hove received as' e. testimonial froD 
the gentlemen composing the committee of the British Association 
for the relief of distress in Ireland in 1847,V/hich tea service I 
beg of Lady ilerbort to accept as [ remel:,brance of one who h1' s 
admired and valued to his Ie st tne memory of :101' I? ',]e)' '00,1 Lll~ ',,~1']' 
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::lidneJ Her'lert, and her own unlfoj'm klnd!1ess "nd friend shin to him . 
Besides that, I beS thr.t t;.dy Herbert s'loll1d h,rvo t.l(' ,oil':.lt c 110ice 
of' lily or1sL1rl drowlngs whicL she'~e J fancy ale' bc'll." t.e., Which she 
illay like to possess. 
"lllird . And I elve ~'1rl t'ts'rlDC : •.. ,' ""~.l.r '~1, to my feithful 
"ervar.t l.'r He;1r;,' Stok~s the r:lur. of one thous,lnd POllTlO" [.prl'r." for 
his own Use and benefit ebsolutely,to 1e paid to him within O'1e 
cclendar month after my decease,free from lee;acy duty,as ['lao J 
werring clothes ['TId linen , my l:edstead c.nd bedding,e.nd I give <>.:10. 
-'eq le['th to '1] other sel"r::nts who ;:.t the time 0'" t7 c(;'J.th to -'e iT, 
receirot rf YE-rrly l'Iat;es,two hundred toune's to e~.cL. 
t':'""OLlT't?]. ;''''1il I "1:l1~i· ~~~, '::Q·t.:;t,~ t.. +~) [' II a.ppoint L'J €'!;.~(:cll('nt 
frLmd "r John ...a"1b S::rver(?) (;;2) 'If t'1e fim, of POD'1rS (': ~l 
~ 
r!"YI :{ 11 .:: ), ~ .- . ..,,' .' .. J- . ~ Strellt,to be ny rosldu!"ry(~) 
lC! .. lJt~13 :1,')d EXc:>J.tor 'J£ L~i 
" 1 ::~t will find testament . 
"Fift!11y . Of t,lEl l'''fl'v 
1'" '0' i'11181' of l1y oroperty of 211 
and every Jr1.nd , ",y household furniture , books , nlAte,1"<lctures , horses 
End carrlr . .3es E:l~d also of all D.Ild overy Sill,' Fnd suns of money due 
to t;Je Ft tne time of lily decease or 1:,e Pf'yable by the Commissioners 
for the _,ed,uction of the 1l:ltionC11 "Jebt end also of a11 ni] atocks , 
funds nnd sccur":'ties remllilling from the sFle and n,pyment of r.y 
legAcies Above naJned 1">8 also of every other , my ,;;stAte and r.ffoct,s 
whatsoever [;.nd ,hosoever both real and r-eraonal vThether in D'lSSeSS-
ion or revision Jremainder or expoctHtlon , l'md I eive and devise and 
bequenth the above to him ~ r John Lamb Svrvor for his own use and 
bcnuflt ~bsolutely . 
"Sixthly . And I hereby entreAt [1.nd beg of ruY &yce llent 
frJ.l'JlId fnd sole executor 8no legatee , ! r John LRmb Sarve r , to burn 
,1.L my Papers ~nd manuscriT'ts , e:vtI'Pcus , s craT)s,n otes ' ['€I"Ol'f"ldP. or 
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journnls and letters addressed to me and I also request of him that 
wy funernl expen ses sh1l1l be rec'uced to minimum a.nd that on no 
ccount ilC should allow [l. monument or tombstone or P11Y other sign, 
Christil'n ornagan bearIng my name to ml'l.rk my last resting nlpce . 
For death being oblivion and time res1"ecting nothing,a grave with a 
bit of turf over it thus ignored by ,,11 is the most consistent [4nd 
desirable . 
"Seventhly . And I give and devise to my deer friend rr 
Thom]Json - ---- - (Vlord undecipher!l.ble) the silver , s:>.ivcr I received 
from the Poor Law Commission in Irelv.nd curing the time of distress, 
[>s [',Iso my book of autographs and my riding horse which he liked 
nnd I beg of ; ' r Thomson of - -----to accent .:,y OVfn stll.r of St 
l.;ichael and George,the - -- - -oet witn a J)end.ant . 'rhe Order of the 
Bllth to be returned to the Herllld ! s Office as in duty bound and I 
beg of roy universal legatee to I!\llow Hr 'fhomson Hanl<ey( '() to choose 
any dra.wing and any books which he may f8ncy and I bee; of my univer -
sal legatee to return to ~.;rs Alexander Devaux the diamond ring 
which her husband in memorial of his brother Charles Devaux has 
kindly offered me . 
"Ei6hthly . And I hereby revoke all my forroer or other 
wills and testaruents by me at a.ny time heretofore made,and I declare 
this to be ~y last will Dnd testarnent . bl witness whereof I the said 
~aul Edmund de Strzelecki have to this last will and testmanet set 
my hnnd the third day of October in the yefJr of our Lord one 
thOUSAnd ei(;ht hundred and seventy tllree --Paul :>;dmund de Strzelecki 
SIgned by the said Paul .::dmund de Strzelecki the testator and by 
him declared to be his last will and testament in the presence of 
us rlho at his request in hIs prAsence and in the nresence of e8ch 
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other hereto oubscribe our nab-es as witnesses Thot1/lS Allwright 
CO!:lmercial Place Lewslham M . S . ~ . Andrew Wesley 6 lIithley St 
Kc"nlngton Fark . 
"Proved at London 15th October 1873 by the opth of John 
Lamb S!1rver the 80le executor to whom VTflS granted above . 
" 
Cne other statement on the Solterset House index which did 
not appenr in the photostat (93) - -the will was sworn for nrobate a:. 
less than ten thousand pounds . 
Such in full is the faLlous document over 1'!hich so much 
ink has been poured out . Relations of the explorer cla.it1 , and near 
relatives have claimed for some time , that the 1':il1 is n forgery . 
This view has by this time divided. into tylO branches of thoup;ht - -
the relations in Poland, who remember fUGS and trouble in the aot, 
but are now content to let the L;atter rest , and dislike the actions 
of the second party,who claim various things against the British 
government and the Pustralian government , as he irs and legatees of 
StrzeleckL As papers set tins out the I'resent sts.te of the [> ffair 
reBclled fily hands before leaving Poland , I interviewed or wrote to , all 
the relatives accessible,and tried to piece together their version . 
The historical growing of the will forger y ca s e grew un in the 
following way . 
The c18im is based on .the will itself . Strzelecki loaves 
nothing to his relativea , which seems to have surprised them more 
than it does us . It was over fifty years since he had left Polru1d, 
and !:lost of his own generation were dead--tllere tlas noone to whoIJ 
it vlOuld be natural to leave money . his not doing so seel!ls quite in 
keel)ing with his policy of keeping visiting connections at 8. distance 
durinz his life . Filial and faI'lily affection had never been a 
I 
t 
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characteristic of hisjbesides,he may h~ve thought that yenrs of ~se 
of his shc"lre of his f£l.ther's property was enough to give (94) 
Moreover,events had changed conditions in Poland . Our 
knovlled!3e of Strzelecki for the year 63 is. scanty, but the mere 
a.lbsence of evidence to the contrHry suggests that he was leading 
his quiet sheltered life at a timo when his countrYlJen wore lnvislting 
blood a.nd treasure in a vain bid for political existence . He VIas too 
old to fight,but there seems no proof of any interest he displayed 
even from afar in the contest . But the tide had swamped the Strzel-
eckis left at home,though the trouble as always was in Russian 
Poland . It had dralm in the Poznan Strzeleckis . The second son of his 
brother Peter vanished,like so many young lDen of that time.Jan 
Strzelecki of ~Odz fell(no evidence is forthcoming to show whether 
or not he vms related) The ::;ame fate was shared by Sebastir<.n Strze-
lecki,s distant cousin . 
Peter was dead , before 1873,and Isabel,though one son of the 
former and sons of the latter survived . But these were all aliens ~ 
h1lbit,mind !.:nd life.There W<'s no link between the old lJan and the 
children born after his departure . 
But there was a serious omission • .Adyna Vias living . He did 
not mention her.The Vi oman who nl1lyed the largest part in his life, 
Vlho received from him letters which were such paens of praise as to 
be almost embarassing reading from a man of his age,does not even 
receive the cursory attention of a presentation tea tra.y or coffee 
cUP.To have left her money,who wns rich(how often,in the letters 
he so ruthlessly burned,must have begged him to waive pride and 
tnke of her p.Lenty) would have been unneEcessary,but the failure 
to mention her name does not shake the validity of the will.The 
reason for the silence is nrobably to be fotmd in the unT'ublished 
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lotters,and must remain unexplD.ined till their secret is made 
public.If his will is gcnuine ,he did not mention her,though he had 
other women in his thoughts.But it shows,as it stBnds,the complete-
ness of his severance with Polrllld, which seems to have had very 
little place in his mind,those iast few weeks. 
The will does not go into detail,though certain facts 
about it are curious --the smallness of the sum,as sworn for nrobate 
is completely at varia.nce with the style of living the items indic-
ate.Hiding horse,carriage horses,in Saville Row--one thousand 
pounds ,and other two hundred pound legacies,this makes the under 
ten thousand puzzle of how he lived on it enigmatic indeed.John 
Lamb Sarver,of the firm of Charles Devaux,one member of which was a 
personal friend,mentioned in the vlill,muat have been that secretary 
mentioned elsewhere. "'!ho drew the Vlill is not clear, since Sarver or 
Snwsr could h1:\rdly do so,if genuine ,being legc>tee and executor.The 
witnesses names are a shade singular-_they arme!"r nov/here else, and 
must have been servants,too recented employed to get bequests,or 
casual rersons,for we find no other mention of them. 
So much for the will itself,at .first view. Three yenrs 
after Strzelecki's death,in 1876,the family were ready to take 
action.'£hen,the S,tUpskis and Strzeleckis engaged a Prussian l~wyer 
who went to ;"'ueland and claimed that the will was a forge::t to 
benefi t some person or persons unknovm concealed by the fkse ne.me 
of John Lamb Sarvant . or that this person (i t might or mi,o;ht not be 
his real name) hl'd forged all t.'le necessary documeni::s,l'nd put in 
the clause 1l.bout burning the pap,rs to cover his tracKs.The evidence 
they brought forward was tha.t Strzelecki had been good to the fa.mily 
hEllred them,kept in touch and would never have left the bulk of his 
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property away from the~ to strangers . They pointed to the date of the 
vlill,IDn.de only" few days before his de['th,at 11 time when he was 
too weak to leave his room /llld when his S0(;:ce~, ;: j:':J SErver had sole 
Eleeess to him,denying even Ledy Fer',el' t,who surely could heve seen 
hlal for a moment if he was well enough to do a bie; bit of VlorJr like 
c' ietA,ting a long will.Then,the mltn who profitted by the will WElS 
his secretary-- the man most easily able to arrange his seclusion, 
forge his will,or alternatively,suborne a helpless Ulan to slgn A. 
prepared PI, per . The small vEl.lue of the will seemed susnicious, fmd 
the vp¢ueness of , its terms . The evidence for their case was wanting, 
us the proof of it was beyond me . Without the date of the de1'th of 
John .,"'i.;~b Sarver, or particulr;rs of hiD life, there is no waf of 
nroving anything now . 
Sarver a1)pee 1.M, and in a second hearing , the valie'.i ty of 
the will VIDS upheld . I trlked this over with l ' . Feliks StupsJri,grandson 
of Isabel Strzelecka,and his version seems highly likelYjthe lawyer , 
'1 Prussian,8nd though the best the family coula afford , probably 8. 
provirwh 1 b.t . fJfJSt" ui.l 11'Jt lC tO w -;JlLl i, r :;'I'~, or ::my too much of the 
Bn~lish language,80 was unable to make hfs points tell .In a letter 
f ,'om BJlothur member of the frunily , it R,ppe",.Y's that certain nembers 
.of the family went to London,to make inquiries on the spot, but we)!! 
soon discoura/Sed(proably not u'Ylderstanding the la1l6U1'.ge) and r-;nve 
lt up in despair . This phase seel:1S to hp.ve cost a gren.t dea.l of money 
and left most of the survivln,.:l kin In tile position they 81'e to-day 
indlfference.But it is important fie ehowill':; t,wt the first generat-
iOll, those llavillS at least an r. ral tradition, accounts of visitors to 
L(!Ic]on,those who got at least as f(lr ElS t'le club and Strzelecki, 
believed that raul strzelecki dled rich . To me it boems that the 
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vlhole cS:Je V/flB hopeless from t~1e ltprt.lf Sarver was diBhonest,the 
money was in tl1e hands of a c.lever and. resourceful scouYJdrel . I:1 any 
case, possession vias nine tenths of tue battle. If t'le S;t'unskis had 
lrnown enOUGh of Englar1d to nay a young amtit.iol\s Ipwyer with n name 
to 1ll8ke,solDC'uhi'1g might have come out of it . At that stare,for ,'In 
Englishman, there were still friends and eyewitnesses ali'Te v,ho 
knew Strzelecki and something of his Ilffairs and who could have 
settled detnils which are hOTJele88 at this date . The affair nut tho 
Folish relatives out of the rpce,nnd left them too noor to contend 
further . JohnLamb Sarver WIIS in possession of his gains,well or ill 
gotten. 
There the matter rested,pnd the yeprs passed,and with them 
took away any chance which remained of getting to the fncts of 
anythinG connected with Strzelecki. Papers belonging to him, which 
hRd been in his sister's c8re,letters,eRrly and more recent,were 
kert by the S;t'Unski fnmily,a.nd finally stored in an ·old house nellr 
Vlarsaw.M . SJUl'slri distinctly remembers a mass of old family l',,"ers 
stored in a leRther bag, in the el'rly yea rs of the vmr . Then the 
RUssians came ,used the house , and Used the furniture and with it 
everything inflRmmable,to heRt the stoves . other members of the 
relatives had nothing left of their nArents Alld gra.ndNlrents excent 
a fev/,rAITlbling,family legends . 
Then,recently , came e recrudence of intcre3t . A few yeArs 
ago,a family of the same naBJe,relatives,or another branch--with a 
dlfferent crest, thtlUgh this is not conclusive ej ther wey, be~f!n to 
revive stories of Strze.l _cki . These Boon grew to fantAstic nronort-
ions, since the jGUMlalists of America and Poland were equnlly 
ignorant of e['ch other ' s countries , And equally ree.dy to snread a 
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\ :",ory rl'LLc.1 pror i<.e6 tilO rOl.,Llltlc exe,,:,' erp'tion<. of t"le Arabi1'tn 
,,-'-chts . The Jerr 1935 , vlhe.l , : 'ccor'dln " (, ,, ..]lJglioh IF,w,D.ny clci:llS to 
r,roTlerty lcft by Strzelecki would lose t!lcir va lieU ty , sim the 
P.r.;eriCl'fl press breflking out into wild Drticles . '\fe;,t ye"r , it 11".0 
attracted flttention in Poland , and the pres" tilere WES nrlntinc; 
hlghly coloured stories uider sensational hOl'dlines . 
~he American bra.nch of the fa.mily has published. g nl)l'lnhlet , 
where the claims are set out . A copy of this WDS sent to me by the 
head of the faIJily in li"ew York , and another has been sent to the 
j"itchel LibrDry . P·or this reason , it should be discust:led and some of 
the pOints raised gone into . 
It begins by quoting Howitt ' s History of Discover.'! of 
Austrrdie. Rnd Tasma.nia , and Boase ' s : .. odern EnClish Biography and 
after the usual biogranhy of Strzelecki (certain fa.cts of vlhich , as 
I h-. ve tried to show, have little documentary evidence 01' even oral 
tradition to support them) he pnsses on to !,jake cert"in derr -'lds . 
The first of taese states that when Strzelecki did his 
exploratory work in Australia , he was a citizen and ~atriot of 
!'oland . APart froD the dubious story , to which I uave not ~f'id any 
attention , of hi 5 havin3 l1aturallsed as [In American , which certa in 
writers on Strzelecki refer to , without g lvin5 it a.n orie;inal 
source , there is no possibility of claillHn3 Strzelecki as a 1"ole in 
the ler.>;nl sense . Of rolish fa];Jily he was , but being born in 1"oznan , he 
I'ms technically a Prussia,n . The Prussia.ns certainly cleimed him a8 
one . I have a cutting from a Gemon neWSPaper headed : Das neuste Werk 
cines I'reussin uber Australien -_a pDl'agraph appearing in the 
erlinische Ncchrichten of 2nd ray 184') . It further Bsserts that he 
!'r.id his own expenses with tue hclD of his felilily--whlch the f acts 
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given in the chapter on finance do not ~ubstantiate,a:Od consequently 
cemands that the Commonwefllth of Australia ;;nd Great Dritain should 
refund the family those costs amounting to five hundrod and sixty 
t,lOUSaLid dollars(%560 . 0C'O) (printed as %560 . ('I('0 . CO) 
Count Strzelecki discovered tLe highest poay and gave 
it the Polish name of "Ht Kosciuszko(94) and annected(?)this re3ion 
as n Polish possession . Because at the.t moment (I anI quoting from the 
I',emor,mdum) Pol'1l1d was not legaly existant,he could claim that 
territory on the legal strenrth of "Priority Rights of Discoverer" 
Therefore the wI;'iter clpims one hundred quadra.tic miles in !Tew 
South Yiales,also the issuance of a free end clear title of ovrber-
chip, free from E.ny liens and encUClbrances. 
On the sal1:e basis we dew1'nd the return of "Strzelecki 
Prlbvince" in the State of Victoria , vrhich is the property of the 
legal heirs . 
Tlu~t does not seen to net discussion .,Anyone interested in 
Strzelecki ' s OVln attitude to Austrvlia and the ground he covered 
there,is referred ba.c!' to the preface to Gold and Silver, q1.\oted 
eytensively in the Dart referring to gold . 
The naragraph referring directly to the discovery of gold 
wines is curious: "Diecovery of Fields and Gold lanes in Jarious 
Pprts of Australasia . 
"In the year 1839 count Strzelecki discovered in the 
districts of Vlellin;ton , Bfl.thhurst IUld Hartley, stratas of ,?;old , in 
lar.::;e and eLwll quantities . On the 26th del\! of October,A.D.1 839,he 
officially notified the governor of New South Wales(Country contigus 
to the newly discoverod province) r.~r George Gi DT'S of this faet . 1'1' 
George Gipps , as the official representative or delegnte of the 
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";nr~ lish Authorlties, not ified his sunerior in London(Colonial Office) 
of Count hllll Edmund Strzelecki ' s discovery . --Governor Georr;e Gi nns 
then received instructions from London which prohibited tl-te eztrpct -
ing of gold to Count Strzelecki,besldes obliging him to keen secret 
tIl.., discovery of said bulli on , in the aforementioned provinces . Py 
that order Governor GiPTls vio13.ted the intornFltional law of the 
ri0ht of discoverers . 
'1'here are e few discrenanc ies here. In the Iii tchel Library 
is the original coPY made by the Secretary ' s denartr;,ent of Strzelecki 
' s 
renort on the momentous discovery . When Strzelecki reached l'elbourne 
after the journey through GiPPslaad,he et once wrote r. ronort on 
the trip,to which he added an analysis of the metals and m:"nerals 
he h.~d encountered . Either , two copies of it were mede , and sent to 
the Governor ,or else ,one drl'ft was sent which the offico conied and 
sont to Strzelecki for signeture , and which it then fil l ed . At any 
r:te , the I:litchei report has Il,ttvchod to it f lotted: statim,; it Vias 
to be copied and returned , and it i8 signed(95) P . E . de Strzelecki 
Dnd dated "the 26th or June!840"(96) 
It is the sane as the rcnort published anong the Australian 
F[.riiamentary Papers Vol 29.Ho.4 and has ",lready been quoted .I t 
definitely states that the 50ld is not in qua,ntities to repny 
working . In connection with the c r ncluslon dra,wn from this,the 
preface to "Gold and Silver" should be remembered . " On the strength 
of facts mentioned in th0 second article sf this petition , the 
administration deml'l1ds the full return , e.nd without any oblip;a.tion 
the gold !nines ••• or the pf'yment for the S'lllJe in the 'ln i ted St~.tes 
currency, the swu of One Billion, Three hundred and Fifty l'illion 
Dolll'rs; (;i!'1 .350 . CC'O . OOO . OO) 
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The t'J.ird point is tho uso of the flag . "Count P •. '. 
Strzelecki in his discoveries of Aust alasia never employed en 
English flag. 
"The provinces discovered by him in Austrelia e.t that time 
were no one's possessions, becPuse they vlere unknovm to anyone, "Any 
man's l[lnd and no J:lan ' s land" P[lsing this contention on Intornat -
ion81 Lllw , Count Strz.olecki discovering u ·known T'rovinces,lJutOl;latic 
nlly becalJJo their proprietor . " It continues in the salLe sense . It 
is hard to believe any educa.ted person could be quite serious in 
publishing sente!lces like the 8.bove . But the analogy could be broultlt 
home to anyone knowing Poland . In the contre of the Russo Polish 
frontier , ellst of Minsk and Br e~c' Litewski , there are huge nrellS of 
swamp, hea.vily wooded . In that reGion , aL"JOng primeval foreats , r>eas9nts 
live who have no word in their language for wheel ; to whom whoeled 
traffic is unknown, who underste.nd boats and --aeroplanes, since the 
Polish government has recently used these to carry out fl first 
survey of the district . PoP-SAnts lived there [lnd did not "now n war 
w,s on . So one can claim it IlS unknov1ll , and , off the narrow stl'i-rs of 
II 
cleared river bank , "Any man ' s land and no u[ln ' slane . '~ere an Austral-
ian,arrivinu in Poiand wit,l passnort [lnd visas in ordcr , ,,nd doing 
some botanising , to raise the Australien flag , the coses would be 
par?liol . s a sincere admirer of Strzelecki ' s work Hnd its vl'.lue 
one is oorry t(J "eo :;tate;:lents of this sort Dssoci['teo with his 
naJ1e . 
tI,~c ;~re n.g~in c['lllng your fl.ttcntion tu the f'lct tllRt Count 
Strzelec'(i never changed Jlis citizenohin , tlor w['s :-:;.e ever tho sUDjCct 
of Grent -ri tE'in, ,lOr alY of the AUstrl1,lial1 States, whcn labouring 
in Aust-rFli,,"n exnlorations , in fpct to tIe mOlilent of his death, 
norwlthstnnding he W'lS grr>nt ed v"rloi!d tl tll'ls <,:C l,·,'yin' ~ V" tit t W ;,I 
If) 
v.L .... l...', • •• j pi.;J.1':".J C'n,1 ;"·1.,11:)-'.~Bc~.J ~'·.1'" u':'"\'.~,-rl" Vi') d'l')~:)'"}1-I-l ·,f Great 
Britain . It 
The dete and regintration nWGber of Str'zelecki I s nature lis-
a.t10n were verified ilt the 1.ol1e Office , where t!'le o1'1.-:1'1a1 docu.,ent 
1& kept . 
Da.lliages to the strzelecki f,,~nily l'.s result uf Gipns I forciitl3 
the explorer to keep secret hls knoViledge are estimated a-L two 
hundred fifty L,ill i oo dollaro . Further sums of one million and five 
hunilred thous<lnd dollf'f's are [llso claimed,Hnd [nother one million 
Eo.Ild five hundred .thousn..'1d dollars spent on la.wsui ts in London , ~'1d 
"Lother fortuIlc,left by the Count at the time of his death is also 
to be ~.dded. to Ci tot1'l alre.?,.dy formidable . 
I1Jmedipte renewal pnd nermiss10n of Polish imr"i,:;retion 
to the estr.t85 romainlng nfter strzeleckl , known as 3trzelecki 
:Province is £1.LSO a condltion , nnd the original llPmeS given by him 
l.thould be retained . The heirs of the fc..mily want the ri"ht. to settle 
froely In Austr;;olie and to brin:,.; Vlith them p thousand 'Persons . 
Then the l.e",oranduu. goes on to give the reasons for the 
various claims it puts forViard aGainst the Austrc.lian Government . 
The imnorte.nt point is the assertion of inv;;ol i dity of the will.The 
srounds it gives he,ve for the most Dart been fjlr'elldy touched on . 
The nallle John Lamb Sarw;mt(97) VI/HI felse , no suc h person could be 
Iocr-ted in Grell.t Brit ain in the yeDrs 1873- 187 6 . The witneoses were 
not urcoent when the testt'J'Ilent Vias s i gned , but signed it sever!"l 
cbys flfter his def'th , and these witnesses cou ld not be locP.ted . 
How these stfltements Vlere proved I do not know , but cannot 
I:Jfj{e uny comment except as to the d i ff i culty of rroving the :Dfltter 
now . If John Sarwant was not represented by cousel or nrcsent when 
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the Prussian lawyer brought his peti ti~n R,,;p.inst the vI11itU ty of 
the will, I should imagine the verdict would \wve been other thElTI it 
WflS . 
It adds that the Strzelecki family were not notified of the 
dcci<. ion of the English court , but this must be on oversi'~ht, since 
courts do not act without havin::>; at least a case before them,hence 
• 
somebody must have been apPEJarin5 for the claimants,end this person 
should have informed his clients of what WRS the result 01' hi~ 
worl<: • 
There are ot.her dem<!nds --thc revenling of the grave of Str7el-
ecki,the returnin3 of medals and family mementos and a reference ~ 
p deml,lnd mede by Queen Victoria for the invalidity of the will to 
be recognised . 
Inside this l:elDor~ . "lum is [I rict1lre of Strzelec!{i(looking 
smmewhat like Kosciuszko in J'~atejko' s picture, outside the Suk iennice) 
elllE\culately dressed in Vlellingtons and ton hat,unfurling the Poli$]. 
},;agle emone; a band of shaggy companions who xeem to have felt 
the privations to which thir leader WetS bles"edly imlPulle.On the 
cover is tho nortrait of Strzelecki in old age ,of which I have seon 
the orie; inE'1 in t.he T'osses"ion of relatives in Warsaw . 
This r emor:>'1dur.,though remarkable in itself,would not 
have received such det:Jiled e;::-JIlinetinn,had it been a. purely 
personal matter,but it h8s had renercussions in Poland . The average 
Pole knows little of Australia , and not very much of Englflnd,so the 
:'1otice this \yl1d and picturesque story has attrined in the press 
fl/Ot' 
nns only roused sil.J.Y Md false ideas of Strzelecki ' s work , his 
status,end,in a. wider sense , stupid llldens of AUstralia , its woelth , 
its treothlent of vL, itors,the principalities to be cnrved out of 
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"No ~:an' s r.."nc1" . It J'~ised 'lo,..,e" of fcbulo1l3 fortunes in n nu.'~ber of 
people Vlho, as rel/"'tiollS, consiclereri t:-ler h"r> ., right to the sh<'re in 
vast sums of money which vlere lyinS w;: 1t.i:1."; to be p;~thered un,and 
as n result of it" fpilure,embittered and dis8pnointed them . 
To such lengths did the neWST'flY'er ce':,Pl'ie;n So on i"JOt'l sides 
of the Atlantic that. an flrt.icle hps recently BT'peerec1 in a reputl'ble 
Polish pnper,written by someone ".110 lE'" ,,1ft od t' OJ ("! 1.}r'H1ce fully 
and carefully . Its title sums up its "tti tude "Unworthy Rumours 
round e. Fe.mous !.[ame " The writer gives' the knovm f<'cts of .:":trze -
lecki's life,deplores the sensational revelations in the Pnlish 
nress , [lnd s . ,ys just.ly enou'Sh that all this is a purely rrivate 
mptter,a.ffecting the fnmily and descendants of P. Vlell Jrnown men 
but definitely not attached to him personnlly . He rer-;rets thpt the 
rClJutation of a great Pole , whose "Iork reflect.ed credit on his 
native land , and geve him standins flbrol'd , should be connected with 
cheap publicity . He ends by expressing his sorroVi tho t fplsificntions 
of the facts ohould be published where l'Jeo):'le not knol'linv the trut! 
may loe influenced by them . StrzelecJri,more than any other :Polish 
Ecientist , ou . :ht to link Polf1l1d and EnglAnd in bonds of symp1'thy . 
All thnt is true , and p pity . The deener pity lies thpt 0 
life like Strzelecki ' s , where ell the mistakes and troubles were 
personal , where he honoured and lived [It pellce in his Ildo"ted 
country , should serve 8S II. tool for creatine; bHd feeiing . Polpnd , R 
n~tion with II. high birth rpte , is becoming incref'sin'5ly fl\"pre of 
her coming need for I' plnce in the sun . Coloni"lly sl"en1rinr"Dhe is 
[l "hove - not " In the sarr.e T[,ryer which contained the n.rticle to 
which I Wen; just ref'errinc; , the lecc1in<>; article W[!S "On.~ r'.evision of 
the Colonial l.'p.ndc.tes" and the losue is [' bumin" one, t 0 which the 
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Strzelecki Le!:\edd, [llJ onposed to the strzelec1r i f"eta, can only Bcd 
fuol ; ..ct itl surely not necossrry,in [' til'lo of so mAny 'nolitlc['l 
rp.1courd,to 1'ile u:p one which h['s no necessity, betvleer. two countries 
whose relations tlhould be entirely frie'ldly . And these cltlims,in 
thomselves,are the worst nosLible tribute to Strzelec 1d's lllelJ'ory; 
to tile wm who did not t~ke for himself , one foot of the miles of 
uncla-'1Jod 1and over which he PHS sed, one stone, otHer tllEl11 C srecimen 
~ 
of all. the terltory he surveyed,:md who WE-S content with the only 
Dnyment he ever e;?t, in the coin of renovm . 
lito. aoeo not dedorve sucb trcrtment . Live the re:::t 0" ,lUn :cnity 
he hnd hls v:c;nitioo:the title COunt,tlle l1certeninp; roll of his 
r: ecorntion s ['nd honours sounded sweet to him ;hi6 life p.nd c ircurn-
stl'nces were not of :11s ml1.king liJore tl·.v'. Hre other n,ens' for he, 
lik< tne re ... t 01' hum"n1ty,w,~s the rei.Jult of his n8t,lre ,~nd the 
i,,,1)' ct of outv!ard forces unon it . Those fOrlJed the cf"rFc·cor :.e r' 
rnc frm:. it CfJ.Je tne eve·.,ts of his lon;~ crrccr .As'rir.,' r.o .Jore tl1rL 
he ,"ot 1.1 lite, ,-fter 1 t t,e r ceds r. J Lore 110.10' n t i:'''l (' e<"rr,e( 
~one~t~J,recelved freely,I:'.Jd tlcce"tecl with r,ride.If,,", "'ole of tl.e 
,'Ue of t.-le C'll'livity,:lc ",isseo the tl':'O gre<"test titles in ' ~clriew-'-cz'u 
fE'WOUS epltaph,,'n(\ wr. :> r.eithor soldier ncr poc.t, .:0 I'W;; rt e·r,;t 
e~ile.":o tllPt pbsence from the ,.,l:o.ce w'lOre he shoul'! Y~V0 [€:en,for 
l:.ppniness,he oelded the honourl'ble rpnJr of explorer, scientist ['rd 
"hilcnthropist, Fnd waD I'. man who without DXlY "dvantfl< e of 'cirtr, or 
",.,: lc:e,wlth not"in" to recoIrlllJend ')tIt himself,in Il strnr"E' cO'mtry, 
cr0Fte~ ~ niche in its occinl Ilfe,c ~12ce in its ~ictory,['re wrote 
tne nl"D,eS of his chosing Dcross E' C onti"lCnt . iTi th so much outwrrd 
"ucc eo S 11e [Just be content in thr t unmr rJrec' cr"ve vlhich, vcr et'ler 
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<' ecre«c ty his own winh , or l·y c' trick, lecomes ver., \'Iell the Vli'lc1erer 
over so m.'ny landa , reotinf', rt last in the narrow i6J.[n:~ of t.1s 
edo"tion . 
NOTES ON 
JJC 
For full drF,ft of will, in which r could not mDv.e out 
cert"in words,see photostat of it given as ap~endix. 
Pe.ge 152. 
(92) Sarver seems the nearest to the nl'me r CRC! ml'ke out.~lr Strzelecki in his ltemorandum gives it flS SarWl"nt.Both seem extraordinary names. 
Page 154 
(93)This wa.s made for!Le when in London,and the statement 
about the ten thousand was not on it but on the entry in the book 
where the PfirticulRrs of the wills were kept. 
PRge 155. 
(94)As there is no primogeniture in Polflnd,Str7.elecJri had 
F' right to the third Pflrt of G,Xuszyna,or its equivl11ellt ill money. 
This he never toak,unless the money given him to leave ho~e ~fter 
the TUrno affairs can be regarded ss pflrt paynent,which it Vias too small to te o 
Page 160 •. 
(94a lKo!lCiuszko is the actual Polish name What form 
Strzelecki actUally gBve I cl1nnot trpce, ,os the letters to AdYrla 
being trenslated would npturally have the real form.Vlbere the 
corruption crept in,it is now hard to sPy. 
The l{emora.ndum,pttached as aPPendix WF1S sent to me from 
A:...erica in reply to a letter asking positive information on one 
or two points .At the same time I received a list of references 
which r also append,and a letter asking me to defray pprt of the 
cost of collecting information.As I could not do this,I hpve tre?ted 
the llelllorandum as I Vlould have done Any document which rel",ted to the subject . 
Page 161. 
(95) The signature is interesting.I have seen various 
authentic signatures,all from late in Strzelecki's life,a.nd they 
show some variety.The one in the PhYsical Description ~resented 
to the Racynski Library in "'o?nl'lD,that in the list of members of 
the Royal Society,are like this.ln Bome places he Uses Edmond,in 
others Edmund .Always the "de" is shown. 
(96) Strzelecki often wrote the date DS "26th of June" 
If it WIlS not a custom of the time,it was probvbly 8 Polonism sir.ce 26 Czwerwca--genitive of June. 
Paee 163. 
(0'?)Srrwllnt.This time I r![lve Used the form of the ltemorlWdum 
